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Creatlve writers, artists, freaks with

ideas for avantgarde Dada joumal wanted.

Contact Cabaret Voharie c./o Steve

Hitchcock.6266 Madeline St. Apt.97 San

Diego 92115 Zip a dee dada
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Introduction

Arzu Ozkal

This book is about a social networking movement from the rg6o's:

The International Mail Art Movement or Correspondence Art. It
intends to be the first extensive review of the graphic minutiae

created by San Diego State University (SDSU) alumna Ferrara

Brain Panl focusing on informal art networks and their exten-
sion into digital media.

Fueled by post-structuralist critiques of meaning, permanency

and authorship, this book intends to inspire many cultural pro-

ducers to learn about artists for whom dialogue and exchange

were primary means for art making. The readers will hopeful-

ly develop their own models for informal exchanges, and build
more marginal-online/offline, temporal-platforms for creative

inquiry and experimentation. Discovering CabVolt No:r at SD-

SU's Special Collections encouraged us to bring this book into
being, and share the story behind the author of this short-lived
yet highly significant publication.

Pan drew upon a legacy of creative practitioners who utilized
the postal system to send and receive art, such as American art-
ist Ray |ohnson, who began such work in the r96os. When Pan

1 Correspondence and publications printed before 1996 use the name Steve Hitchcock
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moved to San Diego in19Z6 to major in journalism at SDSU, San

Diego temporarily became an active node in this unorthodox

art network. Very briefly aware of the early avant-garde move-

ments, such as Dada, Surrealism, Fluxus, etc., the eighteen-year-

old Pan decided to self-publish a dadazine. Pan's dadazine took

inspiration from the zine movement, during which individuals

created collections of written and visual work that could be easi-

ly xeroxed and distributed independently. He put out a call in the

San Diego Reader's Free Classified Ads section. (February 3-6,

tg77,Yol6, No +.)

Quickly scanning through the pages of. CabVolt No:t, I recog-

nized San Diego locals such as SDSU's Emeritus Professor, archi-

tect Eugene Ray, During our research, Professor Ray generously

opened up his archives where we found out that Xerography was

as groundbreaking for educators as for artists of the time. After

the medium became commercially available in the late rgsos, it
allowed creative practitioners to disseminate carbon copies of

their work broadly at a very low cost.

Pan self-published five volumes, named after Cabaret Voltaire,

the birthplace of the Dada movement in Ztirich, Switzerland.

Much like the original Cabaret Voltaire, Pan's zines included a

multitude of radically experimental material. Collages, poetry,

and political satire by avant-garde artists from all around the

globe, from Budapest to Amsterdam and Winnipeg, names such

as Ray |ohnson, Dick Higgins, and Anna Banana populated the

xeroxed pages. Writing this book allowed us to reconnect with

some of the artists, who greatly reciprocated our enthusiasm.

With my co-editor, Mila Waldeck, we have compiled a collection

of original essays from international authors and academics

that studied different aspects of"CabVolt, exploring it from both
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theoretical and practice-based perspectives. These essays are

attempts to situate the publication within the broader history

of the avant-garde.

This book includes email exchanges with Ken Friedman, one of the

three people who had initially responded to Pan's call in 1977. Pan

explained that it was Friedman who had introduced her to the Mail

Art scene. Friedman remembers San Diego as "bland and mild" and

an "unlikely locus for the International Mail Art Movement." In his

interviews and afterword for our book, Friedman further elabo-

rates about Fluxus West, Pan, and howthis experimental commu-

nity existed in so-called conservative San Diego.

Art Historian Emily Hage joins our roaster of authors who link
dadazines to performance art, and how it would be possible to

perceive each publication as a performance in their own. Musi-

cologist, and SDSU Professor Eric Smigel writes about the sonic

quality of the musical scores printed in the CabVolt No:4 Neur

Mustc Internattonale Edttion, and how each page emits noise

and commotion within the reader, connecting these graphics to

iohn Cage granting radical agency to the viewer/listener. Alex-

andre Alves provides the reader with historical background on

the cut up technique, which were heavily adopted by mail artists

of the times, connecting it to its origin Tristan Tzara, and then

Burroughs, and to industrial music and punk zines. William Ner-

iccio, Professor of English and Comparative Literature at SDSU,

scrutinizes the pages of CabVolt No:5, "where everything is fa-

miliar and nothing is what it seems to be," and speculates about

the profound metaphors lurking within these compositions.

Mila Waldeck articulates on the power of mail-based networks

of artistic collaboration to bypass Cold War-era censorship and

governmental repression. Waldeck's essay ends with an exten-

sive interview with Clemente Padin about the mobilization power
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of political periodicals. And finally, my essay provides the reader a

brief timeline of underground publishing in the United States, and

emphasizes t}le need of creating art and design outside the com-

modity realm to allow autonomous intellectual dialog.

The art you will see in the second half of the book are original art
created for this book by the members of the CabVolt network.
While we were studying and contextualizing the impact of the
work, it was amazingto witness how these artists who came to-
gether forty-five years ago, kept making and sharing their work
generously to keep the Mail Art movement in momentum.
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Many thanks go to the amateur archivists Jan Tonnesen, a native of San Diego,
CA, who shared the original copies ol Cabaret Voltaire.
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Exchange with FerraraBrain Pan

The Mail art project Cabaret Voltaire emerged in 1977 as a

xerox-printed magazine made in San Diego, California. In a

sense it was tiny: it measured nearly 4 x ! in (ro ' tz.5 cm) and

five issues were produced. On the other hand, Cabaret Voltatre,

also known as CabVolt, was broad: over r8o artists participated

with artworks, contributions, and correspondence mailed from

zo countrie s. CabVolt creator Ferrara Brain Pan tells us how this

mix of little and broad happened.

Mila Waldeckz How dtd you build the ltst of Cabaret Voltaire

contributors? Did the list change over the edittons?

Ferrara Brain Pan: I started with a xeroxed mailing list that Ken

Friedman had given me, He may have also given me a spare copy

of a zine or two with addresses in it. As I remember I just sent

out invitations to a bunch of addresses from the list (all ofthem
probably) and I got a lot of mail back. I used almost everything

people submitted for the five issues although there were a few

times I chose not to print stuff that seemed of poor throwaway

quality. Everyone who had works printed in the first issue was

invited to send in stuff for the next issue, and so on, it just grew

and spread that way, and I got stuff from people I had never

invited because people who'd sent me stuff spread the word

around and shared my address with their contacts.

IMW,z Was Cabaret Voltaire matled to the contrtbutors only, or to

addtttonal readers as well? How many copies did the contributors

receive? Was there any other form of circulatton?

FBP: The only copies that I sent out were to contributors and

also prospective contributors, and in trade for other zines that
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other artists were puttinEoul(VILE, FILE, OR, there were many

of them). I also had a very few copies sold on consignment in
the SDSU bookstore, Usually contributors only got one copy

each, as I recall, sometimes two at the most. And I gave copies

to friends at SDSU and in the San Diego punk rock scene with
which I was heavily involved during this time. Come to think
of it, there were musicians in the UK whose addresses I got out
of.magazines or on record covers and I did send copies to those
people (like Cabaret Voltaire the band from Sheffield UK, and

then both Stephen Mallinder and Richard Kirk sent things to
put in the magazine).

IMWI Where uras Cabaret Voltaire p rtnted and how was the prtnt
shop chosen? Dtd anyone help tn the crafttng (e.g. help arrange

the pages, btnd and trtm them)?

FBP: There was a Kinko's copy shop right outside the campus
and I xeroxed everything there myself, paid for it myself . I don't
even remember where I got the money, I did have a part time job

in the campus cafeteria for a while, maybe my dad was giving me

an allowance, I can't recall for certain. I sure wasn't making any

money selling copies! But I probably spent more on international
postage than printing costs. Also, there was a stationery store

near campus where I ordered custom made rubber stamps to use

in my mail art. As for production, I did all the pasteup myself onto
8 r/ zxn fietter size] white card stockwith glue stick, very basic,

Most of the works that people sent for the mag were too big for a

4x5 zine so I had to make reduced size copies of the originals and

then paste those up (which I did anyway even if the works were
correct size, so the magazines were second generation xeroxes of
the originals). I made all design decisions, exclusively. The only
help I think I had sometimes was my friend Boyd would help me

collate the pages and assemble them. So these were xeroxed and
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assembled myself, the only work I had done professionally was

the cutting and staplingfolding, at the same Kinko's I guess.

lMW,z Dtdyou meet the contributors?

FBP: Well, I met Ken Friedman first as you know, and later I

met the SF Bay area people when I went up there for a visit:

Geoffrey Cook and Bill Gaglione and Anna Banana and Irene

Dogmatic, and of course I got to meet the few who were in San

Diego that contributed stuff. I met Michael Mollett and |erry
Dreva and a few people while I was up in LA at a gallery there.

Maybe ]udith Hoffberg. Mainly West Coast people. Itwas much

later that I met Genesis PO lGenesis P-Orridgel after we'd both

teft behind Mail Art for musical endeavors.
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Cabaret Voltaire rgTZ - rg78

The following pages are a sample of the five issues of

Cabaret Voltatre reproduced in their actual size

(around 4 x 5 in). AII editions were originally xerox printed,

saddle-stitched and then mailed to the artists in a standard

Baronial envelope (q1S * 6.5 in). The order in which

the pages appear here is not their original sequence.
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CABARET VOLTAIRE No. 1

Blue Star Edition. Fall 1977

Back cover (left) and front cover
(above) by Ferrara Brain Pan

Next facing pages by:
1st: Klaus Groh (left), Anna Banana (right)
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2nd: Tohei Mano (left), Ferrara Brain Pan (right)

3rd: Klaus Groh
All images reproduced
by permission of the artists
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CABARET VOLTAIRE No. 2

Mistakes & Errata. Fall 1977

Front and back cover by Ferrara Brain Pan

Next facing pages by:
1st: Anna Banana, Endre T6t
2nd: Ferrara Brain Pan

3rd: Ken Friedman, Terry Reid
4th: Rod Summers, Falves Silva
5th: Paulo Bruscky, John M. Bennett

6th: Clemente Padin
7th: Horacio Zabala, Klaus Groh
8th: Richard Kostelanetz, Klaus Groh
All images reproduced
by permission of the artists
See Arz u Ozkal's chapter Mistakes and Errata
"Where Do Correct ldeas Come From?"
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The Drawing-Completion Test. Spring '1978

Back cover (left) and front cover
(above) by Ferrara Brain Pan

Next facing pages by:
'lst: Endre T6t, Clemente Padin

2nd: Falves Sllva, Pat Fish
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A,ll images reproduced
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See Eric Smigel's chapter Playing Cards:
Music Notation, lntermedia, and the
Audiability of Graphic Design
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CABARET VOLTAIRE No. 4

New Music lnternationale Edition.
c. Summer 1978

Front cover (above) by Ferrara Brain Pan;

back cover (left) by Tom Winter
Next facing page by:
Falves Silva, Ken Friedman
All images reproduced
by permission of the artists
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CABARET VOLTAIRE No. 5

Decadence. Fall 1978

Back cover (left) and front cover
(above) by Ferrara Brain Pan

Next facing pages by:
1st: John M. Bennett, Falves Silva

Znd: Pat Fish, John M. Bennett

ot 2ro

3rd: Aaron Flores, Blanca Noval Vilar

4th: Ferrara Brain Pan

5th: Blanca Noval Vilar, Richard Kostelanetz

6th: Aaron Flores, Paulo Bruscky
All images reproduced
by permission of the artists
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The Show Goes On:

Cabaret Voltatre and CabVolt

Emily Hage

Steve Hitchcock's Cabaret Voltaire, or CabVolt is a

performance of sorts, inspired by the Dadaists'emphasis

on the interdependence between performance and print.

Considering this Mail Art zine in dialogue with r97os punk

zines, we find that they together fostered cross-fertilization

and interaction and maintained a tension between

materiality and ephemerality, mediation and liveness.

CabVolt is one of dozens of zines-underground, amateur,

small-circulation publications-published in the t97os and

r98os by affiliates of Mail Art, also known as Postal Art and

Correspondence Art, the worldwide collective that used the

postal service to circulate their pieces. Linked to Ray |ohnson

and his New York Correspondence School, it grew out of the

Fluxus movement in the rg5os and lg6os.Hitchcock and other

Mail Artists were attracted to what they understood to be

Dada's nonsensical, in-your-face, anti-status quo dissidence.

Mail Art publications, sometimes called "dadazines,' included

other titles Iike The New York Correspondence School Weekly

Breeder OgZz-tgZg), edited by Tim Mancusi and Steve Caravel-

lo, West Bay DadaistOqa,-rgz5; Iater Quoz?), edited by Charles
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chickadel, and vile egzq-ry2), edited by Anna Banana, all
published in San Francisco.l Mail Art zine editors also took to
the stage, putting on Dada- and Futurist-inspired performanc-

es, many of which demanded spectator involvement.z

Hitchcock's zine-an underground, amateur, small-circulation
publication-mimics its predecessor in various obvious ways.
Its name, of course, comes from Hugo Ball's 1916 anthology

and magazine, Cabaret Voltaire.sThe first issue of CabVott
(Hitchcock, like Ball, made five hundred copies) makes the
connection clear. It features a grainy black and white repro-
duction of the cover of the earlier magazine (which was red

with a stripe of gold or silver paper), probably taken from
Robert Motherwell's influential antholo gy, The Dada painters

and Poets (rg5r) [fig. 1].r The word "Dada" appears on the back
cover, printed in white on a black background, with the letters
arranged in a way that recalls Robert Indiana's Love Og6il.

Hitchcock's zine also mimics its predecessor in its performa-
tive nature. It chronicles Mail Artist events. The fourth issue,

for instance, is the "Music Internationale Edition," presenting

such incongruous references to music as a creative take on
sheet music, a cutout from what looks like a religious pamphlet

1 For more on this group and their zines, see The Bay Area Dadaists, ed. John Held
Jr. (San Francisco and New York: Snowman Publications, 1998), np; Stephen perkins,
"Alternative Art Publishing: Artists' Magazines (1960-1980)," "Punk Zines," and ,,Mail Art
and Artists' Networks," in The Zine and E-zine Resource Guide: Approaching the ,80s

Zine Scene, http://www.zinebook.com/resou rcelpe rkins. htm I

2.For listing-s of their performances, see Suzanne Foley, Space, Time, Sound: Conceptual
Art in the San Francisco Bay Area (San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
1981),173,175,179,183. For more on these performances, see "Bay Area Dadazines
and Punk Zines in 1970s San Francisco," 186.
3 I contend that Ball conceived of Cabaret Voltaire as a cabaret-like anthology and
Tristan_Tzara_appropriated it as a magazine propagating Dada in ,,A,Living Magazine:,
H ugo Bal l's Cabaret Voltaire" G erm anic Review 91, no. 2 (fal I 2Oj 6): 395-414.
a Robert Motherwell, ed. The Dada Painters and Poets: An Anthology (Boston: G.K. Hall,
1981 [1951,19670
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showing a man playing guitar, and a photo of the Three Stooges

playing instruments. But more than this, CabVoIf evokes live
events through its repeated appeals for reader involvement. A
major way it provokes such involvement is through it eclectic

content and its juxtaposition of different modes of address.

We find typed words attributed to affiliates such as Canadian

Mail Artist Anna Banana ("I hope your paper doesn't become

another DUMB OX!l!") and |ohnson ("What was Alfred Hitch-
cock doing the year that the Baroness von Loringhoven [EIsa

von Freytag- Loringhovenl shaved her head?"), as well as barely

legible black-and-white photos, crude drawings, stamps, and

cutouts from newspapers and magazines. Small rubber-stamped

images of objects such as a gas pump and an airplane replace

page numbers, and the word, "Dada," is sprinkled throughout.

CABAR

'l , Couer and back cover of Cabaret Voltaire No. 1
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This variety of content force readers to try to relate the bi-
zarre and varied materials. The eclecticism of. CabVolt is not

confined to artistic styles and languages but also extends to

the various time periods and genres it combines. And the

roughness of the juxtapositions, showing evidence of the cut-
ting, pasting, and photocopying, highlights the wide range

and source material. As with Cabaret Voltaire, in CabVolt

the jumble of materials renders it interactive, demanding

that readers constantly adjust and shift their approach as

they turn the pages.

Further emphasizing its collaborative nature, CabVolt directly

addresses its audience, with lines such as "snap out of it,' and

it invites readers to write in it. The first issue includes a con-

nect-the-dots puzzle, with dots forming a rectangle around the

page, and the instructions, "|oin the dots to see what you will
getl,' scrawled by British Mail Artist Robin Crozier in the cen-

ter [fig. 2]. Directly across from this page is German Mail Artist
Klaus Groh's "Project for a Dadaday Voltaire" [fig. 3], which im-
itates the early twentieth-century Dada magazines by offering

eight enigmatic instructions ("repeat your action till you ever

get Dada," for example, and "multiplicate this event tiII more

speak DAD.{). It concludes with Dada declarations like those

found throughout Dada magazines from the rgros and zos:

'DADA means everything, DADA is everywhere, DADA is every-

thing, Dada is DADA."i The third issue of CabVott reproduces

various artists' responses to "The Drawing-Completion Test,' a

p-square grid with simple lines in each, with the instructions,
uUse your pencil to elaborate on these simple figures in any way

that you like,' inviting a striking variety of submissions [fig. 4].

s Klaus G roh's " Project for a Dadaday Voltaire, " Cabaret Voltaire No. 1,

ed. Steve Hitchcock (San Diego, 1977\, n.p.
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At around the same time that CabVolt and other Mail Art zines

were coming out, punks-including the band Cabaret Voltaire
(rgZ3-rygq;2o14-present), made up of Stephen Mallinder, Rich-

ard H. Kirk, and Chris Watson-began to associate themselves

with Dada too. In many ways punks considered themselves to

be a late twentieth-century derivation of the movement. They
performed their music in chaotic shows where band mem-

bers and fans regularly merged.0 Punk enthusiasts also made

zines manifesting their aspirations to achieve the raw, unre-

fined authenticity that they pursued in their music and gen-

eral aesthetic and which they identified with Dada. Punk zine

titles include Search and Destroy (rgZZ-tgzd, edited by V. Vale

in San Francisco, Punk (rgz5-rg7g primarily), edited by |ohn
Holmstrom, Ged Dunn, and Legs McNeil in NewYork, andSnzf-

fin'Glue Qgz6-ryll). edited by Mark Perry in London. Like their
music, these publications looked to Dada for ideas, in this case

specifically their periodicals. Zine contributor Nico Ordway,

a.k.a. NO, goes so far as to call Dada magazines "proto-zines.'I

Mail Art zines like CabVolt and punk zines functioned as a

shared means of communication and expression among these

visual artists and musicians. They offer tangible evidence of
the kind of cross-media, trans-historical ethos of subversion

Greil Marcus evokes in his famous book, Lipstick Traces: A

Secret Htstory of the Twentieth Century GqSq). Whereas earlier

artists had looked to Dada artworks in making their paintings,

6 For more on the relationship between zines and punk shows, particularly those staged
at San Francisco's Mabuhay Garden's, or the Mab, see my article, "Bay Area Dadazines
and Punk Zines in 1970s San Francisco: Interactive, Ephemeral, Live," American
Periodicals vol.27, no.2 (2017), 180-205.
7 For more on the relationship between punk zines and Dadazines in 1970s San
Francisco, see Emily Hage, "Live on the Page: BayArea Dadazines and PunkZines," in
The Territories of Artists' Periodicals, ed. Marie Boivent and Stephen Perkins (Green Bay,
Wl/Rennes: Plagiarist Press and Editions Provisoires, 2015), 80-87.
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PROJEC T DAD Y VOLT E:

1- trX to talk only with the word DADA
2- do it'so Long till anybody answefed DADA
3- irep€Bt your actton till you ever get DADA\
4- mak€ conversations only with DADA
5- multiplicate this event till more speak DADA
6- discover a new language called DADA
7- the dictionary of that Language has only

8- DADA tneans .""rythi;;";Hi lrT*"r.
where, DADA is everything, Dada is DADA

(c) Klaus Groh,San Diego Lg77
?

s

3. Klaus Groh. Prge ol Cabaret Voltaire (aka CabVolt),
No.1, ed, Forrrrr Brain Pan (San Diego, 1977), n.p.r.
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sculptures, and assemblages, Mail Artists and punks took on

their predecessors' strategy of self-publication. Zine editors

simultaneously allied themselves with Dada and with their
own immediate context, most blatantly by excerpting current
magazines and newspapers. They recognized that the Dadaists'

political and cultural critique was most effectively expressed in

their journals, and their zines manifest the particuiar currency

of serials for artists in the 1g7os. Prompted by the increasingly
pervasive and predatory nature of the media, the zinesters

found in self-publishing a particularly suitable means of paro-

dying the media's channels of production and distribution. Like

the Dadaists before them, they also appreciated periodicals as

more than an inert, self-contained object inviting passive en-
gagement. For them, they were akin to live events, understood

in a more complex way than is typically imagined.

Crlr,b l6lhl*
1la 3

Edlt.c(r

ot c,0t
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CABARET VOIEAINE
6266 rA!8Um SESELT. APl' C?

sAl DlE00.. tALu\,8fiA 92115
4, Cabaret Voltaire (aka

CabVolt), No. 3 (San Diego,
1978), Back cover.
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A reconsideration of "liveness" suggests a more nuanced un-

derstandin g of. CabVoIf.0 l-ive shows are generally celebrated
for being unique, never-to-be-repeated events.0 Another school

of thought, however, contends that live performance is never

purely live; it is inevitably mediated. Performance theorist
Philip Auslander uses the example of punks, so committed
to achieving raw authenticity that they tried to make their
music and their aesthetic as unrefined as possible, in contrast
to the highly produced stadium shows of many musicians at

the time. He claims that although this attitude encourages a

"you had to be there' attitude, their shows are nevertheless

inextricably linked with recording. The microphone, central
to any punk performance, for example, he calls an "apparatus

of reproduction."Io As he puts it, "the live and the mediatized

exist in a relation of mutual dependence and imbrication, not
one of opposition."ll This approach suggests that live perfor-
mance, celebrated for being unique and unrepeatable, in fact

is always mediatized. As another performance theorist, David

Pattie, asserts, "any lingering romantic attachment to the au-

thenticating power of liveness is simply untenabIe."l2

8l explore this notion of liveness in my article, "Bay Area Dadazines and Punk Zines in
1970s San Francisco: lnteractive, Ephemeral, Live."
e Performance theorist Peggy Phelan asserts, for example: "Performancet independence
from mass reproduction, technologically, economically, and linguistically, is its greatest
strength." Any documentation of it, according to Phelan, "is only a spurto memory, an
encouragement of memory to become present." Peggy Phelan, Unmarked - the Politics
of Performance (London, New York: Routledge, 19931, 149,148.
10 Philip Auslander, Liveness: Performance in a Mediatized Culture,2 nd ed. (London and
New York: Routledge, 1999), 57.
11 Philip Auslander, "Liveness, Performance and the Anxiety of Simulation," in
Performance and Cultural Po/itics, ed. Elin Diamond (London, New York: Routledge,
1996\,198.
12 He argues, "When a band appears on stage, they are already mediated - by the
tropes habitual to the genre, and to the band's own history. These operate as a set of
strong internal frames... structuring the loose narrative of performance." David Pattie,
Rock Music in Performance (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 30,22.
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Like performances, CabVolt maintains a tension between me-

diation-reproductions, summaries, catalogs-and the dyna-

mism and animation associated with live events-chiefly inter-

action and direct address. The two realms of live and mediated

are not entirely separate. |ust as the event, typically considered

unrepeatable, is not fully separated from mediation, so the

zine, often associated with reproduction and recording, is in-
tertwined with lived experience. Taking its cue from Cabaret

Voltaire, CabVolt is far from a dormant document, a second-

ary record of past events. Motivated the Dadaists' treatment
of the periodical, Hitchcock and other Mail Artists exploited

magazines to upset the repeated prioritization of performance

over print media, and thus to challenge the very notion of au-

thenticity and originality.
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Playing Cards: Music Notation,
Intermedia, and the Audiabitity
of Graphic Design

Eric Smigel

"We have eyes as well as ears, and it is our business

while we are alive to use them.'

-|ohn Cage, "Experimental Music" (ISSZ)

INTERMEDIA AND MUSICAL ICONOGRAPHY

The "New Music International" issue of. Cabaret Voltatre San

Dtego showcases a dazzling assortment of eccentric postcards

with renderings of music notation, musical instruments,

and other references to the visual culture of sound. Rang-

ing from lyrical and wistful to boisterous and irreverent, the

compilation of postcards resembles a series of independent

vignettes, cabaret songs, sultry dances, unsavory jokes, and

magic tricks-like a sequence of graphic design nightclub acts

traveling by mail. The satirical and somewhat campy quality

of the volume is announced by the cover, which is a grainy,

photocopied film still of the Three Stooges, the classic slap-

stick comedy team from the rg4os. The trio are seen in front

of a brick wall playing makeshift musical instruments: Curly

is beating a large tin box with a wooden mallet; Moe is making

a forceful effort to blow through the stick of a rubber plunger

as if it were a trumpet; and Larry has taken up a curved metal

pipe that he has fashioned into a wind instrument. t{ig. 1l
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The image, which is a staged publicity photo from their short
f.ilm "Dizzy Pilots' (tgl3), shows the Stooges satirizin g The

Spirtt of 'f6 0826), the iconic centennial painting by Archibald
Willard. Mimicking the valiant patriotism of Willard's "Yankee

Doodle' figures, Curly, Moe, and Larry perform their musical

tasks with feigned solemnity, which not only enhances the pa-

rodic quality, but also draws the viewer's attention to the silent
clamor of their hijinks.

Even if the image of the Stooges is not acoustically audible,
we recognize that their depicted activity generates sound,

and that imagined sound contributes to how we see. (In the

film, the scene never appears exactly as shown in this public-
ity photo, but the trio march with their noise making props

while singing a mock call to arms.) A host of other visual cues

on the cover direct us toward a sonically enhanced experience

and impact the way we hear the image. The graininess of the
photocopy itself affects the quality of sound, which seems to
hiss, pop, and crackle like an old phonograph record, simulta-
neously activating and modeling auditory memories. Imme-

diately below the photo, text indicates that this is the "New

Music Internationale [sic] Edition," which is punctuated by

musical notes flying off a ribbon of staff lines. Below that, the

most prominent text is the title of the publication in capital

letters 'CABVOLT," which appears in a bold font, cutting at a

slant in the form of an electrifying lightning bolt, suggesting

a thunderous proclamation that seems to increase the ampli-
tude of the Stooges' activity. Taken together, these elements

intermingle the senses, entreating us to hear the images and

text; what appears silent and still on the page emits noise and

commotion within the viewer and reader.
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The aesthetic impact of the cards in the CabVolt collection

largely derives from the playful counterpoint among visual

art, graphic design, poetry, and musical iconography, creat-

ing an ambiguous liminal space that Fluxus artist Dick Hig-

gins famously called "intermedia."l Like many of their Dada

predecessors, Fluxus artists often employ techniques of col-

lage, the unexpected juxtaposition and recontextualization of

pre-existing objects, which not only admits everyday life into

the art experience, but also engages the viewer in the dynamic

interplay of the visual, literary, and musical discourses that
situate those objects, In other words, intermedia art high-

Iights intersections and dissolves traditional boundaries

between genres, inviting the viewer to engage visual, Iin-
guistic, and auditory processes interdependently. Rejecting

the modernist notion of medium specificity that dominated

formalist theories in the 1950s, intermedia artists reaffirm

the multisensory reality of the lived perceptual experience,

which they regarded as a performative enterprise. The FIux-

us aesthetic is historically grounded in performance, and

whether realized on page, stage, or screen, intermedia art
functions much like an intimate theatrical event.

As an embodied activity, music performance is inherently
visual and auditory, so depicting performers and instruments

is an effective way to induce audibility from an image. Al-
though we can hear without seeing the sound source, visu-
ality is a vital component to the social phenomenon of mu-

sic making, as Richard Leppert explains: "Precisely because

musical sound is abstract, intangible, and ethereal-lost as

1 Dick Higgins, "lntermedia," The Something
reprinted in A Dialectic of Centuries (New York:

Else Newsletter 1:1 (Februa
Printed Editions, 1978), 12-

ry 1966),
17.
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soon as it is gained-the visual experience of its production is

crucial to both musicians and audience alike for locating and

communicating the place of music and musical sound within
society and culture."z Our visual associations with music are

so enculturated that images relating to any aspect of perfor-

mance can evoke sound, whether the depiction is realistic or

fantastical. In the outlandish card designed by Leavenworth

|ackson, for example, a profiled face emerges from a set of
lips, with a trumpet emitting flies on one side and a disem-

bodied hand holding a smoking cigar on the other, persuad-

ing viewers to engage their auditory (and olfactory) senses.

lfig.2l The correlation between the sight and sound of musical

performance also allows us to hear images of instruments,

even when they are not being played. Por instance, Sir Q's

cards feature uniform sets of piano silhouettes and brass in-
struments in crisp, interlocking patterns. Hovering between

representation and abstraction in the positive and negative

space, the audibility of the design is activated by the viewer's

recognition of the instruments, [fig. 3] [fig. a]

Seeing the act of music making, .the sight of the body's labors

to produce sound,' is a powerful way to induce sound from an

image, lending countless possibilities for intermedia art. The

intermedia potential resides in the sensory separation of the
physical activity and the resulting sound, creating what Lep-
pert identifies as a "semiotic contradiction that is ultimate-
ly'resolved' to a significant degree via the agency of human

sight.'lThis usemiotic contradictionn essentially concerns the

mediation of the performer who produces sound and the au-

2 Richard Leppert, The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of
the Eody (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), xx.
3 lbid., xxi.
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dience who sees the performance and hears the music. There is
another critical interface, however, that lies between the com-
poser and the performer, which requires us to make a distinction
between an activity that produces sound and a visual cue that
prompts that activity, which is the domain of music notation.

MUSIC NOTATION AND THE POLITICS OF LITERACY

Most of the cards comprising this issue of CabVott achieve
their sonic quality by depicting some variant of music no-
tation. A complex amalgamation of graphic design and text,
musical scores provide a rich vocabulary of symbols that com-
municate information about such elements as pitch, rhythm,
tempo, timbre, dynamics, and articulation. Although basic
drawing techniques have been used to record human activities
for millennia, the development of systems for music notation,
along with their respective performance practices, signaled

an artistic revolution in the history of Western European cul-
ture. "A,Il at once we are witnesses of a sort, able to trace the
evolution of music with our own eyes and ears," notes Richard
Taruskin. uThe development of musical literacy also made

possible all kinds of new ideas about music. Music became
visual as well as aural. It could occupy space as well as time,
All of this had a decisive impact on the styles and forms mu-
sic would later assume. It would be hard for us to imagine a

greater watershed in musical development." I

Precursors to modern music notation include the graphic de-
piction of vocal inflections associated with the chanting of
sacred texts. These notations appear in beautifully illuminat-

a Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music (New york: Oxford
University Press, 2009), 1.
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ed manuscripts that were prepared by skilled scribes in what

might be regarded as Iimited edition copies of intermedia art.

tfig. 5l Generally, these extent manuscripts were not intend-

ed as performance scores; they were aestheticized political

documents that commemorated the sanctimony of liturgical

practices and asserted the authority of the Catholic church.

Since the production of these books required an abundance
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5. "Allelula of the Resurrection of Christ" (15th century France), @ British
Library Board, Yates Thompson MS 25 f. 1.
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of resources (including valuable materials, specialized skills,
and a significant amount of work time), these precious ob-
jects were an expression of cultural privilege intended for ex-

clusive viewing among the ecclesiastic and aristocratic elite.
During the Renaissance, fohann Gutenberg's printing press,

which impacted the mass production and wide distribution
of literature, also greatly facilitated the standardization of

music notation. Professional music publishers began to adopt
the technology of moveable type in the early sixteenth centu-
ry, drastically altering the production, distribution, and con-
sumption of music. In many ways, it was the dawn of the mod-

ern music industry, with the mechanically reproduced score

gaining cultural capital, effecting an increase in musical liter-
acy among the bourgeoisie.i

|ust as the written word facilitates more complex literary
forms than what had been transmitted through oral prac-
tices, music notation provides precise instructions for per-
formers to realize increasingly sophisticated compositional
structures. Indeed, since deciphering music notation requires

specialized literacy skills, its increased use transformed a

performance activity into a pseudo-literary experience. The

literary analogy is clearly reflected in the discourse of the
musical academy, which positions the composition as a veri-
table text, subject to semiotic analysis. The composer's syn-
tactic arrangement of standardized symbols communicates
information to performers who are expected to realize lhe
notation with measurable degrees of accuracy. It is common to
describe the engagement with music notation as 'reading the

5 See Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" (1935),
reprinted in llluminations, edited by Hannah Arendt and translated by Harry Zohn (New
York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1968).
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score," and performers of classical music are often evaluated

by their ability to produce an "authentic" rendering of the

composition. In this scenario, notation has been understood

as a vehicle for musical ideas that are transmitted from the

imagination of composers, interpreted and realized by per-

formers, and passively received by Iisteners.

Following the European Enlightenment, a corresponding so-

cio-artistic hierarchy emerged. Composers grew in stature as

an authorial figures, geniuses creating "artistic masterpiec-

es" for posterity; performers, buoyed by the Romantic cult

of the celebrity, became recognized as virtuosic interpreters,

entrusted with imparting the score in a manner that would

render the music meaningful to an anonymous throng of lis-

teners. Music conservatories, which began to appear after the

French Revolution, corroborated these roles by promulgating

the value of musical literacy through standardized curricula

focusing on the composition, analysis, and performance of no-

tated music, a pedagogical model that continues in academic

programs today. These conditions, which pervaded the culture

of Western concert music in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries, promoted selected scores as treasured artifacts that

have been canonically enshrined in an "imaginary museum of

musical works.'0 Basically, music notation did not merely offer

a means for documenting compositions and providing instruc-

tions for performers-it was a highly charged sociopolitical

practice that transformed the fundamental ontology and cul-

tural value of classical music: what was previously conceived

as an ephemeral activity that was integral to everyday life was

5 For Lydia Goehr's philosophical examination of the "work concept," see lmaginary
Museum of Musical Works (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992).
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being reconstituted as an autonomous obiect to be revered as

a model of 'high art.'

TRANSGRESSIONS: SOUND RECORDING,

JOHN CAGE, AND FLUXUS

Principles of aesthetic autonomy and the artificial separation
of art and life, hallmarks of the modern institution of Western
art, were challenged by transgressive practices of composers

associated with Futurism and Dadaism, but the most radical
changes in musical composition, notation, performance, and
listening practices that took place in the twentieth centu-
ry were inextricably linked with developments in recording

technology, Until the advent of the phonograph, the primary
means of documenting musical activity were through iconog-
raphy, literature, and music notation. Recordings not only
preserved the audio of a performance, but visually (and tem-
porally) separated the original sound producing entity from
the resulting sound, creating what Pierre Schaeffer identified
as "acousmatic" music.' The acousmatic phenomenon has long

existed as incidental music in the theater, when musicians
would often be veiled to persuade the audience to focus on the
stage action. With recording technology, though, acousmatic
music became ubiquitous to the contemporary listening ex-
perience - overwhelmingly so with personal digital devices

- and when applied to cinematic soundtracks, the acousmatic

experience exponentially increased our visual associations
with sound. Also, with the advent of electronically generated

sound, many composers were motivated to create new sound
worlds that draw from the entire audible spectra of timbre,

7 Pierre Schaeffer, Treatise on Musical Objects, translated by Christine North and John
Dack (Oakland: University of California Press,2017), 64-72.
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frequency, duration, and amplitude, which demanded new

notation systems. Finally, editing possibilities of magnetic

tape yielded the compositional technique of. musique concrdte,

which consists of modifyinE, juxtaposing, and superimposing

pre-recorded sounds. The sonic equivalent to collage, mu'

sique concrdte not only shifts the basic musical unit from an

abstract note to a concrete sound, but the disembodied audio

patchwork also invites the listener to construct a correlating

"imagetrack' as one might imagine sounds to accompany a

silent film. Like musical notation, recording technology posed

a series of philosophical questions about the nature of music

as well as practical challenges relating to its production, dis-

tribution, and consumPtion.

Some of the most compelling responses to these challenges came

from composer |ohn Cage, who redefined the musical experience

in several respects: he expanded sonic resources to include a

limitless variety of sound and noise, he incorporated calculated

elements of chance and indeterminacy into the compositional

process, he designed innovative systems of notation to engage

performers in new ways, he affirmed the theatrical nature of mu-

sical performance, and he embraced a permissive brand of mul-

timedia collaboration that reflected his political affinity for an-

archy. In 1951, fascinated by the prospect of hearing silence, Cage

visited an anechoic chamber, a theoretically soundless environ-

ment, where he heard two distinct sounds: the high-pitchedbuzz

of his nervous system and the low drone of his blood circulating'

This led him to the realization that silence does not exist; there

are only intended and unintended sounds, which one may choose

to accept or reiect. Assuming an attitude of acceptance, Cage

composed his famous "silent' piece, 433'(1952), the ultimate son-

ic readymade that invites the audience to direct their attention

to the sounds of the environment. "There is no such thing as an
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empty space or an empty time,'Cage reminds us. "There is always

something to see, something to hear. In fact, try as we may to make
a silence, we cannot. Sounds occur whether intended or not."8

Although we still classify 4'jj" as a "musical work," the expression
should be understood to refer to a composed situation that show-
cases whatever sounds are heard by audience members. Cage re-
garded his music not as auditory objects, but as multisensory,,oc-
casions for experience,'which are unot only received by the ears
but by the eyes too. An ear alone is not a being."s

After 4'jj", Cage began to introduce various elements of indeter-
minacy into his music, which deliberately left elements typically
prescribed by conventional notation to the discretion of the per-
former. The composer, then, does not create music by giving the
performer syntactic instructions for realizing a predetermined

work, the common function of music notation, but provides a set
of conditions in the form of visual and/or text prompts that in-
vite performers to enact musical activity. [fig. 6] ,,The ,music,," 

as

composer Christian Wolff put it, "is a resultant existing simply
in the sounds we hear, given no impulse by expressions of self or
personality."l0 By defining music as usounds heard,,,Cage shifted
the role of the composer, modified the responsibility of the per-
former, and granted radical agency to the listener. ,,The meaning
of what we do," Cage insists, "is determined by each one who sees

and hears it."ll Cage's work influenced an entire generation of mu-
sicians who experimented with what became known as "graphic
notation," the non-standardized visual representation of sound.

8 John Cag-e, "Experimental Music," reprinted in Si/ence (Middleton, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 1961), 8.
e-Cage, "Composition As Process: Changes,,, Si/ence, 3j.
ll 9.g", "History of Experimental Music-in the United States,,, Silence,6g
11 Cage, "Four Statements on the Dance," Silence,g4-95.
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These experiments, which assumed a variety of styles and syn-

taxes, expanded the sonic palette and showcased the musical

score as visual art in its own right' Vocalist and composer Cathy

Berberian, for example, enlisted Italian artist RobertoZamarinto

illustrate a sequence of onomatopoeic instructions for her work

Stripsody (r 966), a tour de force of extended vocal techniques no-

tated as a cartoonish soundtrack. [fig. 7]

In the late rg5os, Cage taught courses in experimental music

composition at the New School for Social Research in New York.

Cage's legendary classes, which were open to students without

formal music training, attracted a host of avant-garde musicians,

visual artists, and poets who would shape innovative practices

in various media over the following decades.r2 Many of these art-

ists, who became affiliated with the Fluxus movement, developed

work derived from Cage's progressive approach to performance,

including the so-called "happening.'Assuming many forms and

taking place in various venues, happenings were organized situa-

tions designed to elevate otherwise ordinary activities into an ar-

tistic event. Instructions for happenings, which incorporated vi-

sual designs and texts resembling experimental music notation,

became intermedia artworks in and of themselves. These per-

formance scores were distributed privately and publicly through

expanding fields of communication, and by the late r96os an in-

ternational community of artists had begun to exchange in-

termedia work through the mail, contributing to what Robert

Filliou called "The Eternal Network,"l$

12 The following artists were among those who enrolled in cage's course in.Experimental
Music Compos'1tion at the New School for Social Research: George Brecht, Al Hansen,

Dick Higgins, Allan Kaprow, Jackson Mac Low, George Maciunas, RobertWhitman, and

La Monte Young.
13 See Ken FrieJmant foreword to EternalNetwork: A Mail Art Anthology, edited by

Chuck Welch (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1995), xv.
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Copyright @ '1960 by Hemnar Press, lnc. Used by permission by C.F. peters
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PHENOMENOLOGY AND AUDIABILITY
The radical agency that fohn Cage and Fluxus artists afforded

to the viewer, reader, and listener saw a corresponding shift in
philosophies of art from theories of structuralist formalism to-
ward phenomenological methodologies. Instead of interpreting
the artwork as an essential idea or abstract message transmitted
through visual,literary musical, or kinesthetic media, phenom-
enologists tend to explore art in terms of embodied perceptual

experience. Following Martin Heidegger's rejection of the Carte-
sian dualism separating mind from body, Maurice Merleau-pon-
ty situates the body as the fundamental source of experience,
articulation, and knowledge:

My body is the place or, rather, the very actuality of the
phenomenon of expression (Ausdruck); in my body, vi-
sual and auditory experience, for example, are pregnant

with each other, and their expressive value grounds the
pre-predicative unity of the perceived world, and, through
this, its verbal expression (Darstellung) and intellectual

signification(Bedeutung). My body is the common texture
of all objects and is, at least with regard to the perceived

world, the general instrument of my'understanding.'{

If the body is the unified site of all experience, then perception

is inherently multisensory. Even though each sense organ has a
distinct biological apparatus, the experiences of seeing, hearing,
tasting, smelling, and touching not only inform one another, they
overlap, alternate, and intermingle. To varying degrees of acute-

ness, we all experience synesthesia (the condition of hearing col-

1a Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, translated by Donald A.
Landes (New York: Routledge, 2012), 244.
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ors, for example, or seeing sounds). According to Merleau-Ponty'

the artificial isolation and separation of the senses is the con-

sequence of scientific analysis and academic discourse, modern

cultural practices that regard vision exclusively in terms of vi-

sual properties and sound only in terms of auditory function.ls

Also central to phenomenology is the recognition that the body,

which simultaneously serves as the location and instrument of

perception, is inseparable from that which it perceives. By virtue

of the body being part of its environment, there is an "undivid-
edness of the sensing and the sensed,' which prohibits us from

isolating objective processes from subjective experience.l0 our

capacity to see and hear, for example, is shaped by the fact that

we are visible and audible, our reflections are indistinguishable

from our observations. "The body, simultaneously site, sight, and

possessing sight, is an object of tactile sensation and an aural

phenomenon," explains Richard Leppert. "The body s ounds: it is

audible; it hears. Sound constitutes the atmosphere supporting

and confirming life on and in the terrain of the body' The ether of

aurality is vital; it is constitutive of noise, Ianguage, and music.

The body is a sight and a sound,.. the body is sighted and hears;

the body sees and makes audible."l'

To distinguish audible from auditory, Lawrence Kramer in-

troduces the term audiable to describe a "sphere of sense

perception,' the embodied process of perceiving sound. "It is

1s "synesthetic perception is the rule and, if we do not notice it, this is because scientific
knowledge displaces experience and we have unlearned seelng, hearing, and sensing

in genera-l in oider to deduce what we ought to see, hear, or sense from our bodily
orjanization and from the world as it is conceived by the physicist." Merleau-Ponty,
Ph enome nolo gy of P erception, 238.
16 Merleau-Poniy, "Eye and Mind" (1961), reprinted in The Primacy of Perception,
edited by James M. Edie and translated by Carleton Dallery (Evanston, lL:

Northwestern University Press, 1954), 163.
17 Leppert, The Sight of 5ound, xix.
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the becoming-audible that, in parallel with the terms ,visible'

and 'readable,' I have started here to call audiable," Kramer
writes. "The term stands to'audible'as'visual'does to ,vis-

ible.' The new term denotes not that which is perceivable
by a sense, but a sphere of sense perception delegated to act
as a primary medium of cognition, expression, and so on."lo

Music notation serves as a bridge between the visual and the
audiable. Many trained musicians can not only,,read, musical
notation, but they can also "hear'the graphic and verbal in-
structions without performing-that is, they have developed
a level of literacy that allows them to imagine the sounds that
would be produced through a realization of the score. The au-

diability of visual cues, however, is not limited to notational
systems with a prescribed syntax. A viewer's interface with
any musical iconography activates the image and excites the
auditory imagination. This multisensory process does not
merely produce an accompanimental soundtrack that enrich-
es our viewing experience-as Merleau-ponty suggests, the
audiability of an image is an integral part of how we see. |ust
as images shape the way we see, texts shape the way we read,

and sounds shape the way we hear, perception also involves
an intermingling of the senses, whereby images shape the way
we read and hear, texts shape the way we hear and see, and

sounds shape the way we see and read.

Although this synesthetic condition is characteristic of all
perceptual experience, Merleau-ponty acknowledges a differ-
ent dynamic between our observation of an object or uthing"

and our engagement with art, "I would be at great pains to say

18 Lawrence Kramer, The Hum of the World: A, Philosophy of Listening (Oakland:
University of Cali{ornia P ress, 2018), 27.
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where is the painting I am looking at. For I do not look at it as

I do a thing; I do not fix it in its place. My gaze wanders in it
as in the halos of Being. It is more accurate to say that I see

according to it, or with it, than that I see it."l0 The phenom-

enology of art is less concerned with the analytic product of

what we perceive and what it means, than with the genera-

tive process of how we perceive and how it means, According

to the aesthetic programs of Dada and Fluxus, artists create

experiential situations that invite engagement, and it is the

function of the reader, viewer, and listener to perform the
embodied act of perception, to transform the way they read,

see, and hear. Roland Barthes describes literature as a complex

nexus of 'multiple writings" and "mutual relations of dialogue,

parody, contestation,'where the principal site of activity is not

the author but the reader, "Shall we say, then, that we look out

from the inside," Merleau-Ponty proposes, "that there is a third
eye which sees the paintings and even the mental images, as

we used to speak of a third ear which grasped messages from

the outside through the noises they caused inside us?"20

CABVOLT: PLAYING CARDS

How do specific visual and literary elements in the Cab-

Volt collection prompt the auditory imagination? It would

be futile and unnecessary to attempt a description of what

others might hear from engaging the postcards-everyone's

experience .playing the cards" will be unique. One cannot
predict the attention, the associations, or the sensibilities of

different players, but it is possible to identify the visual and

textual cues themselves and highlight factors that enhance

1e Merleau-Ponty, " Eye and Mind," 164.
m Merleau-Ponty, " Eye and Mind," 165.
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their audiability. In this issue, the cues take the forms of
musical iconography (including music notation and images of
musical instruments), texts that refer to music, and abstract
references to noise (such as G. C. Haymes's card of a radio be-

ing held at gunpoint and Ferrara Brain Pan's (formerly Steve

Hitchcock) photocopy of Pop Rocks Crackling Candy), some of
which appear in combination. Given the scope of the pres-

ent essay, our discussion will focus on the appropriation of
conventional music notation.

The most common visual cues to evoke the genre of music
in the CabVolt cards are five parallel staff lines, treble and

bass clefs, and note heads with vertical stems that indicate
pitches and rhythms. There are also a host of auxiliary no-
tations that indicate dynamics, tempo, and phrasing, which
combine in some cases with sufficient information that
could actually be performed by anyone skilled in traditional
musical notation. Some cards include photocopies of pub-

lished musical scores that are used as found objects for a

visual collage, such as Guy Schraenen's graphic deconstruc-
tion of a technical exercise for guitar, which is evident from
the Arabic numerals and letters that indicate finger place-

ment on the strings. [fig. B] The horizontal score is sliced

into several vertical strips and rearranged into a musically
illegible sequence, with the exception of the center strip,
which is oriented in alignment with the verticalized nota-
tion, The clear symmetry of the visual design, set against the
jagged disruption of the musical score, resembles strips of
magnetic tape that have been cut and spliced in a recording
studio, highlighting the audiovisual relationship between
collage and musique concrdte.
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Another excerpt of a published score appears in Paulo Brus-

cky's card, which depicts a couple measures of the Three-Part

Invention in E Minor by I. S. Bach, encroached by the photo-

copy of a roach. [fig. 9] The image evokes the melancholy scene

from Franz Kafka's The Metamorphosis, in which Gregor, the

protagonist who has tragically been transformed into a cockroach,

becomes transfixed by the sound of his sister playing the violin
(although the music depicted here was composed for a keyboard

instrument). The animated counterpoint of Bach's music takes

on the scampering quality of the insect, who appears to have

crawled up the manuscript and is now resting at an angle atop

the level stave, as if admiringly following the notation. The

juxtaposition of a living roach and the truncated score of a de-

ceased composer places a polished masterpiece of music into

the blemished realm of mortal life. In the novella, Gregor's at-

traction to the beautiful music represents his love for his sister

as well as his final remnants of compassion for humanity, but

ultimately led to destruction. "Was he an animal," Kafka asks,

"if music could captivate him so?"21

In addition to incorporating pre-existing printed music as part

of a collage, some cards feature handwritten modifications

of music notation, In "Heart Art Music," for example, Mick

Boyle presents a hand-drawn keyboard score of four measures,

where the note heads are replaced with hearts. [fig. 10] The

music, which bears the Italian expressive marking amoroso

("lovingly'), consists of a simple tonal chord progression of

consonant harmonies marked with repeat signs, suggesting the

sweet naivety of everlasting love. Like Boyle, Pan draws hearts

21 Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis (1915), translated by David Wyllie
(Classix Press, 2009), 38.
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for note heads in the card "Popular Music for a Hollow Cause:

Hollywood Lullabye," but the cynical title clearly reveals the

intended sarcasm, which is further corroborated by the dollar

signs that replace the treble clefs. [fi9. 1 1] The unaccompanied

and meandering melodic line is disjunctive and does not

align with the syllables of the empty lyrics, "I love you, I want

you, oh baby..." Pan's use of mass produced manuscript paper,

which bears the stamp of the vendor between the second and

third staves, further highlights the irony of the prosperous

industry of commercial love songs, Placed side-by-side in

the CabVoIf collection, the cards by Boyle and Hitchcock call

to mind Songs of Innocence and Expertence, William Blake's

famous collection of illustrated poems.

Another appropriation of traditional music notation concerns

the placing of images or text other than musical notes onto

staff lines. According to conventional practice, the staff lines

themselves do not indicate sound, but provide a two-dimen-

sional framework, a grid which is understood to situate the

relative pitch level (frequency) of notes on the vertical axis

and the temporal sequence (duration, rhythm) of notes on the

horizontal axis. The implication is that anything positioned

on the staff-whether musical notes, images, text, or other de-

signs-would be regarded as musical gestures or phrases in re-

lation to other images that appear on the staff. The presence of

staff lines, in other words, persuades the viewer to imagine the

consonant and dissonant relationship of images as a form of

musical counterpoint. The pair of cards by Teddy, for instance,

depict disembodied legs with garter belt, stockings, and sti-

letto boots stepping across the printed words "CHA CHA," all

of which are embedded in a system of staff lines. [fig. 12] The

sequence of poses implies motion, similar to Duchamp's Nude

Descendtng a Statrcase, but even though the legs change posi-
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tion, it is the staff lines and text that descend. The shape of the

figure, with its rounded buttock and long straight legs, resem-

bles the abstracted head and stem of a quarter note or half
note, affirming the connection between dance and music,

and the Arabic numerals imply an instructional sequence in
a dance lesson or a choreographed performance,

Given their syntactic function as a grid for musical relation-
ships and their graphic qualities of several parallel and uni-
directional lines, staff lines offer a compelling vehicle for
political expression. Ko de ]onge presents a pair of cards that
each depict nine reproductions of a solitary pedestrian on staff

Iines. [fig. 13] [fig. 1a] In 'OPEN MUSICI" the uniform figures ap-

pear to be walking in rhythmic unity toward the viewer, but in
"CLOSED MUSIC!" the figures, now isolated between the cross-

hatching of horizontal and vertical staff lines, seem withdrawn,

stepping away from the viewer with hands in pockets, their
rhythmic mobility stifled. In "Proiect for a People's Song," Rolf

Staeck uses three staves to depict sets of five musical gestures.

[fig. 15] The first is a sequence of notes with thick flags on the

stems, which is a clever visual and syntactic pun: in addition
to denoting rhythmic subdivisions, the markings also refer to
physical flags (one of which bears the word uFreedom'), the
second set of gestures, occupying the stave below the flags,

are five clenched fists of working class solidarity, The third
stave contains the five words of the title. All three staves are

marked with repeat signs, suggesting that songs of protest will
persevere and that voices must always be heard.

The various manifestations of musical iconography in CabVolt

persuade viewers to recognize that they are also simultane-

ously acting as readers and listeners. Although the depiction
of music notation effectively engages our sonic imagination,
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the audiability of images is clearly not limited to notational

systems with a prescribed syntax. All the cards present visual

or literary elements that evoke sound, the meanings of which are

determined by our previous multisensory experiences, produc-

ing countless ways of hearing what we see and read. The ability

to decipher conventional music notation is one of many differ-

ent factors that contribute to how we make sense of sound. As is

written across the double imaged skull of the card by Musicmas-

ter, "There is no such thing as musical illiteracy." [fig. 16]

RADICAL AGENCY OF PURPOSELESS PLAY

As is evident in the CabVolt cards, music notation is icono-
graphic, syntactic, and audiable, making it ideal for intermedia
expression. Intermedia art positions reading, viewing, and

listening not as separate modes of passive consumption, but as

a unified action that generates meaning. When Roland Barthes

declared "The Death of the Author," he was affirming the life of

the reader as the site where the complexities and multiplicities
of literature coalesce: "a text's unity lies not in its origin but in

its destination.'12 Perception is decidedly political in nature,

and navigating the intermingled senses and cultural discourses

comprising intermedia art constitutes a radical act of agency.

)ust as a classically trained musician engages notation to play

a composition, so do we perform responses to literary, visu-
al, and audial cues. The animated texts, images, and sounds

emanate from our sensing bodies and shape the way we make

sense of our experiences. To paraphrase Merleau-Ponty: we do

not read, see, and hear intermedia art; we read, see, and hear

with it, according to its designs.

22 Roland Barthes, "The Death of the Author" (1967), reprinted in lmage-Music-Text
(1977\, 148.
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Our multisensory interaction with the cards also yields an un-

mistakable playfulness to the work, not necessarily in terms
of lightheartedness, humor, or mischief (although those quali-
ties are often present), but in terms of our participation in the
artistic process. The etymological root of the word play is ple-

gdjanan, which is the Proto-West Germanic term meaning to
"occupy oneself about," to be involved in an activity. Although
the nominative play refers to a theater work, and one speaks of
'playing a role" or'playing a part'in a play or film, music is the

only traditional genre of art in which we commonly employ the
verb form to describe how to engage the medium: one is said

to "play music," "play the violin," and even to "play a recording"

as if it were a game or a sport. By contrast, it is not yet custom-

ary to indicate that one would "play a sculpture,'"play a paint-
brush," or "play a dance,' although such language might reflect
more accurately our phenomenological experience with those

arts. Perhaps we could underscore the shapeshifting properties

of. CabVolt through the playful use of both adjective and verb

forms: the collection is presented as a set of playing cards, which
invites us to engage in the activity of playing cards.

When asked about the purpose of his music, Cage responded

with a riddle: "One is, of course, not dealing with purposes but
dealing with sounds. Or the answer must take the form of a par-
adox: a purposeful purposelessness or a purposeless play."r8

Although Cage's remark might seem evasive, he is highlighting
the value of perceptual freedom, exploring the unknown, and

allowing time and space for our embodied senses to formulate
knowledge instead of prescribing meaning to a situation. Dick

23 Cage, "Experimental Music," Silence, 12.
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Higgins regarded most Fluxus activities as 'sensuous or intellec-

tual investigations of the nature of reality.'lf Recalling aspects of

the "alienation effect" in Bertolt Brecht's brand of epic theater'

Higgins advocated for performance practices devoid of psycho-

logical drama, claiming that usuch arts can draw the iistener or

spectator into an active relationship with his or her own daily

reality. This is not music for closing your eyes to, and being swept

along in a tide of passion. This is music for the wideawake and

active.,.. It is music to stimulate the creativity and critical capa-

bilities of the audience.'t5

On the final page of the CabVolt issue is Tom Winter's depiction

of a postal worker delivering a card emitting musical notation.

As the figure fixes his Eaze onthe item, the liberated treble clef,

notes, and accidentals float upward, seeming to scale a near-

by building, the gridded frame of which resembles staff lines.

tfig. 171 Winter's design amply captures the spirit of the entire

collection: these evocative postcards are rhetorical invitations

for us to play, to listen carefully to the images and texts we en-

counter, apd to realize our lives as a multisensory counterpoint

of shared and embodied experiences. The music of our visual

environment resounds within us, so "we should open our eyes,"

as Shaw-Miller entreats us, uto hear more clearly,'10

2a Dick Higgins, "Fluxus: Theory and Reception" (1987), reprintedin lntermedia, Fluxus,
and the Something E/se Press, edited by Steve Clay and Ken Friedman (Catskill, NY
Siglio, 2018), 101
2s Higgins, "Music without Catharsis," Horizons: fhe Poetics and Theory of the
lntermedia (Carbondale, lL: Southern lllinois University Press, 1984), 62.
26 Simon Shaw-Miller, Visible Deeds of Music (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 2002), 243.
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CabVolt Magazine, Mail Art
and Industrial Music:
A Lost (and Found) Connection

Alexandre Alves

INTRODUCTION
Between rg76 and r98o, during the height of the Punk era, the

dynamics of Mail Art caused a series of coincidences with-
in pop music, art, and design, A lot of novelty came during
this period: punk rockers, fanzines and gig-goers, as well as

brand new music made with electric instruments, such as

synthesizers, erupted in Europe, especially in the U.K. It was

the time when Kraftwerk, a quartet formed in Dusseldorf,

decided to put their ideas into keyboards (once dominated
by progressive rock bands), synths and drum machines. Their
first album, Kraftwerk, was released in ry7o. Although, the
band had significant attention since Trans-Europe Express
(rgZ) and The Man Machine (rgZ8) - the two records which
signalled a new direction in pop music (Buckley, zorz),they
became huge in the rg8os.

These acts were already preparing the first steps to the post-
punk movement and its variations, such as New Wave, New

Romantic, No Wave, among others. Inspired by the German
pioneers of electronic music, and the punk aesthetics - the
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slogan 'Do it yourself ' became the gem of this time. Artists
and bands like Throbbing Gristle (formed in London in tgTS),

Cabaret Voltaire and Human League (both bands from Shef-

field, form ed in 973 and rg77 respectively) started exploring

with different sounds. Phil Oakey, a member of The Human

League, looking back at these early years ofthe group, stated:

"We thought we were the punkiest band in Sheffield" (Price,

zoo4: z3). Playing keyboards seemed as scandalous as learning

to play the minimalist three chords of punk.

This brand new approach also included the seminal figure,
American artist and composer Monte Cazazza(originally based

in San Francisco). Cazazza flew to England intg77, and started

exchanging ideas with Genesis P-Orridge, one of the leaders

of Throbbing Gristle. Throbbing Gristle was a music and visu-
al arts group that established an indie label, called Industrial
Records in gZ6. "Industrial music for industrial people" was

their slogan. According to Woods (zoo7: vii), "Industrial music

was born intgZ6 in London, England with the formation of In-
dustrial Records. Originally,'industrial music' referred to the

musical output of this label, which included a variety of exper-

imental, electronic, often noise-oriented compositions, altered

instruments, and music-accompanied performance art".

Among bands like Clock DVA, The Leather Nun and Cab-

aret Voltaire, the reputation of Throbbing Gristle was an

inspiration. The emergence of Throbbing Gristle is linked
to COUM Transmissions, a music and performance art col-

lective formed in t969 in Hull, England. It had three core

members, Genesis P-Orridge, Cosey Fanni Tutti and Peter

Christopherson. The trio later formed the group Throbbing
Gristle with Chris Carter. On 18 October 1976, lhe Insti-
tute of Contemporary Art (ICA) in London opened a one-
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week exhibition of COUM Transmissions, which caused

a big shock, such that on ztst of October *questions about

the show were asked in the Parliament" (Savage, zoot: zsz).

Entitled, Prostitution, the exhibition included pornograph-

ic imagery and press cuttings about COUM Transmissions.

Throughout the exhibition, the group kept adding new clip-
pings to the wall, literally presenting the press and its outraged

coverage of Prostitution within the exhibtion (Wilson, 2ot5).

Throbbing Gristle performed on the opening night of this show.

The punk band Chelsea opened for Throbbing Gristle,

PROM BURROUGHS TO INDUSTRIAL MUSIC:
THE "CUT-UP" METHOD
Around the time of COUM Transmissions' exhibition Pros-

titution, Punk was rising around the World. In t976, the
London band Damned put out their single New Rose; the
Australian band The Saints released the punk single (I'm)

Stranded, which became successful in the UK (Baker; Sav-

a9e,2ot3) and the Ramones flew from New York City to play

at the Roundhouse in London. The Sex Pistols appeared on

the covers of British tabloids. It was the Year-Zero of Punk,

but COUM Transmissions'exhibition and event seemed to

be the punkiest act among all. |ournalist and punk music

historian, jon Savage stated that beyond the radical perfor-

mances and exhibitions, *COUM Transmissions were also

active in the growing'mail-art'network, which had its most
public expression in San Franciscan magazine VILE, and the

Canadian tabloid FILE" (zoor: z5t).

Another coincidence was that Genesis P-Orridge explains
what happened just after he read a brand new FILE edition
on early 1g7os: "There it was in an'image bank request list'
section in the part of Yellow Pages devoted to correspondence
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art, One artist could request an image from another artist
Iiving thousands of miles away" (P-orridge, 2o2t; rr). There

was the address of William Burroughs, who was living in
London at the time. Genesis wrote a letter, and received a

response from Burroughs, written gently on a postcard that
he would like to meet P-Orridge when he was in London. The

postcard included a phone number. The co-founder of COUM

Transmissions were about to meet the man who popularized

the "cut-up" method, and clearly influenced the music that
was shaping in Genesis'head.

Genesis met with Burroughs at his home, and shared with
Burroughs that he had a band called COUM Transmissions

that uses a "cut-up'technique to produce music. Burroughs

said something that echoed forever through Genesis: "Then

you're on the right track."

Burroughs had notably written the text *The Cut-Up Method

of Brion Gysin," published in 1963, which disseminated the

idea of writing new texts out of collages of existing texts. As

Burroughs put it "Cut-ups are for everyone. Anybody can make

cut ups. It is experimental in the sense of being something

to do. Right here, write now. Not something to talk and argue

about" (Burroughs, 2oo3: qo). That was the message, a kind of

epiphany for Genesis: uThe idea of chopping up the tedious

everyday narrative and creating new, unexpected meanings,

even prophecies, was fascinating" (P-Orridge, zozt: tz),

In'The Cut-Up Method of Brion Gysin" Burroughs mentioned

the Dada artist Tristan Tzara, and obviously, the English paint-

er and writer Brion Gysin, who published his prose'Minutes to
go' in 1959, were masters of the cut-up method. Near the end

of his article, the message was abrasive and clear: "The cut-
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ups can be applied to other fields than writing" (Burroughs,

2oo3i gt). And that was taken seriously by Genesis P-Orridge,

MAIL ART AND CABVOLT: WHEN INDUSTRIAL MUSIC
AND DESIGN LOOKED AT EACH OTHER
Aside from music, Genesis began to actively participate in the

emerging Mail Art scene. Genesis wrote, uI was living in the
north of England, in Huli. And I was starting to do a lot of Mail
Art. And one of the people who would send things to me was

General Idea, in Toronto. They did amagazine they called FILE"l.
The ApriVMay issue of FILE magazine,printed in973 included

a work by Cosey Fanni Tutti - another member of COUM Trans-
missions and Throbbing Gristle. This piece was titled simply as

"COUM", appeared in the iA.rtist Directory" section.2

In t977, another publication - this time based in San Diego,

California - among its participants several musicians, who
were a part of the scene rising in Great Britain, came to form.

Cabaret Voltatre (the name CabVolt was also used) appeared

in the context of art magazines. The critic Clive Phillpot (rg8o)

points out that, unlike the established magazines TrtQuar-
terly and Studio Internattonal,"ltlhe magazine Schmuckt, as

well as later magazines related to mail art such as CabVolt,
are closer to real anthologies of artworks than either of the
preceding magazines, but they employ cheaper, less refined
means than the two established magazines." CabVolt contrib-
utors included Monte Cazzazza, Genesis P-Orridge, as well as

INothing here butthe recordings: a conversation with Genesis Breyer P-Onidge.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 1 H3NCqEbg)l) 0:24s Acessed 09 -09 -2021
2ln November 2019, there was an informal talk called "Cosey Fanni Tutti on Mail Art"
at the Museum Manchester Metropolitam University. Between '1973 and 1980, Cosey
contributed to Mail Art exhibitions around the world.
3Artists' magazine published in 1972-76 by Beau Geste Press, an artists-led press
distinguished by the use of mimeograph techniques.
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Richard H. Kirk and Chris Watson (the two members of the

electronic band Cabaret Voltaire from Sheffield).

This kind of participation may have occurred because Mail

Art was a movement with a global vision, where the most

important idiom was the artistic language put in the artwork
by people who saw Mail Art as a legitimate way to express

themselves. Across many different countries (from BraziI to

Poland, from Australia to Bulgaria, from England to Mexi-

co, from Switzerland to West Germany) Mail Art became a

means to interchange postcards, artists'stamps, and produce

collective magazines (Bruscky, zoro). That was the spirit of

CabVolt, connecting together artists all around the world

through the myriad of the postal system.

In the first issue of. CabVolt, one of the pages shows photo-

graphs of Genesis P-Orridge, Cosey Fanni Tutti and Monte

Cazazza tied to chairs and blindfolded. Titled Gary Gilmore

Memorial Society, the work was in reference to the execution

of Gary Gilmore in Utah (USA). Gilmore had been sentenced

to death inry76 after the U.S. Supreme Court had overturned

the death penalty ing7z. Genesis P-Orridge, Cosey Fanni Tut-

ti and Monte Cazazza's work circulated mainly as a Mail Art
postcard, which contained their names printed on the verso.

Other works that discussed Gary Gilmore's sentence and his

execution, include the single uGary Gilmore's eyes,'by the En-

glish punk band The Adverts, released in ryzz (it reached the

top zo on UK Singles Chart) and Norman Mailer's novel The

Executioner's Song, published intgTg, based on Gilmore's life.

The "Mistakes and Errata" issue printed in the Fall of. 1977,

included another artwork by P-Orridge, this time utilizing
the technique of stamping. On the blank page, there was a
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direct message in capital letters: "IT WOULD BE A MISTAKE
TO THINK HE WAS EVER REALLY ALIVE'. The phrases were
clear, but also open to interpretation and interchanges, like
many of the slogans presented on Mail Art. There was another

reference to Gary Gilmore on the lower side of the page: an

inscription that read "FILE UNDER COUM/rZth IAN. rgZZ/

CEASE TO EXIST". This was the date of Gary's execution.

For the fourth issue, Genesis P-Orridge sent a piece directly
related to Throbbing Gristle. The image included the band's
name and Industrial Records' slogan, "Industrial music for
industrial people.'At the time, the label was releasing Throb-

bing Gristle's debut album The Second Annual Report. The

band was "Essentially responsible for Industrial Music as

it came to be known - and it wasn't so much music at that
point as grating, overpowering noise" (Ott, zor3: 16).

The connections between Mail Art and the rising Industrial
Music movement in the U.K. became more prominent in
the last issue of CabVolt (rgZ8), the *decadence'. This issue

had contributions from Richard H. Kirk and Chris Watson.
Throbbing Gristle and Cabaret Voltaire were in touch due to
common gigs in England, and they kept corresponding. Kirk
once stated *We got in touch with them after getting The

Second Annual Report LP and started a dialogue, sending
down tapes and Xerox art" (Baker; Savage, zor3: r8o),

The electronic trio Cabaret Voltaire was in its early years

of existence, though as a band they have been playing to-
gether since :973/1974. They signed both to Factory Records
(Manchester) and Rough Trade (London). Their first release

was a double Z-inch EP, titled A Factory Sample in rgZ8. This

compilation featured foy Division: The Durutti Column, and
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|ohn Dowie, and it was released by Factory Records. One of

the compositions on this EP, "baader meinhof," used sonic

experimentations, such as sounds in German language, tape

sounds and noise, and primitive synths. "Sex in Secret," the

second track, was as experimental, contained spoken word and

repetitive electronic drum machines. These collage of sounds

were reminiscent of the "cut-up" technique used in Mail Art.

Returning to CabVolt magazine, Chris Watson - one of the

members of the Cabaret Voltaire (band) along with Stephen

Mallinder and Richard Kirk - sent his portraitlo CabVoIf No.

5. The inscription "ELEGANCE & DECADENCE," appeared on

the top of the picture, and on the lower side was his address

in Sheffield. |ust beside his portrait, there was a reference

to his industrial music group ('MoDIFIED To AUTHORITY

C.R. WATSON, Cabaret Voltaire"),

Richard H. Kirk's artistic production started in the r97os. He

mentioned: "I was doing a lot of Xerox/mail Art in the mid-

7os, plus Reading a lot of William Burroughs, so it seemed just

natural... I was also at art school f.rom 7+-25" (Baker; Savage,

zor3: r8o). On his artwork f.or CabVolf, the English musician

preferred a handwritten style in capital letters using diagonal

positions for reading the text and also two broadsides put for

lateral readings, composing a narrative poem or a fragmentary

narrative. On the center of the image, there is the inscription

"SENSORY NIGHTMARES" and the narrative seems to be a

fragmentary collage using the "cut-up" method, including the

presence of liquid LSD, beat vandals, drug tests, and a "strobo-

scopic reality with heart addicts in make up". On the collage, a

small text about a product called "Icon-Man'is put upside down

on the page (on the description for the product, the reader

discovers that it is for "male incontinence") [fig. 1].
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1 . Artwork by Richard H. Kirk, CabVolt No. 05.
Reproduced by permission of the Richard H. Kirk Estate
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2. Backcover
o{ Cabaret
Voltairet album
Extended Play,

1978, artwork by
Richard H. Kirk
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One observation about the design created by Kirk for his text

is the resemblance between this artwork, and the design of the

backcover of their first record, Extended Play (also known by

the fans simply as E.P.). Extended PIay was released as a 7-inch

single by Rough Trade in november 1978. On this four-track

record, the sound collages keep rolling on the provocative "Do

the Mussolini (Headkick)" and on "Talkover,'where a spoken

voice is mixed with sound effects made by synths and guitars,

creating a composition miles away from a traditional pop song.

As for the black and white cover design (a cheaper method of

printing record covers), the use of capital letters and handwrit-

ten text on diagonal axes create the similar look and feel with

Kirk's submission to CabVolt tfig. 11. The album cover design

contains a mixture of photomontage and industrial typographic

Iettering. Isolated on the left side, the word "FEAR" appears;

perhaps for the reader complete the sentence following on the

right side of the layout: "Fear heart addicts in make up" [fig' 2].

e)a.'@tcD

Ba
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Kirk used the stencil tehnique to write the name of the band
on the backcover. Quite the opposite, on the front appears a

simple black and white photograph of the trio. The name of
the band was placed on the upper corner, along with the title
of the record on the lower corner in capital letters tfig. 31.

This connection between Mail Art and industrial album cover
design leads to the ideas which emerged on the independent
British labels in the l97os. The representation of the album
covers was changing, and the singles covers' seemed to feel
the same way. Comparing this to book covers, Rick poynor

points out: "Book covers, as graphic objects, have something
in common. There is a sense of physical connection; you
handle the book to read it, though once it is finished and
shelved it may never be looked at closely" (poynor, zoo3: Z4).

Poynor continues, regarding album covers "Whenever you
played an album, the cover made a reappearance. Naturally,
the music was the point of the exercise, but precisely be-
cause the musical experience was so intense and meaningful,
the packaging that housed it became an object of desire".
In Cabaret Voltaire's Extended play, the package carried a

clear presence of the process common in Mail Art: collage,
hand-writing and some lettering that looks machine-made,
which exemplified the music Cabaret Voltaire was creating
which was equally industrial and experimental.

Over the years, Kirk kept designings the sleeves and jackets

of their records - still showing a clear influence of Mail Art
collage techniques on the designs. For The voice of America
(tg8o) album cover and sleevehe worked together with de-
signers like Neville Brody and phil Barnes along the r9gos,
but this is another long story.
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The important point here was to acknowledge the essence

from the ucut-up" technique pioneered by William Burroughs

influencing the Mail Art network, as examplified on the pag-

es of the CabVolt magazine. A lost - now found - connection

between Industrial music (Throbbing Gristle, Monte Cazazza,

Cabaret Voltaire) and design, a story almost forgotten, now

remembered as a small chapter in this book.
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Seven Movements in the Crying
of. CabVolt 5 or How a Zine
from San Diego, California, Ignited
a Fluxus-suffused Avant Garde
Zeitgeist in the West Coast of the
United States in 1978

William Anthony Nericcio and Guillermo
Nericcio Garciat

I. THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE
Fluxus is a trickster medium, or movement, or playful, shape-

shifting enigma-to speak of it is to instantiate it and then,
in a flash, Fluxus moves, changes, parodies itself and you,

and you are left with a bewildered smile or annoyance.

The artifacts you run across in Ferrara Brain Pan's CabVolt

5 all move with this swift ludic logic. Playful, irreverent, but
almost always parodic-not the thing, but the other thing;
not the object revealed, but the revelation that the object,

1 Lesser known than his Professor doppelgSnger, Guillermo Nericcio Garcia is
the author of the Mextasy Traveling Circus of Desmadres. More here, https://
sdsupress.sdsu.edu/memoblurb.html, and here: https://mextasy.blogspot.
com / 201 7/01 /what-is-mextasy-p rimer-on-gu i I lerm o.htm I
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the brand, the icon, carries within itself the drive of its own

undoing, which is exactly what the mail art in this issue of

Cabaret Voltatre accomplishes. Baudrillard has this "wind-
up-for-the-pitch moment, iust before he lays out his bottom

line in Simulacra and Simulation. It's a good spot to start as

we lead up to CabVolt 5:

It is no longer a question of imitation, nor duplication,

nor even parody. It is a question of substituting the signs

of the real for the real, that is to say of an operation of

deterring every real process via its operational double, a

programmatic, metastable, perfectly descriptive machine

that offers all the signs of the real and short circuits all

its vicissitudes.2

In my view (and of course that old blind Librarian lorge Luis

Borges is overseeing this chat of ours, wryly smiling) it is this
"short-circuitIing] of the vicissitudes" that fuels the CabVolt

dasein-as if xeroxed zines, and ludicrous, international mail

art carried within them the seeds for this electric disruption,

a disruption fueled by the logic of mirrors and an uncanny

upside-down world (see the Netflix series Stranger Thtngs)

where everything is familiar and nothing is what it seems to be.

Where Madison Avenue visions of a consumer culture whose

existential drive was "I buy, therefore I am," is undermined by

subterranean mailed bookzines whose own mantra is some-

thing along the lines of "You're bought already, asshole, what

are you going to do about it."

2 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan
Press,1994), p 2.
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Borges, anticipating Baudrillard (and Pynchon, whilst we

are at it as The Crytng of Lot 49 knows all about the perils of
mailing and copying) writes the following in his epic short
story uTlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius':

Thc following dan Bioy callcd mc from Buenos Aircs. Hc told
mc he hed before him the article on Uqbar, in Volumc XLVI of
the encyclopcdia. The heresiarch's neme was not forthcoming,
but there wes e note on his doctrine, formulated in words almoit
identical to those he had repeated, though pcrhaps literarily
inferior. He had recalled: Copulation dnd mirrors me abmnindble.
Thc text of the encyclopcdia seid: For one of those gnostics,
the oisible unh)erse a)ds dn illasion or (more precisely) a sophim.
Minon and fatherhood me abomindble because they nrultiply
and diss*ttirute tbdt anioerse, I told him, in all tnrthfulness, that
I should like to see that article. A few days later he brought it.
This surprised me, sincc the scrupulous cartographical indices
of Ritter's Erdkande werc plentifully ignorant of the namc
tlqbar. I

Putting aside for the moment the delicious labyrinth into
which Borges is drawing his reader-that Borges writes the
story about a writer named Borges, here conversing with
fellow bibliophile buddy Bioy Casares (in real life and the
story) --makes the mirrored labyrinth more vertiginous. But
let's put all that aside, and leap, full-long into the vulgar,
and say what we mean. We are here together, you listening,

3 Note that this essay is not quoting from any specific edition of Borgest story-of course
you can find it on page 18 ofthe 1994Grove Press edition of Ficciones. Butthe quote above
was culled off an Evergreen College web servet so reader beware: https://sites.evergreen.
edu/pol itica lshakespeares/wp-contenVuploads/sites/226/2015/12lBorges-Tlon-Uqbar-
Orbius-Tertius.pdf
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me haranguing, that it is this spirit
of insidious, unpredictable reproduc-

tion-the mad wizards of. CabVoIt all
across the planet, playing with their
xerox machines, scissors, tape, and

glue, assembling assemblages (thx dy-

namic duo of Deleuze and Guattari)
that then engage in postal intercourse

as it were, jetting their art around the planet, rather cheaply

then, in strangely coded box vehicles and eventually finding

themselves delivered lo 6266 Madeline Street, San Diego,

CA 92115, where, through Hitchcock's machinations (shades

of the other Hitchcock's Psycho) new forms of art emerged.

Before we actually look at the zine here's a look of where

its guts came to via postal intermediaries, Dorado Plaza Gar-

den Apartments.

An unremarkable structure, perhaps not even the buildings
standing there in the Fall of re78-forgive me for not looking
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up the original property deed. I am more moved by the name

of the flats: Dorado, and of EI Dorado. One last citation-this
one from Wikipedia:

El Dorado (Spanish: lel do'ra6o], English: /el de'ra:dov/; Span-

ish for "the golden one"), originally El Hombre Dorado ('The

Golden Man") or El Rey Dorado ("The Golden King"), was the

term used by the Spanish in the r6th century to describe a

mythical tribal chief (zipa) or king of the Muisca people, an

indigenous people of the Altiplano Cundiboyacense of Colom-
bia, who as an initiation rite, covered himself with gold dust
and submerged in Lake Guatavita. The legends surrounding

El Dorado changed over time, as it went from being a man, to
a city, to a kingdom, and then finally to an empire.f

As we all should know the legend of El Dorado is itself an

allegory, a self-referential allegory about the perils of sto-
rytelling, or, more specifically, the subterranean traps that
all narratives, set lose in the wild among humans, emerge

as. More viral than Covid, it is stories that have to power to
mutate and infect than even our gnarly coronavirus friend,
under whose sway this writing is being composed. CabVolt
5, a semiotic child of El Dorado - now there's a story.

II. CABVOLT 5

Look right to the cover and what do you see? Mail art, right?l
Not really-it's complex. What we see is a mirror of the world
translated via xerox, scissors, cut-up and a wicked imagina-
tion. We see an ad for shoe sole replacement (soul replace-

a Entry on El Dorado, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.orglwiki/El_Dorado. Accessed July 19
2022.
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ment? Weli if CabVolt 5's agents are up to what I think,

then, yes, soul-replacement as well). Other things are up-a
cancelled USPS rubber stamp, from Eugene Oregon, a stamp,

and the zine's address. But all of these are a distraction for

>sBv
o$<

Fall of 1978

*/?p Sismo fotograffas e imagenes de alta ...

Jlarry i-.s

of 250

the main player of the tableau, a madly xeroxed and re-xe-

roxed image of a California earthquake scene-I imagine it
might be from the movie Earthquake, Irwin Allen celebrity

schlock fest disaster epic f rom rg74 staring Charlton Heston

and Ava Gardner. Alamy, Espaffa, proved me right, They are
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an image rights vendor that wanted SDSU Press to buy the
rights to the image still from the movie-seen opposite, but
we are too cheap (your Tejano critic/tour guide is fueled by
the Rasquachismo, Chicano critic Tom6s Ybaurro Fausto's

coining, which describes "an underdog perspective, a view
from los de abajo [those from below]" so we will rely on the Fair

Use Act to save us a dime.5

Other details leap out atus. CabVoIf 5 emerges in the Fall of 1978,

the Sandinistas in Nicaragua have seized the national palace, the
Camp David Accords between Israel and Egypt are being signed-
locally, here in San Diego, PSA Flight 182, a BoeingT2T,runs into a

small plane and crashes across North Park, near my present house in

University Heights-I44 folks die. It makes sense that curator, then

Steve Hitchcock, 14 minutes away by car, might have been impacted

by the catastrophe, or maybe Hitchcock, suffused by the zeitgeist

agonies of a post-Nixon USA leapt to catastrophe, to earthquakes

(also a signature event for Southern Californians), but I won't have

the chance to ask them for this piece so we'll stick to speculation, a

sanctuary for literary critics, the guild that shaped me.

Last thought-the rubber stamp of an American flag

upside down is a recognized symbol of "emergen-

cy" - a semiotic harbinger of crisis and turmoil. The

syntax of Fluxus, of Dada, of Russia's Zaum, is one

of nurtured dischord, of disruptions symbolized by

outsized typography, fractured, repurposed imagery

and inscrutable symbolism. Here too, in CabVolt 5

we begin to parse the contrapuntal melody of a visual practice

s lmage found via Google lmage Search: https://tinyurl.com/3eurtbwa. Accessed July 19,
2022.
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whose goal is not to picture fracture, but to be it, to cause it'
This, too, is part of the story of this zine. Hitchcock's curator-

ship is a soft touch, nothing Iike the hard, cold bureaucratic

oversight of the curatorial bean counters in galleries and mu-

seums. As Mario Lara has it:

I found out that I shared a natural disaffection and skepticism

of the Establishment embraced by most Mail Artists that I

engaged with at the time. I also disliked the unnatural cura-

torial process instituted by most galleries and museums that

stifled creative expression. Mail Art cut out the middleman

(cultural institutions) allowing artists to freely and openly

exchange ideas and information without censure by way of

the International Postal System. Back in the late 1970's and

early 1980's you could send through the mail pretty much

anything you wanted provided you paid the postage.0

A haven for invention and creativity outside the gendarmes of

the Art establishmenl, CabVolf 5 becomes a post-surrealist

movement asylum for artists, madmen, and madwomen-and

soon to be something altogether different in its next iteration,

the semiotic cacophony of the internet which in an odd way

artifacts like CabVoIf 5 augured,

rrr. JUXTAPOSE THIS! OR SHUT YOUR MOUTH

As a curator, Hitchcock's language, if we speak of him then,

or Ferrara Brain Pan's patois, if we speak of them now, is one

guided by principles of juxtaposition, Etymology here enters

stage left as our guest docent:

t "Things to Thing About in Space: The Art of Mario Lara, Mail Art Musings,
https://www. artpool.hu/Laral, N ovember 201 0, accessed July 1 9, 2022.
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juxtaposition (n.)

"the act of placing or the state of being placed in near-
ness or contiguity," l66Os, from French juxtaposition
(17c.), from Latin iuxta "beside, very near, close to, near
at hand" + French position. Latin iuxta is a contraction
of *iugista (adv.), superlative of adject ive *iugos "closely
connected," from PIE root *yeug- "to join." I

Ferrara Brain Pan uses coincidental visual "echoes," resem-
blances, re-appartions as the guiding logic (or illogic, or
Ludic-drive) to curate his zine assemblage. Take these pages

from CabVolt 5:
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7 https://www.etymonline.com/word/juxtaposition
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At first glance, we are faced by the conundrums of image

exegesis: do we read the work by Steve Durland and Leav-

enworth |ackson individually, sequentially, or in concert, a

graphic tableau as it were.

As I carefully handled the artifact that our book's editor Arzu

Ozkal allowed me to use on loan, I couldn't help but read the

image m6lange as one image-the vacant open mouth of the

vidiot child on the left echoed by the Monty Python-esque

Victorian open-mouthed cut out piece on the right. One,

open mouthed owing to a cerebral vacancy, ideas displaced

by mass media, or filled with Mother's tasty gravy. Append

to that, haunting allusions to an imagined or future matri-
cide in handwritten scrawl on the page in ink' The other

figures, Jackson's, are open-mouthed as well, but here not

silent, but shouting (another contrapuntal move), the logic

of advertising, overstatement, repeated again and again, now

echoing reading left, the repeated adorations of gravy over

on Durland's side of the page. Two works that came in the

mail separately, emerge in a stapled'zine, now reverberating

with a rhythmic assonance, a cutting satirical symmetry.

IV
More radical juxtapositions await the reader of. CabVolt 5z

David A. |avelosa's evocative re-purposing of a Bay Area

ad for porno-orgies, then called Swing Parties, overwriting

the erotic silhouettes with inscrutable repetitions of the

banal household implement the MICROWAVE might elude

a more dense or distracted watcher, but Pan's juxtaposition

of |avelosa's mash-up with fulius Vitale's meditation on ex-

istentialism in the Electric age ('decadent I technocracy ...

soon you will be able to mic ro-wave your memoirs) now
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hands us a new work, a new mix, a new

mashup, where the potential vagaries of

the ludicrous (in the best sense) individual

works become heavy-handed and obvious

in the persuasive contiguity, the editor's

unseen hand positioning |avelosa's over

Vitale and creating in the process a hierar-

LEL' sb chy of meaning, the erotic over the electric,

ffi**ffffii?:trfitr- the electric (is there anything more banal
ff['il[Y'H'*d*frfr#6btutu'"*- than a plug?) undergirding the pleasure
L€Lo sllo 

of orgies. In our age when companies like

LELO come outwiththeir Sila, one gets the

sense that |avelosa and Vitale were like prescient poor man's

Nostradami, revealing futures heretofore unknowable in 1978,t

v. JUXTA REDUX

Some of these are too easy, too right at hand, but when were

Fluxi and their Dadaist/Surrealist ancestors ever known for

subtlety? Picture Luis Bufiuel's Vtridtana and you'll know

what I am talking about.

Here Al Souza and G.E. Marx Vigo conspire to warn us of the

dangers of PornoArt. PORNOARTSUCKS Souza states from

the semiotic pulpit, while Marx Vigo, opposite, gives us the

very Porno Art Souza laments. But does he? Really? Or has Pan

revealed via juxtaposition, via his curated contiguities, the

contradictions of Souza's block-lettered ejaculations? Is not

Souza embracing Porn Art even as he derides it. Marx Vigo, in

the end (with derriere figuring prominently here) emerges as

I Lindsey Lanquist, "High-Tech Sex Toys That Prove the Future ls Already Here,
February 1 1, 2022 AT 1 0:25AM, Accessed July 19, 2022
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the more honest of the two artists, repurposing a pornographic

blow job with some editorial lettering: SPOILT ART

An afterthought:

I had to share the

beauty of Souza's old

house from which
emerged his POR-

NOARTSUCKS mas-

terpiece-all thanx

to the evil algorith-
mic robots at Google

Maps: 415 Meadow

in Amherst, Mass.
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VI. THE FINAL SCENE (OF ACTS OF ART)

We end with perhaps the most beautiful of echoing pieces,

the odd, beautiful, almost connubial, communications of

Bryan Cunningham and image-custodian, Ferrara Brain Pan!

Saucers Over Elvis' Tomb

r$f,ii

i"i ftt.HH-

Eis
t'_

Ei
ryrdr ob.t...

The remarkable thing here is that Hitchcock degrades the

integrity of his singular act of mail art, which is, unto itself
rather brilliant, the celebrity of Dead Eivis, recently en-

tombed, August 1977, married to its tabloid-borne fraternal
twin of sorts, extraterrestrials,
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You could not open a National Enquirer in the late rgTos

without seeing a flying saucer or Elvis headline.

Cunningham's "Illuminations' composition evocatively com-
pletes Hitchcock's ocular concoction, the shadowy folks from
Elvis's tomb seemingly looking up to the skies, Cunningham's

flying saucer almost perfectly balanced atop the left of the
composite, orchestrated duet. Flying saucers and Elvis, to-
gether-the uncanny silence of the celebrity crypt somehow
in symphony with the uncanny flight of extraterrestrials.

VII. DENOUEMENT
In case you can't tell, I think that Perrara Brain Pan is a kind of
curatorial genius, in this case, for a gallery, sans gendarmes,

sans administrators (and donors for that matter) that one mag-

ic Autumn of t978, produced in my adopted home town, San

Diego, California, on the cusp of Latin America, in the navel

of the Americas, a radical mailbox initiated art (the Postman

here, a kind of midwife), that changed the face of art forever.
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A Public Sphere
in Pocket-size Format

ARTISTS' NETWORKS IN CABARET VOLTAIRE

Mila Waldeck

What is a Mail arlmagazine? A short answer is that it is an in-
fluential art form that grew in the post-World War Two era and

was practiced by maior contemporary artists over the r96o-7os,

a period of high Mail art activity. At the same time, it is a form

of correspondence, so it is part of the history of art as well as

the history of how people exchange messages. In a sense a Mail

artmagazine is a magazine made out of correspondence; how-

ever, to convert letters, postcards and notes into a magazine,

they first need to be converted into the book format. In the past,

turning letters into a bound book, also called a "letter book," was

a way to organize and preserve them in a determined sequence.

The arrangement potentially influenced how people would re-

read the letters in the present or future. Letter books archived

vestiges of the lives, ideas and sentiments of the correspondents,

so the book organizer was a sort of archivist who could decide

to preserve or discard an original letter. In the early tTth centu-

ry, for example, the preservation of letters was part of the strat-
egy of Margaret Clifford (t56o-t6t6) to show documentary evi-
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dence of her daughter's legal right to inherit land. The father,

George Clifford, had excluded from his will his only descendent,

Anne Clifford, leaving instead the family's property to his

brother (Malay, zorS: 398-4r6). The legal system was on his side,

so Anne Clifford continued her mother's legal battle over the
rTth century and conceived a book of Margaret's letters to cir-
culate within the family.l Historian fames Daybell (zot6: zz3-

236) observed that as the series of texts were manually copied,

Anne Clifford selected what would go to the book and what
would not, and subsequent generations recopied it with addi-
tional comments or further changes.

Moving forward in time, Iet's suppose that you are in the zrst
century and want to make a letter book, but you don't have an

essential material: the letters. So you write a letter on paper,

make copies of it and send them to a list of addressees by the
postal service. Then you wait. Gradually you collect the replies
that, together, become your letter book. But you are not content

with having one book iust for yourself. Having received various

replies to your initial letter, you find a way to copy your letter
book and mail a copy of it back to each sender, so that every-

body sees each other's replies to your first letter. Ifyou produce

too many copies, you can send the extra copies of your letter
book to your friends, the sender's friends and maybe to other
people outside any of your circles. Voila! You have iust made a

book following a sequence of steps not too different from the

one that Mail artists followed in the 1g7os.

Correspondence implies some continuity as a dialogue, so you

may carry on the process and decide to produce a new letter

1 Eventually Anne Clifford inherited the land, in 1543, because of a deal
signed by her husband with the crown according to which she could inherit
it if there were no male inheritors.
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book. In this case, you are moving towards a periodical. You

don't want to circulate anything without people's authoriza-

tion, so in your letters you make clear what the replies are for.

And so did the letters and announcements that triggered Mail

art editions, also known as ucalls for contributions." Over the

1g7os, Mail artists made a great number of such periodicals,

exploring the intrinsically dialogic nature of correspondence

and observing a collective commitment to principles and rules

about privacy and collaboration. The magazine was not only a

correspondence-based periodical but indeed a social event,

since the edition was in a sense a correspondence between all

participants, who otherwise were unlikely to have "met" each

other or even known about their art. One thing that a Mail art

magazine is not is a commercial enterprise' Commenting on

the Mail art magazine Cabaret Voltaire published in t977-8,

Howardena Pindell (rgZZt g8) pointed out: "the young editor of

the current Cabaret Voltatre writes, 'I am a private undertak-

ing with an ever-dwindling savings account'.'

CABARET VOLTAIRE: A DADA MEETING PLACE

Having as key instruments a list of correspondents, a call for

contributions and a nearby xerox printer, eighteen-year-old stu-

dent Ferrara Brain Pan orchestrated the Mail art magazine Cab-

aret Voltaire (often also titled CabVolt),between :927 andryz8.

From San Diego, California, where he was living at the time, he

materialised the magazine in xerox printed and stitch bound

booklets that measured around 4 x 5 inches (ro x rz.5 cm). Cab-

aret Voltaire became an organised Mail art exchange that took

place in booklet format and further expanded into individual

Mail art correspondence between Pan and some artists from the

CabVolt network. Initially the number of copies was 5oo, but

from the second to the Iast and fifth issue it was z5o.
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Cabaret Voltaire contributors spoke different languages, had
different nationalities and were separated by geographical
distance. They lived under the ideological environment of the
Cold War era in countries that had contrasting political and
economic systems. But Dada was one of the common grounds
connecting these artists. In other words, the name Cabaret
Voltatre itself was meaningful. The name celebrates the leg-
endary bar Cabaret Voltaire founded in rgr6 by actor and writ-
er Hugo Ball and poet and performer Emmy Hemmings. Estab-
lished in Switzerland during the First World War, Cabaret
Voltaire was the meeting place in Zurichwhere the Dada avant
garde initially coalesced. Hugo Ball also gave the name Cabaret
Voltaire to the first Dada publication, which he edited in 1916.

Contributors included Hans Arp, Wassili Kandinsky, Marinet-
ti, Pablo Picasso and Tristan Tzara.It is the cover of this Cab-
aret Voltatre - the publication - organized by Hugo Ball that
Pan used as the basis of the cover of the first issue of.her rylz-
1978 Cabaret Voltatre ltig. 1-21. To create the ry77 cover, pan

remixed the 19r6 cover exploring the effect, contrast and tex-
ture of xerox printing.

The growth of. Cabaret Voltatre in the second issue shows that
this Dada-inspired xerox edition was welcome among pan,s

potential correspondents: 45 MaiI artists contributedto Cab-
aret Voltatre No. r; the number of contributors rose to 64 in
the following issue. Among the artists who contributed to any
of the five issues, we find artistic names such as Dada's Mama
(based in San Diego, California, USA), Dadaland (based in San
Francisco, California), Marquis Dadatic (based in Maastrich,
Holland) and Abdada (based in National City, in the San Diego
metropolitan area).
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2. Front cover of Cabaret
Voltaire No. 1.(19771.
Edited by Ferrara Brain Pan

Cover by Ferrara Brain Pan

based on Jean Arp's cover
ol Cabaret Voltaire No. 1,

published in 19'16. Xerox.
Original size:c.4x5in
(10 x 12.5 cm)

1 . Front cover of CabaretVohaire
No. 1. (1916). Edited by Hugo Ball.

Cover by Jean Arp. LithograPhY.
Original size: 8.6 x 10.5 in (22x26.8 cm)

In the early 1g7os and late 196os there was a Dada-inspired art

scene in California, where Pan was producing Cabaret Voltatre.

New Dadaists living in the San Franscisco Bay Area formed what

became known as the "Bay Area Dada" art scene. According to

|ohn Held |r. (zoro hqqql), the expression "Bay Area Dada", or,

more specifically, "Bay Area Dadaist," appeared for the first time

in the publication The New York Weekly Breeder.It was edited

by Ken Friedman, who passed it to Stu Horn, who then passed

it to Tim Mancusi intgTz, who ran it until tgZa.

For Mancusi (zoro hggql), The New York Weekly Breeder was

not only a platform for Dada and mail-related art but also

graphic design: "The Weekly Breeder gave me an opportunity

to merge my interests in dada and mail art with my skills in

graphic arts. I could draw like an underground cartoonist, do
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interesting designs with type and lettering, make Max Ernst-
type collages, all while poking fun at politics and religion." His
cousin Bill Gaglione was coeditor and contributors included
Richard C, Monte Cazazza, A.M. Fine and Ray fohnson, who
would all participate in Cabaret Voltatre a few years later
(Mancusi himself, however, does not seem to have been one
of. CabVolt contributors).

In CabVolt pages we also find Bay Area Dada artists Anna Ba-

nana, from Vancouver, Canada, who moved to San Francisco in
1973, as well as Irene Dogmatic. Anna Banana's presence in
Vancouver and San Francisco is representative of the new Dada

scene that existed in the United States and Canada, which
Klaus Groh, a regular contributor to Cabaret Voltatre, chron-
icled in the book "Art-tmpre,,ssion.s" (Jsa + Canada (More Dada),
published by Beau Geste Press in g7S anddistributed with the
Beau Geste Press magazine Teutonic Schmuck. The rise of a

new Dadaism in the rg6o-7os was also the topic of Groh,s phD

thesis The new DaDaism at the Amertcan West Coast at Carl
von Ossietzky Untversitlt Oldenburg, in Germany (Lomholt,
n.d.), Born in Poland shortly before the outbreak of the Second

World War, Groh ran and led the Dada Research Center as well
as the IAC / International Artists' Cooperation. At the time of
Cabaret Voltatre his address was in West Germany.

The names Bay Area Dadaists, Dada's Mama, Dadaland, Marquis
Dadatic, Abdada and Dada Research Center disptay an allegiance

to Dada and were linked to artists who were living in the Unit-
ed States, Canada, Germany and the Netherlands. In addition
to these persons, groups and organizations, we also find in CaD-

aret Voltaire the band Cabaret Voltaire itself, from Sheffield,
England. Formed in973 by the trio Richard H. Kirk, Chris Wat-
son and Stephen Mallinder, the band bridged industrial music,
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dub, electronic and funk and eventually took the Dada name into

the dance floor. The band's output in the r98os attracted not only

music fans but also graphic designers, who admired the graphic

design that Neville Brody created for their records. Kirk and Wat-

son sent contributions for the fifth issue of Cabaret Voltaire.

Another artist who paid tribute to Dada was Uruguayan artist

Clemente Padin, who contributed to the second and third issues

of. Cabaret Voltaire in ryZZ. Padin published in gZS a work that
juxtaposed the words Homenaje a John Heartfteld (Homage to

John Heartfield) and a high contrast reproduction of a photo-

montage by fohn Heartfield originally titled Krieg und Letchen

- Die letzte Hoffnung der Reichen (War and Corpses: The Last

Hope of the Rich) published in the weekly magazine AIZ - Die

Arbeiter-Illustrterte Zettung (Workers' Illustrated Magazine) in

ry32. Padin's tribute to |ohn Heartfield was exhibited on the

cover of the artists'magazine Ovum Segunda Epoca, which Padin

published in Montevideo, Uruguay.

Discussing the notorious Degenerate Art exhibition that the Nazi

regime opened in tg37 in Munich, Neil Levi (1998: 55) asks the puz-

zling question: "where's Heartfield?." Levi observed that inDegen-

erate Art the Nazis assembled over six hundred modernist works of

art, but |ohn Hearfield was "conspicuously absent" (a3). Levi's hy-

pothesis is that the Nazis considered lohn Heartfield's work too

threatening to be exhibited. One of Heartfield's strengths was to

work in the arena of graphic design, using the printing press and

the printed media - weapons of the Nazi Party - to oppose the

Nazi Party. Levi (58) argues that the images fromDegenerate Art
were "the ones from the museums: paintings, drawings, and

sculptures. Magazines and newspapers lie outside the domain

from which the Nazis could strip institutional aura: they belong

to the world of mechanical reproducibility.' From t9z9 to t934,
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Heartfield produced persuasive photomontages for the covers of

AIZ, a highly popular magazine whose print run in r93o-32 was

5oo,ooo copies (Kriebel, zoo8: ro4) and which was at the time a

major anti-Nazi organ. The implication of Levi's argument is

that the arena of publishing and printed communication was a

powerful political space, and Levi raises the question of whether

it was not more effective than the museum space,

POEMA/PROCESSO

All five editions of. Cabaret Voltatre were thematic: Dada was

the topic of. CabVolt No. r, the "Blue Star issue;" 'Mistakes and

Errata" was the second issue; the 'Drawing-Completion Test'
was the third issue; the fourth issue was titled "New Music In-
ternationale" and, accordingly, it was about music; the fifth
and last issue was "Decadence.'The themes resemble collec-

tive games that the correspondents played and reinvented, The

rules of the game were proposed in the call for contributions,
but changing the rule was an option implicit in the rule. Gener-

ally, the contributors embarked on the theme proposed, espe-

cially considering that any reply could be taken as a loose in-
terpretation of the theme.

To produce the second issue of Cabaret Voltatre, the call for
contributions announced: "SEND your BLUNDERS to Cab-

Volt'.2 The letter, partially reproduced on the fourth page of
Cabaret Voltatre No. 2, continued: 'An error is significant for
its spontaneity; it reveals a part of the original impulse which
revision seeks to disguise". The addressees were invited to send

their own mistakes and "those of others" for the FallryZZ issue.

The idea runs counter to the traditional ways of making letter

2 The use of capitals and lower case was maintained
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books in the past, like for example Margaret Clifford'letter book

mentioned above, which involved a degree of omission, addition,

revision and selective memory. Mail art not onlybuilds on mail

correspondence, but also challenges conventional correspon-

dence-related practices. Letter books were a form of "correspon-

dence archive." To make archives and to make books, some

choices, and therefore exclusions, are also made. The National

Archives (zor8) noted that George Washington retrospectively

revised manuscript copies of letters that he had already sent

many years before, for inclusion in letter books that would pre-

serve a "tactfully corrected" image of himself. Cabaret Voltatre

took a different route: the mistakes issue of. Cabaret Voltaire

put the attitude of revising under the microscope.

Contributors to Mail art editions were aware that whatever they

mailed to Cabaret Voltaire would likely be converted into a

shareable book. So sharing their mistakes was a conscious choice

to enter a public sphere represented by a 250-copy magazine.s

This kind of public sphere mixes correspondence, art and mag-

azine, integrating the private sphere mentioned by Nancy Fra-

ser (rggo) in her critique of Habermas' (rggt ltg6zl) concept of

public spere. As she writes, "a tenable conception of the public

sphere would countenance not the exclusion, but the inclusion,

of interests and issues that bourgeois masculinist ideology labels

'private' and treats as inadmissible" (Fraser, tggo: zz),

After mailing a call for mistakes for Cabaret Voltatre No. 2,

Pan received around 65 contributions. One of them argued:

3 ln Ihe StructuralTransformation ofthe PublicSphere, JLirgen Habermas (1991 11962]1
2-3) traces the etymology of public sphere in German back to the late 18th and early 19th
century but he argues that the notion of a public as opposed to a private sphere can be
found further back in the past. ln Habermas' sense, Anne Clifford's letter book, a tangible
memory of her mother to be read by the family, belongs to the private sphere.
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"it's impossible to make an error in my art pieces. I tried, but
I cannot make an error. The biggest error is this exhibition and

if I participate on it, that will be my error," According to the
logic of Cabaret Voltaire editions, this reply, sent by Brazilian

artist Leonhard Frank Duch, was a contribution. As such, it was

included in the second issue.

Leonhard Frank Duch can be situated within the groupPoema/

Processo (Process Poem), an art movement founded in 967 by
Brazilian artists and poets who dialogued with Concrete poet-
ry and sought to break with it (Nogueira, zot4: 96). The 1956

exhibition of Concrete art in the city of S5o Paulo, Brazil, dis-
played Concrete poetry on the wall alongside paintings, chal-
lenging the boundaries between the linguistic and the visuaV
physical - Wlademir Dias-Pino exhibited his poem Solida in
the t956 exhibition and further abolished these boundaries as

a founder of Poema/Processo. The name marked the group's

differences from Concrete poetry, especially a preference for
the processual, as opposed to the static and concrete. At the
same time the term Poema/Processo stated the distincion
"process, rather than concrete" and "poem, rather than poetry,'

it did maintain Concrete poetry as an implicit reference point.

As the group Poema/Processo created poems, books and mag-

azines, it investigated ways to move beyond the written word
and towards actual actions and a more intense participation
of the audience in the making of the poem. Actions such as the
reader's folding, tearing and combining sheets of paper were

a poem. Like the inventor of a new game, the author/poet was

the creator of some bases for the reader's actions, An emblem-

atic example of Poema/Processo is "Poema da Picotagem"
(Chopping Poem) made by Moacy Cirne in 1968, a set of sheets

of paper of different colors with no written text, containing
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perforated dotted lines that readers could cut and rearrange.

Actions in Poema/Processo could be ostensibly political too. One

of the core claims of the group Poema/Processo was that the

"poem" and the "political action" were interrelated. The move-

ment was founded with three events: the launching of the mag-

azine Ponto in the city of Natal; the tearing of canonical Brazil-

ian poetry books at the design school in Rio de |aneiro (ESDI)

and the gathering of members of the group at CinelAndia-a

downtown square in the heart of the city - holding posters and

placards about poetry and against the military dictatorship that

had sized power in ry64. Wlademir Dias-Pino (zoro), one of the

organizers of these inaugural events, refers to the demonstra-

tion at Cinelindia as both an "exhibition" and "collective poem."

Eleven of the eighty international contributors of" Cabaret

Voltatre numbers 3, 4 and 5 are linked to Poema/Processo. This

figure includes Brazilians Falves Silva, one of the founders of

the movement in 1967, Paulo Bruscky and Unhandeif ara Lis-

boa, from a younger generation, as well as Edgardo Antonio

Vigo, from La Plata, Argentina, and Clemente Padin, from

Montevideo, Uruguay, who were both involved with Poema/

Processo. Although the movement officially disperse d in ryZz

due to the repression of the military dictatorship in Brazil,

the artists continued working collaboratively and publishing.

The significant number of artists from the group Poema/Pro-

cesso in Cabaret Voltatre is at odds with the few references

to the movement in art historical accounts about Mail art,

although new research by Cristina Freire, Zanna Gilbert and

Fernanda Nogueira has been filling this gap. Critiquing the

dominant histories of Mail art, Zanna Gilbert (zorl) argues

that they impose the centrality of Mail artist Ray |ohnson and

by same token erase other histories and protagonists: "if his-
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tories of mail art unfailingly ascribe the role of founder of the
movement to Ray |ohnson, the absolutism of this history
leaves little room for alternative genealogies and topologies

of the rise of this complex network with hundreds of partici-
pants that spanned continents,"

Instead, Gilbert puts the internationalism of mail art in the

center. She cites one of the founding members of the move-

ment Poema/Processo, Neide 56, in a passage that sheds light
on how the artists used the mail. Neide Si (n.d.) explains (cit-
ed by Gilbert) that Poema/Processo 'te desenvolveu de ry67 atd

ry22 e chegou a ter cerca de z5o artistas e portas [sic| parttci-
pando. EIe era aberto a novos partictpantes para o que o correto

era intensamente uttltzado-a arte vta correio. Mutta gente que

faz arte-correio hoje parttcipou do poema processo," (poemaf

Processo blossomed from ry67 to rgTz and came to have about

z5o participating artists and poets. It was open to new partic-
ipants, so the mail was intensively employed to make this
happen - art by mail. Many people who currently do mail art
participated in Poema/Processo").

In other words, as artists from Poema/Processo sought to
render the movement open to new participants, they used the
mail as a tool to build and interconnect the group and to invent
art forms. The mail facilitated the creation of dialogic books

and poems, which according to Poema/Processo needed to blur
the line between author and audience. A common thread in
Mail art at the time was the turn of the postal system into an

infrastructure for forms of authorship open to new partici-
pants and alternative to the conventional hierarchies and

structures of the art world. People could join and leave the
Mail art network when they wanted. The art, and the infra-
structure involved, gave rise to a particular kind of editorial
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format and graphic design, which Neide Si (n.d.) summarises

explaining how Poema/Processo editions were produced:

As prtmeiras publicag1es foram edttadas em envelopes com

as folhas soltas, jd entdo uttltzd.vamos o que hoje se faz em

arte-correio. Muttas vezes a carta convite com a proposta

para a publtcagdo era enuiada e quem tivesse interesse em

parttcipar remetia seu trabalho impresso no formato e tira-
gem prevtamente determinados. O material que chegava era

organizado em envelopes que tinham o nome da edtgd.o im-

presso, como por exemplo na revista Ponto A dtstributgd.o era

fetta pelo correto, pots ndo havia dtstribuigd.o nas livrartas.
(The first publications came in envelopes containing loose

sheets. Back then, we were already doing what is practiced

in Mail art. Often the call for contributions was sent, and

then those interested in participating would send a pre-de-

fined number of copies of their work, printed in a pre-de-

fined size. As the material arrived, it was placed inside

envelopes that displayed the title of the publication, like for

example the magazine Ponto, Distribution was by mail, since

there was no distribution in bookstores.)

In the tg6o-7os, Mail art editions, as well as artists'publica-
tions in general, tended to fit the size of standard envelopes,

as artists relied heavily on the postal system for distribution
and often used the envelope like a kind of book or magazine

cover. Cabaret Voltatre came inserted in standard Baronial

envelope measuring 415 x 6.5 inches, in which the 4.2 x 5.5

inches magazine fits well. The Cabaret Voltaire logo, created

by Pan, was stamped on it.

One of the differences between Cabaret Voltaire and the Mail art

edition described by Neide S6 is that she refers to the "assembling"
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type of Mail art edition, where each participant was responsible for
not only creating a work but also printing many copies it and send-

ing them to the organizer, who gathered the material and rear-
ranged it into books or magazines. The name "assembling" comes

from Assembling magazine, which Richard Kostelanetz - one of
Cabaret Voltatre contributors - produced from r97o to igSz. To

make Assembling, Kostelanetz(zor4) explains, he "[i]nvited poten-

tial contributors to submit a thousand copies of whatever they

wanted to include, and these feasty festivals of visual and verbal

waywardness were alphabetically assembled into 8 r/z'by n" books."

Cabaret Voltatre was not an assembling, since it was xerox printed

by Pan. One spread fitted half page of the standard letter size paper

used in xerox machines, which optimized the printing process. The

design of.Cabaret Voltaire was not only practical but also engaging.

Mail artist Vittore Baroni for example says that his own mail art
was inspiredby Cabaret Voltaire's message that people "could make

a strong originalmagazine with just a black and white photocopier"
(Saper, ggz: St).

ARTISTS' NETWORKS FROM LATIN AMERICA
AND EASTERN EUROPE

New scholarship has given a fresh attention tothe Mail art networks

created in the r96os and rgTos under Latin American military dic-
tatorships and in the then socialist Eastern Europe. Klara Kemp-

Welch and Cristina Freire (eop) argue that artists from the two
regions built mail-based networks of artistic collaboration able to
bypass Cold War-era censorship and governmental repression. By

framing and investigating cartographies of mail art that have been

overlooked in the literature, researchers are bringing new insights

about the complexity of Mail art networks in relation to the histor-

ical context of the rg6o-7os.
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In a sense, Cabaret Voltatre confirms Kemp-Welch and Freire's

point. Throughout the five issues, we see artists from Latin

America and Eastern Europe, including German Democratic

Republic artists Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt; Pau-

Io Bruscky, from Brazil; Chilean artist Guillermo Deisler, who

was living in exile in Bulgaria at the time; Graciela Guti6rrez

Marx and Edgardo Antonio Vigo, from Argentina; Clemente

Padin, from Uruguay; and Argentinian artist Horacio Zabala,

then based in Italy. These specific artists are cited by Kemp-

Welch and Freire (zorz) as participants in the artists'networks

in Latin America and Eastern Europe.

But it is noteworthy that their work was exhibited alongside

artworks by industrial musicians from England and the Unit-

ed States. Moreover, these artists'networks that emerged in

Latin America and Eastern Europe were being gathered in a

Mail art magazine that was produced by Ferrara Brain Pan,

who was based in San Diego, California, and shared musical

interests with pioneer of industrial music Genesis P-Orridge.

If we examine Cabaret Voltatre as a whole, paying attention

to each page and to the sequence of five issues, it becomes

apparent that in the magazine each author is linked to all

others in symmetrical relationship. The magazine is a net-

work. And the magazine-as-network spanned across not only

geographical (and geopolitical) areas but also across genres of

cultural practices and their respective practitioners.

In the process, the network grew as it challenged pre-existing

notions of what is an artist. The magazine-as-network raises

the question: does art history need to take into account only the

people who define themselves as artists and who are included

in what Arthur Danto (tgOD called the "art-world"? In |ohn Held

|r.'s (zoro trqqql) view, for example, the punk graphics picked
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from the style that the Californian Dadaists had created almost
ten years before the explosion of the punk scene. It can be add-
ed that the punk graphics also built on the graphics of the un-
derground press, which uncompromisingly created an aesthet-
ic of cut and paste. This means that the tangible phenomenon

of art movements, including their reception, inspirations, emer-
gence and impact, is not restricted to the art world.

fohn Held |r. cites the example of Winston Smith, who pub-
lished "a zine called Fallout, whose graphics caught the eye of
|ello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys." Smith created graphic de-

sign pieces for the Dead Kennedys, such as album covers and

artworks [fig. 3], where we can sometimes see a visual style that
evokes Mail art magazines, including Cabaret Voltaire. The
similarity is not coincidence: according to fohn Held |r., in976
Winston Smith co-published new Dada publications with Steve

Caravello and Buster Cleveland, a regular contributor lo Cab-

aret Voltaire. A collage displaying a photograph of the Sex

Pistols, published in Cabaret Voltaire number two ( "Mistakes
and Errata") and created by Pan, states the connections be-

tween Mail art and the punk graphics [fig.4].

LISTS FEED THE NETWORK
With the exception of. Cabaret Voltatre No. 2, all other issues

contain the authors'addresses as well as their names, aprac-
tice found in many artists' publications of the 1970s. Altogeth-
er the number of addresses listed in the third, fourth and fifthf
issue of Ccbaret Voltatre was 16o. Eighty addresses were in the
United States, the majority in California (3r total), including

a Contributors' addresses were not published in Cabaret Voltaire number 2 and were
incomplete in the copy of Cabaret Voltaire number 1 analysed in this study.
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4. Collage by Ferrara Brain

Pan containing a photograph
of the Sex Pistols. lnside
page of Cabaret Voltaire No.
2 (Mistakes and Errata lssue.
1977). Xerox. Original size:

c.4 x 5 in ('10 x 12.5 cm)

I

3. Collage by Winston Smith
for the Dead Kennedys.
Reproduced by permission
of Winston Smith

S. H:lchcoc':i

that of Cabaret Voltaire itself, in San Diego. Of the eighty ad-

dresses not located in the United States 18% were in England,

tlo/o in West Germ dY\, t2o/o in Brazil, 6oto in Canada and 6o/o in

Holland. Contributions were also sent from East Germany'

Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, France,

Argentina, Uruguay, Italy and Belgium, but the postage address

did not necessarily correspond to the author's nationality. In

addition to being highly international, the network also in-

cluded localities outside the main national urban centers.

Cabaret Voltatre authors-correspondents were based for ex-

ample in Elblag, in Poland; in Bozeman, in the state of Montana,

United States and in the city of Natal, in Brazil - none of which

was among the country's most populous urban centers.

How was it possible to independently publish such an inter-

national magazine? Pan explains: "I started with a xeroxed
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mailing list that Ken Friedman had given me. He may have
also given me a spare copy of azine or two with addresses in
it" (see Q&A on pa}e 2S). This means that the pathway to mak-
ing Mail art editions was paved by the mailing list. After all,

not everybody was an artist, let alone a Mail artist. The list
was a guide to find, and contact, people who were indeed Mail
artists. In addition , magazines made by Mail artists contained
their addresses, so the magazine functioned as disseminator
of lists. Lists were open-ended and the Mail art edition was

itself a list-builder and list-grower. So, the internationalism
of. Cabaret Voltatre was consequence of the internationalism
of the list - or, put in another way, of the Mail art network.

It is telling that Pan mailed the first call for contributions to a

mailing list given by Fluxus artist Ken priedman because Flux-
us artists were oriented to forms of understanding and making
art alternative to the dominant national frames. One of the key
strategies to put this ideal into practice was to use the mail
system for connecting with artists from abroad and building
with them new mail-based art forms. This impetus is encapsu-

lated in the concept of ueternal network,' coined by Fluxus art-
ists Robert Filliou and George Brecht and materialised in the
Fluxus network, a key part of artists' networks of the rg6o-7os.

Robert Filliou was one of the Cabaret Voltatre contributors, as

were Fluxus artists Dick Higgins, Endre T6t and Ken Friedman.

The growth of international mail art networks was fueled by a
combination of mailing lists, the system of book production and

circulation, and the temporality of the periodical. Archives of
publishers of artists' books and magazines from the rg6o-zos

show that lists were regularly given and exchanged. Typically, the
lists contained addresses of those who wanted to be contacted.
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A look inlo Cabaret Voltaire gives some clues to how the sys-

tem functioned. If we take a look at the activities of just four

Cabaret Voltaire contributors - Argentina-based Edgardo

Antonio Vigo; Klaus Groh, based in the Federal Republic of

Germany; Clemente Padin, based in Uruguay, and Richard

Kostelanetz, based in the United States -, it is possible to

identify a web of publications based on cross-references and

reciprocal contributions :

. Vigo was the publisher of.Internattonal Book, a mail art edi-

tion issued between ry26 and rg8o. Cabaret Voltaire was one

of its contributors.
. Groh published the periodical International Arttsts' Coopera-

fion, which in rgzz announced an upcoming edition of. Cabaret

Voltaire (see page 166) giving technical specifications and address

for contributions (Groh ,1977). He was also the publisher of Padin's

Omaggio a /oseph Beuys included in Cabaret Voltatre n. z.

. Padin published the assembling magazine Ovum za Epocabe-

tween rgTz and 1975. Richard Kostelanetz was a contributor.
. Kostelanetz issued Assembltng between t97o and 1982, of

which Grogh was a contributor.

But this is just a fraction of the network. Other prolific con-

tributors-publishers in Cabaret Voltaire include, for example,

Anna Banana and Ulises Carri6n. If a brief analysis like this is

applied to Internattonal Book, Assembltng etc, the same pat-

tern can also be identified: contributors were often publishers

and they published and advertised each other's work, forming

a kind of big patchwork of interconnected artists'publications.

Except for the International Book, the readers could find in
these editions the contributors' addresses, who in most cases

received a copy of the publication in exchange for the work

that they sent, although International Artists' Cooperation
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functioned more as a newsletter where the addresses were
related to news. The number of copies ranged between zoo

Qnternattonal Book) and tooo (Assembling), so generally each

issue of a publication functioned as an internationally-spread
list, helping increase the lists that readers, authors and con-
tributors were also compiling.

SPEAKING WITHOUT TYPOGRAPHIC VOICE OVER
The reach of the Cabaret Voltaire network meant that it gath-
ered an international group of contributors who came from
contrasting backgrounds and places and spoke different lan-
guages, but who did communicate on the magazine's pages.

Surely there is more text written in English than in other
languages in the magazine. But as artists were producing and

sharing Mail art editions, they were also developing, and us-
ing, a kind of lingua franca. In addition to the standard written
language - English being the dominant - there was another
linguistic level formed by an open-ended language invented
by the artists. This language was verbal, visual, musical, ty-
pographic, tactile and printed, and each speaker was able to
introduce new vocabularies and linguistic possibilities.

A similar pattern can be seen in other artists'books and mag-

azines from that period, After sending a call for contributions,
the organizer would receive pages that were self-contained
layouts ready for printing, and in most cases whatever arrived
would be published. So the editor-organizer was not an arbi-
tror who would pick, change or reject a contribution. Neither
would this person regard the production of images, texts and
layouts as three separate realms produced by different spe-

cialists. Instead of distinguishing the written and the visual
as separate units, a Mail artist conceived the page as a unit.
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Contributors sent pre-made pages to the editor-organizer,

whose role was not to change their layout but, rather, to ar-

range the material in a certain sequence and publish it as a

collection of contributions. This kind of publication was more

similar to an archive of original letters than to a book produced

in a conventional fashion - at least to the extent that the cor-

respondent was the author of a whole page, whereas in con-

ventional publishing someone was the author of the text,

somebody else would do the design and a set of typefaces

would visually standardize and equalize all texts.

The lingua franca of the Mail art edition was buiit out of the

collection of contributions: it was made of the sum of works

and their visual, graphic and typographic voices' What made

possible the creation of a lingua franca was the absence of an

editorial stage that happens in most publications, where text

and imagery are typeset and arranged according to a visual

model and a plan that runs throughout the pages. Notably,

because there was no graphic standardization and no typeset-

ting overriding the typography and handwriting of the origi-

nal pages, all participants could dialogue creating alternative

visual and written forms of communication'

The opposite pole of the pre-made page is what Katie Salen

(zoor) calls *typographic voice-over," i'e' the common practice

of setting and standardizing texts in a limited, well-accepted

and widely-used typographic repertoire. Salen gives as exam-

ple of typographic voice over the widespread use of such type-

faces as Helvetica, Univers and Bell Gothic to set texts. The

outcome, she argues, is a form of cultural standardization

where typography marks "exclusionary distinctions between

standard and non-standard speakers" (13+). Conversely, "[bly

refusing containment within the transparent glare of the ge-
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neric text, non-standard forms claim their own space, on their
own terms" (r1z). The creation of books and magazines in the
editorial system of pre-made pages suspends the practice of
typographic voice over as defined by Katie Salen because the
pages received are not re-typeset in a different font. Instead,
they are reproduced in the way they were received, whether the
letters were handwritten, typewritten, a collage or anything
else. So this system nullify the norms, reproduced in conven-

tional publishing, of how pages and texts should look like.

Such norms are so internalized that their suspension and sub-
stitution for a'graphics with no voice over" can be perceived

as a low-quality work. But a judgmental attitude toward works
that deny "typographic voice over" merely confirms Katie
Salen's point that typographic voice over discriminates
non-standard speakers.InNetworked Art, Craig |. Saper OggZ:

r5o) writes that Mail art publications produced in a pre-made
page system (such as Assembltng and Cabaret Voltaire) "lack
aesthetic sophistication. Even an advocate of antiaesthetic
sensibilities might argue that many of the individual texts have

little value to anyone other than the sender and possibly the
receiver (...) feq if any, of the individual works found in as-

semblings will achieve, nor would the artists want them to
achieve, the universally accepted status of masterpiece."

By displaying such nostalgia for uaesthetic sophistication" -
generally achieved through typographic voice over or, more
broadly, through compliance with dominant norms of skill in
the visual arts - Saper fails to grasp the power and dominance
involved in the definition of the kind of language and aesthet-
ic that should be considered authorized and sophisticated.
Implied in the authorized speech is a specific authorized
speaker. %,ll linguistic practices are measured against the
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legitimate practices, i.e., the practices of those who are dom-

inant," writes Pierre Bourdieu Oggtltglll: 53). There are some

analogies between the devaluation of certain uses of language,

mentioned by Bourdieu, and the devaluation of certain typo-

graphic forms mentioned by Katie Salen. For Bourdieu (52), if
people fail "to perceive both the special value objectively ac-

corded to the legitimate use of language and the social foun-

dations of this privilege," they unconsciously absolutize "that

which is obiectively relative." In art, likewise, notions such as

aesthetic sophistication also have social foundations, as do

the notions of skill and lack of skill in graphic design.

FREE CLEMENTE PADiN! FREE JORGE CARABALLO!

Uruguayan artists Clemente Padin and )orge Caraballo sent

contributions to Cabaret Voltatre No. z and Padin further par-

ticipated in the third issue. Their participation cease complete-

ly in the fourth issue, when both artists were imprisoned by the

Uruguay military dictatorship that ruled the country in:9Z3-85.

Padin and Caraballo had been firmly denouncing the dictator-

ship through their art and Mail art network. According to Am-

nesty International (zort), an estimated 7,ooo political prisoners

were detained during the peak of the regime. Uruguay's dicta-

torship is believed to have had the highest ratio of political

prisoners to population in the world (Britannica, n.d.), and it
perpetrated torture, execution and "disappearances" - i.e. the

assassination of people and destruction of corpses, so that the

regime denied that the killing happened in the first place and

to concealed the full scale of its brutality (L6pezMazz, zors).

The imprisonment of Padin and Caraballo mobilized the Mail

art community and provoked an international reaction initi-
ated by San Francisco-based and Cabaret Voltaire contributor

Geoffrey Cook and French artist fulien Blaine, a longtime
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collaborator of Padin and Edgardo Antonio Vigo. pan joined
the campaign [fi9. 5-6]. He included with the call for contribu-
tions to Cabaret Voltatre number 4, whose deadline was 30

May 1978, a photocopy of a letter by Geoffrey Cook calling for
an international mobilization to demand the release of padin

and Caraballo. Although Cook (rq8a) says in retrospect that it
was challenging to coordinate the actions internationally, the
campaign was vast and effective. His letter instructed the
reader to send letters pressing for Padin and Caraballo's re-
lease and addressed to:
r. the Uruguay ambassador "in your own country";
2, Uruguay's president;

3..your elected representative(s)";

4. "your foreign minister";
!. "newspapers & professional journals. After this, photocopy

this Ietter (translate where applicable); sign it with me and send

it to all your correspondents'(Geoffrey Cook, ro March rqZS) [fig. 4].

Pan's text that accompanied Geoffrey Cook's included the
address of the Uruguayan consulate in San Francisco as well
as Padin and Caraballo's addresses for additional letters.

In ryZg the two artists were transferred to home arrest.
Katarzyna Cytlak (zor7), who researched Clemente padin's

court case in detail, argues that Californian Senator Alan
Cranston contributed to the outcome, which is consistent
with the strong Mail art scene in California at the time. On

an international level, Geoffrey Cook (rg8+) notes that the
United States and French governments interceded and influ-
enced Uruguay's decision.

The arrest of Clemente Padin happened in August rg77 when he

was about to travel to New York for an exhibition in protest
against Uruguay's regime and cultural policy. The regime's cul-
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to Cabaret Voltaire No
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Ferrara Brain Pan. Xerox.
Front side. Original size:
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tural policy involved the prosecution of dissident artists; mean-
while Uruguay's strategy was to present a progressive facade
internationally through the 977 Paris Biennale, which included
avant garde Conceptual artists from Latin America. In other
words, the regime was using avant garde art to whitewash its
own crimes and legitimize its own image abroad.

If we compare the political uses of art exhibition in the Latin
American section of the tenth paris Biennale and inthe De-
generate Arf exhibition, it becomes apparent that in contrast
to the Nazi spectacle of hatred of avant-garde art, Uruguay,s
regime used the very image of avant-garde as self-propaganda.

The two regimes sought to manipulate the dissemination of art
and occupy the exhibition space. In doing so, both regimes ac-
knowledged that art, and the exhibition space, were spheres that
influenced the formation of public opinion. The German philos-
opher fiirgen Habermas Oggtlrg6zl) argues that a public sphere
where the citizens engage in a rational debate to make and in-
fluence political decisions is a pre-condition for democracy. He
alerts against the staged public sphere, where public opinion
seems to emerge out of rational debate but is in fact manipu-
lated and not rational. Habermas'public sphere is based on a
notion of language and debate that leaves little room for
non-written or non-spoken forms of communication and for
non-literary forms of art. But the fact that Uruguay's regime
was interested in marking its presence in the paris Biennale is

indicative of the significance of art in the public sphere - wheth-
er the sphere is real or staged.

The backlash against the Latin American section of the :4177 paris

Biennale is documented in the bookErpediente Btenal X - La hts-
toia documentada de un complot frustrado (Dossier Biennale X -
the Documented History of a Frustrated plot), which artist Felipe
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Letter by the Department of State to senator Alan crantson about the freeing of

Clemenie padin, accompanied by Geoffrey Cook's further campaign. Published in the

book Solidaridad Uruguay, edited by Clemente Padin and Jorge Caraballo in 1991 . See

Clemente Padin's pages in the chapter CabVolt Now and Then. The book is currently

online on http://archivosenuso.org/ .
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Ehrenberg organised and published in Mexico in rggo under the
imprint Beau Geste Press. The book tells that the committee of the
tenth Paris Biennale, scheduled to take place in rg77, assigned the
coordination of the Latin American section to Angel Kalenberg,
then director of the National Museum of visual Arts of Montevi-
deo, Uruguay. Artists, critics and curators in Mexico protested

Kalenberg's appointment, arguing that the Biennale was being
complicit in the cover up Uruguay's military dictatorship. Mexi-
can artists were coordinating with Clemente padin an exhibition
in New York to denounce Uruguay's regime while the Biennale
was running, but Padin was arrested shortly before the event
(Alzugarat, zooZ).

Reflecting in retrospect about the campaign to free clemente
Padin and |orge Caraballo, Geoffrey Cook (rgg+) commented:
"The project has shown us that structures exist within the art
world through which we can effect change and influence larger
forces. The project represents a small cry in a collapsing uni-
verse." After their release, padin and Caraballo published in r99r
in Montevideo, Uruguay, the 4o-page booksotidaridad Uruguay,
which documents the project, including the Mail art works that
circulated at the time. The book shows an international public
sphere mobilized through the campaign. As people demanded
the release of the two artists, they also demanded the end of
military dictatorships in Uruguay and Latin America. you can
see some pages of. Soltdartdad tJruguay reproduced here in the
section uNow and Then," they were shared by Clemente padin

for the present book. The pages include a portrait of padin and
Caraballo in 1986, after the end of the regime in Uruguay.

Geoffrey cook's letter calling artists to join forces to free padin

and Caraballo seems like a Mail art work, where correspon-
dence trigger more correspondence, with the key difference
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that in that case the correspondence was directed towards the

explicitly political realm: the ambassador, president, elected

representative, minister - and the newspaper, a traditional
arena in the public sphere. In the end, we are left with some-

thing different, something new -- with a mail art community

building a different kind of public sphere, an intervention
built from private correspondence, art, and communication.

t.i

.9
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Preguntas a Clemente Padin
Enero, zorg. Montevideo, URUGUAY.

Mila Waldeck: lComo usted comenz6 y prosigut6 su contacto con los

poetas y arttstas en Latinoamdrtca que en los aft.os 6o editaban ltbros

y peri6dicos, y que posteriormente emplean tdcnicas de arte correo (por

ejemplo Edgardo Antonto Vigo, Guillermo Deistery Ddmaso Ogaz)?

Clemente Padin: En mi caso todo comienza a raiz de un bloqueo

comunicacional con nuestra precedente generaci6n. Nosotros pert-
eneciamos a la generaci6n de los 6o y ellos a la del 45,unageneraci5n
brillante y por lel'os la mis productiva y creadora de nuestra historia.
Hay que admitirlo: Juan Carlos Onetti, Angel Rama, Mario Benedet-

ti y muchos mis en todos los g6neros del arte, Sin embargo, una
generaci6n muy celosa de sus espacios, que no nos permitia salir a

laluzt controlaban las galerias, las editoriales, las pdginas literarias
y culturales, etc., etc. Por ello decidimos crear nuestro propio sello

editorial: tro s Huevos Del Plata, revista-fanzine que nace en 1g6S. Lo

mismo ocurria en toda Am6rica Latina. En la Argentina nacen Opi-

um, El Lagrtmal Trtfurca, WC.y Hexdgono fo deE,A. Vigo, en Chile

de Guillermo Deisler, en VenezuelaLa pata De palo y El Techo de la

Ballena de D6maso Ogaz,El Catmdn Barbudo en Cuba, en Brasilpun-

fo de Wlademir Dias-Pino y asi en toda la regi6n. Asi casi todas esas

publicaciones se convirtieron en la base social del nuevo arte que

traiamos entre manos: la poesia experimental, el arte correo, el hap-
pening, la performance, las instalaciones, el video arte y otras formas

artisticas surgidas sobre todo en el Fluxus Art de los Estados Unidos,

IMWz Usted cre6 las revistas Los Huevos de platay Ovum, lTti podrias

expltcar las diferencias entre la una y la otra? iComo ocurri6 el cam-
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bto entre un primer ttpo de producci6ny distrtbuct1n mds ligado a la

poesia, en Los Los Huevos de Plata, y un otro formato de edtci6n de

arte-correo en Ovum?

CPz Los Huevos de Plata era una revista que perseguia la legitimidad

de nuestro arte y se desarroll6 a partir del arte clSLsico que se conocia

en los So, En virtud del gran desarrollo de las comunicaciones a

trav6s del intercambio, fuimos conociendo otras experiencias y

nuestro arte fue evolucionando hacia nuevas formas artisticas. Ha-

cia rq,67 ya habiamos alcanzado el nro, r3 de los HdP y la legitimi-

zaci6ny el conocimiento social en nuestro pais, Uruguay, y sentia-

mos que debiamos pasar a nuevos objetivos. Asi nace Ovum ro con el

prop6sito de difundir las nuevas tendencias artisticas que veniamos

recibiendo por correo. Una revista que pretendia ser absolutamente

visual, incluso los editoriales.

llrlW.z lComo criaste la lista de artistas que enviaban obras para

Ovum? lTodos los trabajos envtados eran publicados? lQue ocurria

con las coptas de la revista que no eran enviadas a los autores? iI c6mo

se financtaba?

CP: La revista se financiaba con subscriciones. Sobre todo teniamos

una instancia fantdstica que nos permitia vender toda nuestra pro-

ducci6n y, asi, continuar con la edici6n de la revista. Esta instancia

era Ia Feria de Libros y Grabados de Montevideo en la cual vendiamos

todo el stock que nos quedaba. Tambi6n nos permitia financiar el

envio postal a casi 1oo corresponsales en el exterior.

IrlW: iUsted tenia una oficina grdftca? iC6omo fueron creados los

dtsefios grdftcos de las revtstas Los Huevos de Plata y Ovum?

CP: No, no teniamos un departamento de arte gr6fica, la dia-

gramaci6n corria por mi cuenta. Me escurria en las editoriales y
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participaba activamente en la diagramaci6n de cada n(rmero. poste-

riormente fue la base de mi formaci6n como poeta visual.

l[,[l,I/: lUsted puede hablar un poco sobre la tdcntca tipogrdfica en

su arte en los aft.os tg6o-fo (por ejemplo, si usaba Letraset, xerox,

tipos m6viles...)?

CP: Al comienzo fueron los tipos m6viles y luego, con la aparici6n

del Offset, utilic6 el letraset, lo que me permitia una gran libertad

en la expresi6n visual de mis trabajos cuando aparece Ovum, zda,

6poca, en los 7o, en plena dictadura. Asituve Ia oportunidad de con-

ocer muchas y variadisimas formas de expresi6n po6ticas visuales

pues solicitibamos 5oo hojas a cada artista para editar la revista en

raz6n de que no teniamos dinero. Asi, cada rc 6 o envios recibidos

edit6bamos un nrimero diferente y s6lo gast6bamos dinero en las

grampas para pegar las p6ginas y en el correo al exterior.

III,IWz lC6mo fue su contacto con las ramificaciones de mail art en

Norteamdrtca? ;Y con los artistas de Fluxus?

CP: Fue a trav6s del intercambio con algunas figuras del Fluxus. En

mi caso fue, sobre todo, por mi relaci6n epistolar con Dick Higgins.

Hacia 1965 ambos 6ramos estudiantes de Letras, 6l en Nueva york y
yo en Montevideo. Asi fue que solicit6 mi colaboraci6n para edici6n

de su tesis Pc ttern Poetry y, en contrapartida, me mantenia al tanto

de todo 1o que ocurria en relaci6n de la poesia experimental y el arte

correo. Asi me incluy6 tempranamente en su revista Something Else

Press. Al similar ocurri6 con Ken Friedman que populariz6 mi nom-
bre en el networking en el direccionario de mail art International
Image Bank Exchange, Vancouver, 1972,

MW: Su primera colaboraci1n en Cabaret Voltaire (edtci6n no z)

fueran sets pdgtnas de Omaggio A /oseph Beuys, publicado anterior-
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mente por Klaus Groh en Alemania, creo que en ryf1. iusted se recu-

erda como ocurri1 esta prtmera edtci6n por Klaus Groh en I. A. C (In-

ternational Arttsts' Cooperation)? eC6mo usted ve el cambio de

contexto de Omaggto AJoseph Beuys, de Alemania a la edict6n en un

pert1dico de matl art en los Estados Unidos?

CP: Si, la editorial internacional de Klaus Groh en Alemania pub-

lic6 algunos cuadernillos (booklets), entre ellos mi Omaggio A Jo-

seph Beuys. Originalmente el librillo tenia n p6ginas. Eran dos

hojas, tamaflo oficio, doblados en 4. Era una edici6n estrat6gica

pues me permitia escapar a la represi6n de la dictadura civico-mil-

itar en mi pais, Uruguay. Sin embargo, pese a todas las precau-

ciones, cai preso en Agosto de ry77 y permaneci preso hasta la

caida de la dictadura en r984.

MW: Sa segunda colaboraci6n en Cabaret Voltaire (No. jl fue una

obra grdftca con un retrato de un joven herido. iUsted si recuerda de

esta obra o del retrato?

CP: Te confieso que no recuerdo esa colaboraci6n con CabVolt. Nro.3.

Pero, sin duda, se trataria de alguno de los presos y desaparecidos

politicos bajo la dictadura apoyada por los Estados Unidos. La C.I.A.

tenia una oficina en el Ministerio de Defensa, sede de la dictadura.

MW: Za carta de invitaci6n para contribuciones para el nitmero 4 de

Cabaret Voltaire szgut6 con un mensaje soltcitando Ia moviltzaci6n

de la comunidad artisttca para la liberaci6n de usted y de /orge Cara-

ballo. En el lado opuesto de la pagtna estaba copiada la carta de Geof-

frey Coolz - que, creo, tuve la inictattva de convocar la parttcipact6n

de la comuntdad artistica. lUsted podria hablar de sus obras hechas

en ry77? lSu correspondencta estaba siendo vigtlada?
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CP: Si, caimos, junto al artista forge Caraballo quien colaboraba con-

migo en la edici6n de Ovum el z5 de Agosto de 977 Fui procesdado

por el delito de Escarnio y Vilipendio a la Moral de las Fuerzas Ar-
madas (Jorge fue condenado por lo mismo pero en calidad de c6m-

plice por lo que tuvo un aflo de c6rcel) y, en mi caso, condenado a 4

affos. A raiz de la movilizaci6n del networking en el exterior la dict-

adura me compurgan la pena y me cambian la car6tula para conde-

narme sine die hasta la caida de la dictadura en 1984, bajo libertad

vigilada en mi hogar. O sea que permaneci 7 afios preso.

NIlNt lQue dtferenciasy/o semejanzas ve usted entre los aftos 7oy hoy?

CP: Abismales. En los 7o la gente estaba volcada hacia afuera, hacia

el entorno social, hacia la politica en el buen sentido, siempre defen-

diendo d. outrance los derechos humanos. Predominaba el punto de

vista de Sartre, el yo es el otro. Eramos la mirada del otro. Hoy nos

define nuestro provecho personal. La inmersi6n en la interioridad.

La falta de 6tica. El desinter6s por lo humano (y consecuentemente

por los dem6s). El espiritu critico fue sustituido por el af6n consum-

ista. El poder ya no necesita encarcelar a los artistas y poetas, Ie

basta con silenciar y contemporizar.
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Exchange with Clemente Padin

January, zo19, Montevideo, URUGUAY.

Transiation of Preguntas a Clemente Padin

Mila Walde ckl How didyour contact wtth poets and artists from Latin

America tnvolved wtth arttsts'publications start, (such as Edgardo

Antonio Vigo, Guillermo Deisler and Ddmaso Ogaz)?

Clemente Padin: In my case, everything started as a result of a

communicational clash with our previous generation. We belonged

to the generation of 6o and they to that of a5, a brilliant generation

and by far the most productive and creative of our history, we must

admitl Juan Carlos Onetti, Angel Rama, Mario Benedetti and many

more in all genres of art, However, a generation very jealous of its

spaces, that did not allow us to come to light; they controlled the

gallery, the publishers, the literary and cultural pages, etc., etc. That

is why we decided to create our own publishing label; Zos Huevos

Del Plata, amagazine-f.anzine that was born in t965. The same hap-

pened throughout Latin America. In Argentina, Opium, El Lagrimal

Trtfurca, WC and E.A. Vigo's Hexdgono 7o, in Chile by Guillermo

Deisler, in Venezuela D1maso Ogaz's La Pata De Palo and El Techo

de Ia Ballena, El Catmdn Barbudo in Cuba, in Brazil Punto by Wla-

demir Dias-Pino and thus in the whole region. So almost all these

publications became the social basis of the new art that we had in

our hands: experimental poetry, mail art, happening, performance,

installations, video art and other artistic forms emerged especially

in the Fluxus Art from United States.
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lMW: Could you talk about the difference between making the

pertodtcals Los Huevos de Plata and Ovum? How dtd they change

from the ftrst type of production and distrtbution, more linked to
poetry, of Los Huevos de Plata, change into the art-mail edtting

format more of Ovum?

CPz Los Huevos del Plata was a magazine that pursued the legitimacy

of our art and developed from the classic art that was known in the

50. By virtue of the great development of communications through

the exchange we learned about other experiences and our art was

evolving towards new artistic forms. By tg67 we had reached the

number. t3 of the HdP and legitimization and social knowledge

in our country, Uruguay and we felt that we had to move on to

new objectives. This is how Ovum 10 was born with the purpose of

spreading the new artistic trends that we had been receiving by

mail. A magazine that pretended to be absolutely visual, even the

editorial sections.

|Mlfft How didyou create the ltst of arttsts who sent works for Ovum?

Were all the submitted works published? How was tt ftnanced?

CP: The magazine was financed by subscriptions. Above all we had a

fantastic venue that allowed us to sell all our production and, thus,

continue with the edition of the magazine. This instance was the

Book and Print Fair of Montevideo in which we sold all the stock that

we had left. It also allowed us to finance postal delivery to almost

1oo correspondents abroad.

I[,IW: Dtd you have a design studio? How was the graphtc destgn of
the Los Huevos de Plata and Ovum created?

CP: No, we did not have a graphic art department, the layout was

done on my own. I slipped into the editorials and actively partici-
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pated in the layout of each issue. Later this became the basis of my

training as a visual poet.

MI/fz Canyou say a little aboutyour typographtc worle in the ry6os-7os

(for example, whether you used Letraset, metal type etc)?

CP: Initially there were movable types and then, with the emergence

of offset, I used letraset which allowed me a great freedom in the vi-

sual expression of my works. That is when ouum znd era appears, in

the 7os, in the midst of the dictatorship. So I had the opportunity to

know many and varied forms of visual poetic expression because we

requested 5oo sheets from each artist to edit the magazine because

we did not have money. Thus, every 10 or u received shipments we

edited a different number and we only spent money on the clips to

stick the pages together and for postage to mail abroad.

MW: How dtdyour contact wtth matl art in North America happen?

And wtth Fluxus artists?

CP: It happened through the exchange with some figures of Fluxus.

In my case it was, above all, because of my epistolary relationship

with Dick Higgins. By 1965 we were both literature students, he

in New York and I in Montevideo. That's how he requested my

collaboration to do his thesis on Pattern Poetry and, in return, he

kept me up to date with everything that happened in relation to

experimental poetry and mail art. So from early on, he included me

in his magazine Something Else Press. The same happened with Ken

Friedman who included my name in the international mail address

exchange, Vancouver, rg7z.

I0,IIff: Your collaboration in Cabaret Voltaire No. z was six pages

from Omaggio a /oseph Beuys, prevtously publtshed by Klaus Groh

in IAC (Internattonal Arttsts' Cooperation) in Germany. Do you
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remember how thts first editton was publtshed? How do you see the

change of context from Omaggio aJoseph Beuys, from Germany to the

publtcatton in a matl art periodtcal tn the United States?

CP: Yes, Klaus Groh's international publishing house in Germany

published some booklets, among them my Omaggio a /oseph Beuys.

Originallythe booklet hadlz pages. They consisted of two leaves, in

standard office size (8.5 x ra inches), folded to a, It was a strategic

edition because it allowed me to escape the repression of the civ-
il-military dictatorship in my country, Uruguay. However, despite

all the precautions, I was imprisoned in August rg77 and remained

in prison until the fall of the dictatorship in 1984.

MWz Your second collaboratton in Cabaret Voltaire (No, jS was a

work that showed a portratt of a wounded young man. Do you have

any recollecttons about it?

CP: I confess that I do not remember that contribution to CabVolt

No. 3. But there is no doubt that it was one of the political prisoners

and disappeared under the dictatorship supported by the United

States. The C.LA had an office in the Ministry of Defense, headquar-

ter of the dictatorship.

MW: The call for contributtons for Cabaret Voltaire number 4 in-

cluded a call for the artisttc community to mobilize for Jorge Cara-

ballo and you, Can you talk about the works you were making in this
pertod, tg77?

CP: Yes, we fell, together with the artist Jorge Caraballo who col-

laborated with me in the edition of. Ovum on August 25, tg77.l was

prosecuted for the crime of Escarnio and Vilipendio to the Moral

of the Armed Forces (Jorge was convicted for the same thing but as

an accomplice so he had a year in jail) and, in my case, sentenced
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to 4 years. As a result of the mobilization of networking abroad,

the dictatorship reduced my charge to "sine die" until the fall of

the dictatorship in 1984, under supervised liberty in my home. So I

remained imprisoned for 7 years.

jt,IWz What dtfferences and / or simtlartttes do you see between the

Zos and today?

CP: Abysmal. In the 7os people were turned towards the outside,

towards the social environment, toward politics in a good way, al-

ways extremely mobilized to defend human rights. Sartre's point of

view, the "I" is the other, predominated. We were the other's view.

Today what defines us is our personal gain. The immersion in the

interiority. The lack of ethics. The disinterest in the human (and

consequently in the other). The critical spirit was replaced by the

consumerist drive. Power no longer needs to imprison artists and

poets, it is enough to silence and accomodate.
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Mistakes and Errata: "Where Do

Correct Ideas Come From?"

Arzu Ozkal

Any recorded history reflects the values and choices of the ar-

chiving institution. Museums and special collections arbitrate

what is worth preserving or should end up at a swap meet. Pub-

lishers decide what knowledge shall be disseminated. The public

trusts these institutions to filter errors, and organize knowledge

by differing nature and importance.

Cultural gatekeepers and mediators-such as publishers, film

studios, gallery owners, critics or reviewers-can be defined

as those involved in the mediation between the production of

cultural goods and the production of consumer tastes,l

The cultural consumer is lucky that artists and designers find

alternative production and distribution methods, and bypass

the gatekeepers of cultural production; canons of taste. Yet,

discarded or ignored works can resurface years later, and gain

recognition long after being rejected. Fortunately, independent

presses such as Valtz, Dark Matter, andPrtnted Matter, etc. ded-

1 Passage found in "Cultural Mediators and Gatekeepers" written by SusanneJanssen
and Marc Verboord.
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icate space and funds to archive short-lived, non-traditional
limited-editions, artists'books, and other ephemera. There are

amateurs and enthusiasts, as well, who keep originals in their
garages within shoeboxes-and, this is how I obtained the copies

of Ferrara Brain Pan's (aka Steve Hitchcock's) Cabaret Voltatre

@abVolt) series, after a year-long hunt, when |an Tonessen,

archivist, and former manager of Wahrenbrock bookstore in
San Diego, CA agreed to sell me his copies on February 2O18.

Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu suggests that we cannot understand
creative production purely in reference to itself without under-
standing the sociological whole.l Therefore, it is essential to ex-

amine the nonconformist and alternative approaches, and con-

sider the overlooked in addition to the more established. In the
1g7os, San Diego was home to eminent conceptual artists, such

as )ohn Baldessari, Eleanor Antin, Allan Kaprow, Allan Sekula

and Ken Friedman. And without doubt, their ideas energized

emerging artists, musicians, and writers in the region and be-

yond, and prompted various other (unnoticed) ventures.

Ferrara Brain Pan was a young college student in tgZT at San Di-
ego State University, when he self-published a five-volume se-

ries of pocket-size'dadazines'named after the Cabaret Voltaire,

the birthplace of Dada in Zurich in 1916. Printed on standard

copy paper, Pan's CabVoIf consisted of graphic art, photomon-

tages, poetry and short text sent by artists and musicians glob-

ally. He operated independently, outside the aforementioned

art systems and institutions, but successfully situated her da-
dazine within the global mail art network with some help from
Ken Friedman. Friedman was also living in San Diego, Califor-

2 This refers to Bourdieu's concept of "habitus" developed in Out/ine of a Theory of
Praaice (197h.
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nia, with his family at the time. He co-founded Fluxus West

with George Macuinas in 1966. Aiming to inspire the spread

of mail art, Friedman shared his mailing list with Pan,8 Fried-

man was also instrumental in the adoption of zines in the West

Coast. These little magazines, referred to as dadazine by the Bay

Area Dada group in the early rg7os, were popular forms of artistic

expression. It seems that micro-publishing and Mail Art emerged

as a result of arlists looking for forms of expression outside of com-

mercial pressures, due to their discontent with the ideals of the

mainstream artworld. Bill Gaglione, Tim Mancusi, Monte Cazzaza,

Anna Banana and others were "engaged in self-publishing, taking

advantage of new affordable print technologies"rUndeniably, the

Great Bear pamphlet series published by Fluxus artist Dick Hig-
gins (t938 - 1998) have also influenced the formation of the micro

publishing culture, and the dadazines of the West.

Came out of Something Else Press-founded by Higgins himself,

the Great Bear pamphlets were a series of saddle-stitched publi-

cations printed on colorful photocopy paper, featured content col-

lected from "the Fluxus People"s such as Alison Knowles, Allan

Kaprow, |ohn Cage, Nam |un Paik, and others. It was not only

its inexpensive format that inspired next generation artists to

self-publish as an artistic strategy, but its experimental content

reached broad audiences outside the mainstream art world ad-

vocating to dissolve the borders between art and life, artists and

audiences, and the distinctions between artistic genres. Dun-

combe notes, "What zines are expected to provide is an outlet for
unfettered expression and connection to a larger underground

3 See Ken Friedman lnterview Part l.
a Held, John. "Before Punk and Zines: Bay,Area Dada," Eefore Punk and Zines: Bay Area
Dada, 21 Mar. 2010, http://stendhalgallery.com/?p=3504.
s Friedman, K. (201 1). Fluxus and the Essentia/ Ouestions of Life. ln Fluxus: A Labratory of
/deas. lntroduction, The University of Chicago Press.
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world of publishers doing the same."o Both zine publishers and

mail art networks follow a rhizomatic idea of non-linearity and

heterogeneity. That is the reason why we are finding out about

these remarkable but short-lived projects all across the global

network that happened simultaneously, and eventually discon-

tinued or evolved into other things.

Pan's short-lived CabVolt was not a curatorial project but an

assembly of creative responses-prompts sent out to an inter-
national network of correspondents. Although there were no

rules governing the correspondence art network, 'publish as is'

was the common practice. The lack of a review process allowed

full artistic autonomy and total freedom of expression. Pan,

free from any editorial constraints, included any response he

received via the postal service in these five-volume series. Its

pages look haphazard, celebrated errors and may have had un-
pleasant content.

Each issue of the CabVolt celebrated personal expression and

form, and showcased various social and aesthetic statements.

However, CabVolt No:2, Mistakes d, Errata, singles itself out for

being more theoretical in character, inviting people to critical-

ly think about what counts as an error. Scholarly critics and art

historians often write about finalized artwork, and about their
completeness, and determine the piece's place in a museum

or library collection. Rehearsals often take place behind closed

doors so that mistakes are corrected and eliminated. Audienc-

es are expected to not applaud until the end of a performance,

Avant-garde art movements like Fluxus made us realize that re-

6 Duncombe, S. (2008). Notes from Underground: Zines and The Politics of Alternative
Culture. Microcosm Publishing.
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hearsals can also be part of the creative process and process is

equally important as the final work itself. It is not too difficult
to understand why zines are often disregarded by mainstream

institutions as either art or literature. They are often far from

perfection, and often celebrate flaws. The Mtstakes d, Errata is'
sue specifically honored mistakes. Being an open-ended frame-

work, this title prompted various takes at the subject matter,

from costly mistakes within politics and economy, such as: Lar-

ry Wendt's photomontage of newspaper clippings from July ro,

rgzz which compared W7o-3, a tactical warhead with its prede-

cessors, and praised the reduction of collateral damage; to witty
responses, such as Leonhard Frank Duch's letter to Pan stating

that his mistake was to participate in this issue.

In Fall of 1977, Pan sent out the following note to the network:

Mistakes are a valuable part of creative process. An error is

significant for its spontaneity; it reveals apart of the original

impulse which revision seeks to disguise. It is often indica-

tive of subconscious influences (internal) as well as those of

the environment (external). As meaningful and relevant as

human error are those mistakes of machine and of nature.

A mistake can disclose new and unexpected channels of

thought and expression to the artist. We can learn a great

deal in recognizing our own mistakes as well as those of oth-

ers. That is the goals of this issue: to learn from error. lfig. 1]

Mistakes el Errata included a short text by Elizabet Kulas, entitled

Art/Afiistake. Kulas was associated with publicationshke Red Her-

rtng, and her work with / Polttical Art Documentation / Dtstribu-

tton (PADD) came out in the late 7os and t98os. It advocated for

alternatives to the mainstream art systems to be used by progres-
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IGstakes are a valuable part of the creative
process. An erzor is signi-ficant f or its
spontanei-ty; lt reveals a part of the original
impulse which revision seeks to dis.guise. Itis often indicative of subconscious influerrces(internal) as we13. as those of the envirorrnent
(external). As meaningfirl and. relevant as
human error are those mlstakes of machine and
of nature.
A mj.stake can. discLose new and une;pected
channels of thought ard eepression to theartist. lrle ean learn a great deal in
recognizing our otnr nristakes as rrrelJ- as those
of others. ?hs.t is the goal of th:is issue:
to learn from eryor' 

s. Ilrrchcock, editor

CAB otr Crlr^tbW
paUisurusz

6266 MADELINE STREET, AYr.97
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORI{IA 92115

1 . Ferara Brain Pan, reproduced by permission of the artist.
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sive artists. Her submission made the connection between cultural

consumption and the capitalist economic models that perpetuated

commodification of art objects. Por Kulas, the mistake was to not

think of "arf as an integral fiber of our societal matix'i but as a "rich

manb art collectton,'as she wrote in her short text.

Contemporary art forms from tg6os and onwards dealt with

this very concern: taking art outside the commodity realm to

allow autonomous intellectual dialogue, and democratization

of artistic expression. To this day, creative practitioners seek

decentralized systems and establish newer platforms. The

most recent attempt could be the non-fungible token (NFT)

platforms, which seem to allow artists to directly sell or gift

digital files and code with each other anonymously or under

pseudonyms. To me, this resembles the operation of the mail

artists of the rg6os realizing the limitations of the gallery and

museum systems.

Uruguayan conceptualist |orge Caraballo's contribution lo Mts-

takes d, Errata was a photograph of a four-dial street clock with

only two sides visible to the reader, each telling a different time.

This presents the viewer with an interesting dilemma that

Heidegger defines as'obtrusive," experiencing an incomplete to-

tality.' If the photograph displayed iust one clock, or two clocks

telling the same exact time, this image would be considered ba-

nal, and not deserve any attention. However, through this pho-

tograph of the dysfunctional street clock-and the viewer will
never know which one had the incorrect time-Caraballo makes

a playful statement, and validates Pan's argument that indeed

"mistakes are a valuable part of the creattve process." [fig. 2]

Clemente Padin, also Uruguayan, was a poet and artist whose

work engaged heavily with social and political subject matter,
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sent Pan pages of his booklet called 'A little ideological correc-

tion to |oseph Beuys'(or perhaps mailed the booklet itself, which

then Pan xeroxed into Mistakes d, Errata.) Padin's booklet was

printed in:9Z6 by the International Artists Cooperation Central

Office in West Germany. On the cover was a small reproduction

of Beuys'life-size print from rgTz entitled'La Rivoluzione Siamo

Noi,'which translates as 'We Are The Revolution' representing

Beuys walking confidently towards the viewer. The following

seven pages contained the same phrase 'La Rivoluzione Siamo

Noi' juxtaposed onto various images: A full-page reproduction

of Beuys stomping towards the viewer; a nude heterosexual

white couple; Hitler giving a speech; a cut-out lmage of the Pope;

a modern-style chair; a police officer holding a baton; and lastly,

an image of a field of farm workers. Padin signed this last page

f.or Cabaret Voltatre.It is not clear if Clemente Padin mailed

this booklet to Pan as a contribution to Mistakes d, Errata, or if.

Pan included these pages in this issue as he found it relevant to

the topic as Padin was correcting Beuys'take on revolution,

which was to transform society through creativity.

Padin saw the purpose of art as "a critical contestation of the

current political system and mobilisation for the struggle for

democracy and human rights." According to Katarzyna Cytlak,

"Beuys and Padin coincided above all on the recognition of the

urgent need for a revolutionary struggle in order to effect social

change. Both gave art a special place in this struggle. Howev-

er, while Beuys focused on art's transformatory capacities and

spoke about its contribution to changes in how the world is per-

ceived, Padin's approach could be described as visual militancy."

7 Cytlak, K. (2016). La rivoluzione siamo noi Latin American Artists in Critical Dialogue with
J oseph Beuys. Th ird Text, 30(5-6), 346-367. https://doi.orgl1 0.1 080/09528822.2017 .1358019
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It appears that, only a month before Mtstakes d, Errata was

launched, Clemente Padin and Jorge Caraballo got imprisoned in
Montevideo, Uruguay, in August rgTTbythe Uruguayan dictator-
ship due to the political content of their work. The news of their

arrest did not reach the international community for about six

months, but sparked an extensive protest campaign which began

immediately after, demanding freedom for Padin and Caraballo.

Archives show that it was Geoffrey Cook, historian, writer and

artist, who contacted Pan on March 70, tgTg about their arrest.

Pan responded by adding a note in her call for participation for
CabVolt No:4 New Music Internattonal Edition urging people to

send letters to the Uruguayan Embassies demanding freedom

for Caraballo and Padin, saying 'Mail Art not /ail Art!'For many

artists living under repressive governments, where expression

was censored, mail art was the medium of communication, and

a means to organize.

According to his submission to Mtstakes 4, Errata we under-
stand that Geoffrey Cook was affiliated with West Coast Print
in Berkeley, California. His submission included a note reading

'Selected & Edited from the trash heap of the West Coast Print
Center by Geoffrey Cook.' The West Coast Print Center was one

of the six small independent presses in the Bay Area, where al-

ternative publishing gained great significance in the sixties as

a result of social and political upheavals, such as the Viet Nam

protests. These presses became popular among activists and

intellectuals on college campuses, allowing them to publish

their leftist alternative messages. The explosion of photocopy

zines, such as the Dadazines, later in the r97os resulted from

the success of these small presses.

Similarly, some time at the end of 1964, Dick Higgins also start-

ed a press in New York, NY, and published a series of pamphlets,
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entitled the Great Bear (apparently named after the office water

cooler.) According to Barbara Moore, the Editorial Director of the

Something Else Press, these publications gave him "unrestrict-

ed platform for his own ideas" and through them "he snuck the

avant-garde into the hands of a new readership."s

Here I see another interesting parallel with the current NFT

movement that Ukrainian artists organizing and raising funds

via the various NPT platforms since the beginning of the Rus-

sian invasion of Ukraine.

Dick Higgins sent a lengthy letter to Pan written on |uly, 9th

rgzT as a response to Pan's call for mistakes. Pan reproduced the

two-page letter as a spread. In this lettet Higgins wrote that

"anythtng experimental in tts nature embraces mtstakes and

uses chance as an integral component; It cannot be contained or

marked as one thtng." The word 'experimental' refers to untest-

ed ideas that were yet established or finalized. Higgins operated

in this yet unestablished territory, which he defined as'inter-

media' in 1965 contextualizing the spirit of Fluxus. In his letter

to Pan, Higgins critically studied his own mistakes and errata,

and added that he had learned to not destroy his mistakes but

mark them as 'Reiects', as they become "good compost" for other

pieces. Parallel to Higgins'point Peter Van Beveren sent Pan this

sentiment'Mistakes? Where do Correct Ideas Come From?'

Ideas leak from one work process to another, and mistakes inspire

new kinds of making and writing, It appears to be that the over-

arching message in this issue was that mistakes are necessary

8 Moore, B. (2015, August 31). Something else press, Dick Higgins. BMCS. Retrieved March
31,2022,from http://www.blackmountainstudiesjournal.org/volumeS/some-things-else-
about-somethi n g-else-press-by-barbara-moore/
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for artistic production, and the pursuit for perfection causes

us to sacrifice playtime. Mitchel Resnick, in his bookLtfelong
Kindergarten, wrole that Anne Frank hid poems and other
pun-filled text inside the shoes of the family members while
they were in hiding from the Nazis for two years. play inter-
rupts the mundane; it activates new intersections and allows
new forms of engagements.o

Over more than t5-years of experience in academia teaching
graphic design, I have observed the lack of playtime in most de-

sign curricula - perhaps a desire towards seeing the profession

in service to commodity interests, values of the consumers, of
the market (or other gatekeepers). Art and design students are

often discouraged from exploring the 'intermedia,'but are en-
couraged, instead, to adhere to a set of standards, which fore-
ground end products over process. Typical educational systems

tend to exclude values like accidents, chance, absurdity, and an-

ti-commercialism.

Hannah Higgins inFluxus Experience writes'Why does it matter
that Fluxus has been left out of Art Histories? Maybe it is just bad

art and has been ignored the past forty years for good reason."l0 I

cannot help but notice that Fluxus has been completely left out
of the histories of graphic design. None of the canonical books

on this matter dedicate a page for Fluxus or Mail Art. Given that
Fluxus exhibited the most experimental use of typographic pro-

cesses and techniques, and adoption of early reprographic ma-

chines, such as the mimeograph and xerox, and printed books

and posters, designed packaging, maps and diagrams, and other

e Resnick, M. (2018). Lifelong kindergarten: Cukivating creativity through projects, passion,
peers, and play. The MIT Press.
10 Higgins, Hannah. Fluxus Experience. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2003.
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printed matter. Yet, George Macuinas Og3r-tgz8) himself studied

graphic design and architecture at Cooper Union School of Art

OqSz). Unfortunately, he does not get a mention in most graphic

design curricula as someone who saw the field's rigidity but used

its tools and tactics, and influenced generations of artists, mu-

sicians, writers, and in-between practitioners to create collab-

oratively and independently. It was a lucky coincidence that my

partner, Max Luera, noticed that the record sleeve for |ohn Len-

non and Yoko Ono's Imagine album was designed by Macuinas.

This typographic sleeve was designed in rgTt in a style resembling

Alexey Brodovitch, a Russian-born American designer who was

famous for his revolutionary editorial design for Harper's Bazaar

in the 195os,

TRACING CONNECTIONS TO PRESENT-DAY DESIGN

Almost three decades ago, it was completely by chance that I un-

willingly attended a Benjamin Patterson performance as a young

graphic design student in my hometown, Ankara, Turkey. Ben-

jamin Patterson, Og3q-zor6) American artist, musician and one

of the founding members of Fluxus, was in Turkey for the tgg8

Istanbul Biennial, At the time, I did not have the slightest idea

who he was or what the word'Fluxus'meant. I assumed that if
this event was something significant, I would have heard about it
from my graphic design professors.

I remember Patterson's performance vividly. He invited some

students to join him on the stage, and asked them each to hold

a single red rose. He grabbed a pair of scissors, and cut the ros-

es to various lengths and slowly dropped them into a blend-

er placed in the middle of the stage. A metronome-which I

now know was used regularly at Fluxus events, was clicking

at a slow tempo. He turned on the blender, which made a very

loud noise for a few moments, and finally he gulped the puree
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down in one breath. I was intellectually disoriented when I left
the concert hall. Absurdity, spontaneity, noise, mess, and audi-
ence participation, etc. were not part of the 'elements of visual

communication'that I learned so well in my classes until then.

Not until the mid-rg8os did these concepts finally start to man-
ifest themselves in Western and European graphic design edu-

cation, which incorporated post-structuralist ideas challenging

the established teachings of modernity. Derrida's 'deconstruc-

tion'was especially celebrated by designers and adopted in de-
sign schools. David Carson, a surfer-turned designer became

highly celebrated for his nerve-touching design work he did
for the Ray Gun magazine. Carson intentionally used complex

layouts and typefaces that are hard to read and often look un-
finished. Yet, these were mainly visual materializations rather

than a shift in thinking process.

Ellen Lupton writes in Deconstruction and Graphtc Design:

History Meets Theory:'We then consider the place of graphics

within the theory of deconstruction, initiated in the work of
philosopher |acques Derrida. We argue that deconstruction is

not a style or'attitude'but rather a mode of questioning through

and about the technologies, formal devices, social institutions,
and founding metaphors of representation. Deconstruction be-
longs to both history and theory. It is embedded in recent visu-

al and academic culture, but it describes a strategy of critical
form-making which is performed across a range of artefacts and

practices, both historical and contemporary.'lt

11 "Deconstruction and Graphic Design: History Meets Theory by Ellen Lupton."
Typotheque. https://wwwtypotheque.com/articles/deconstruction_and_graphic_design_
history-meets_t.
12 Friedma n, K. (201 1). Fluxus and the Essential Questions of Life. ln Fluxus: A Labratory of
/deas. introduction, The University of Chicago Press.
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Today, I can tell that my practice as an artisVdesigner was heavily

formed around the synergetic and spontaneous nature of Fluxus

(by my witnessing, too, of the ingestion of decapitated, blend*

ed roses.) In Higgins'words: *the Fluxus way of doing things'12

In zor8, I co-wrote with Tricia Treacy the following quasi-man-

ifesto, entitled Situated Between to encourage more 'Fluxus'

within the design process, especially in design education.

Operate between singular and plural

Resist, and postpone quick-arriving-meanings

Develop tactics to effectively and collectively seek

inspiration in each other, other humans

and

non-humans

Transform yourself indefinitely

Interpret, re-construct, and re-write

Allow new forms of engagements

Suspend judgment lE

Sttuated Between quasi-manifesto leads to mistakes. Yet "Mis-
takes are a valuable part of the creative process' as Ferrara Brain

Pan stated, and Dick Higgins asked, 'what's wrong with failing

a bit?'

13 Situated Between Vol. I
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Now and Then

Mila Waldeck

The following pages were generously emailed by some of the

artists who participated inCabaret Voltatre. We invited them

to send for publication for this book any comments, memories,

ideas and statements about Cabaret Voltaire or the 197os, about

Mail art or about the present. The idea was to include a chapter

that functioned as a window between the past and the present,

created specifically by those who shaped and experiencedCab-

aret Voltaire andthe collaborative form of art that flourished in

that period. We assumed that any form of reply - written, visual

or both - was a statement. So we left for the artists to decide

which kind of message to send.

Our only specification was that the statement would be printed

in black and white, so it should be technically possible to do so.

Some artists sent complete pages for publication, some sent

written replies to our email, some sent assorted material. Our

premise was that the present book (like any book) is a historical

record. Our aim was to add the authors'commentaries to a record

about their work. We embraced the integration of text and visu-

ality typical of. Cabaret Voltaire, so we worked with an expanded

notion of record, information, history, critique and artwork.

Contacting the artists was our first challenge. Although Mail

art networks have often been viewed as forerunners of online

networks, our experience organizing this chapter points to

something different. Many artists who contributed to Cabaret
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Voltaire do not see online communication as a continuous devel-
opment of mail correspondence, as Anna Banana clearly states
at the end ofthe chapter. Indeed, searching on the internet for
ways to contact them was not very fruitful.

We were fortunate to have had the valuable help of Rod Sum-
mers, Clemente Padin, Terrence Reid, Niels Lomholt, Emese

Ktlrti and ]uliana Katayama, who put us in contact with Cabaret

Voltaire authors. Thanks to them, we were able to find some of
the members of the vast community of Cabaret Voltaire artists,
after so many years had passed.

Altogether around t83 artists contribute d lo Cabaret Voltaire
from tgTZ to 1978. Sadly, many are no longer with us.

In our search, we were told that in the Mail art network even

longtime correspondents could ignore each other's real names

due to the use of pseudonyms. So if the mail exchange ceased, an

artists'whereabouts could be irreversibly lost. From the point
of view of art, this practice indicates that Mail artists invented
ingenious ways to challenge conventional notions of authorship.
From the point of view of historical records this means a further
challenge to make Mail art history.

After asking artists for any statements directly or indirectly
related to Cabaret Voltatre and receiving vibrant responses, a

bold statement that the next pages give is the energy, passion

and spirit of collaboration of the Cabaret Voltaire network.
Throughout this book we concentrate on the magazine Cabaret
Voltatre, akaCabVolf - in italics - but Cabaret Voltaire also hap-
pened in the form of postcards, letters and mailworks. Authors
exchanged lively mail communication and all sorts of inventive
correspondence that ran parallel to their Mail art books and
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magazines. Not onlywasCabVolt - the magazine' memorable,

but the works received by post as Cabaret Voltaire/Ferrara Brain

Pan were also unforgetable.

In keeping with the xerox printed nature of. Cabaret Voltatre,

we received some works originally in black and white: Blanca

Noval Vilar's pages; the mixed portrait of Terrence Reid and

Guglielmo A. Cavellini sent by Terrence Reid; Falves Silva's

iuxtaposition of Poema/Processo and Ray |ohnson; the pages

of the book.So/ida rtdad Uruguay edited by Clemente Padln and

|orge Caraballo, sent by Clemente Padin (except the cover); Rod

Summers' moon; as well as most of the written works. The other

works were originally coloured and were converted into black

and white. AII comunication was online and the documents were

sent in digital format.

The title uNow and Then'was coined by Rod Summers. We owe

him this additional thank you.
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CONTRA LA RESIGNACION
El arte tiene sentido si transforma el sentido. Si la
prSctica del arte no introduce factores de
discontinuidad y de diferencia radical en las obras, si

estas no aportan desviaciones irreducibles al abuso
de poder que entrafian las operaciones medidticas,
estas suplantan la obra de arte y descalifican la
reflexi6n sobre el arte.

AGAINST RESIGNATION
Art means something only if it transforms meaning.
If the practice of art does not introduce factors of
dicontinuity and radical difference in the works, if
these do not bring irreducible deviations to the
abuse of power essential to the operations of the
media, then these supplant the work of art and
exclude reflection on art.

Horacio Zabala
Buenos Aires, 2O2L

Horacio Zabala
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Clemente Padin
Cover of the book So/idaridad Uruguay edited by Jorge

Caraballo and Clemente Padin. 1991
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Mountaineer? Is that
really a profession?

.aRT vERsus socIETy'poR HERvf rrscHsn.

Rod Summers

Artists are, and have always been, an essential element
within society. Organised is probably too specific a word
but, originally, it was the artist of the tribe who initiated

and officiated at the ceremony whereby youth became

integrated into society.

There were artists before there were prophets.

There were artists before there were profits.

There were artists before there were scientists.*

There were artists before there were politicians.

There were artists before there were societies.



Originally there were only two iobs available to the human

animal, hunter and artist. Sometimes; perhaps even often, the two

activities were combined in the same person.Humans had to eat;

our ancestors were certainly not vegans, and Inventive Creativity

is, like the hunger trigger and like the survival instinct itself, built

into our genes,

Who then, invented all the dross jobs? Mountaineer?Hedge

Fund Manager? Are those really society enhancing professions?

Whilst the arlist was busy surfing the crest of Evolutions wave

and cautiously enabling the elevation of Culture up to its next

level, culture crept out ofthe social cave and a profiteer invented

the mortgage.

How in Richard Dawkins'name did Art suddenlybecome

irrelevant in contemporary professional society's eyes?
*I admit to having a sneaking admiration for scientists as I like

to believe that at least some of them are aware of the dexterity

of moths, the agility that gives moths the ability to creep

between the clothes in my wardrobe, lay their eggs which hatch

to become the grubs that eat holes in my

Leonardo

Was the

Greatest

T-shirt

My earliest ancestor; whose ignominious identity is

irreversibly mingled with the sands of half a million years ago,

once picked up a rock and said to his hunting partner "This stone

reminds me of your sister's tits!" Art trouv6and civil war initiated

in the same instant.

Art versus society? Art both confronts and compliments

society. Art reflects and enables the higher ideals and

achievements of humanity. It does this by diverting society's

prurient attention away from its own mundane activities of grubby
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avarice, mind numbing repetitive labour and ignorant artlessness,

(a prime example of that being the casual and devastating abuse

of habitat,) whilst; at the same time, indicating the existence

of higher ideals by representing, emphasising, visualising and

thereby drawing attention to, the inherent beauty of humanity

and its environment, in the, perhaps vain, hope that society might,

at least, make some attempt to approach and repair its obvious

weaknesses and preserve that which is obviously good,

Human kind is, without question a flawed animal, careless

beyond belief, doomed to be the instrument of its own extinction,
whilst.., and this is the really wicked element... taking most of the

rest of the creatures on the planet with it,

Inept presidents and generals in command of masses of

instruments of mass destruction have made it patently obvious

they are totally incapable of correcting this devastating trend.

Perhaps it is an obvious exaggeration but maybe, just maybe, true

Art and true artists could well hold the key to the vault where

society's salvation is stored awaiting global distribution.
True artists are aware that absolute perfection is a universal

myth, but also that such inescapable truth does not necessarily

mean that society has to persist in wallowing in the darkening mire

of its own making, whilst awaiting an inevitable inglorious end.

So, perhaps absolute perfection does not exist, but many

Artists have come damned close to achieving it! Consider the

poetry of Dylan Thomas, the 3'd symphony of fohannes Brahms',

Bjork's 'Vespertine', the sculptures of Michelangelo and Rodin, the
paintings of scores upon scores of the grand Masters, the delightful

and imaginative concepts of so many contemporary artists.

Bankers, politicians and generals create situations of pathos, fear

and extreme deprivation which society has to suffer; artists visualise

and expose that abuse in the hope of a world more positive.

Tell me the name of one banker who has even indicated the

presence of the sublime? Tell me the name of one politician who has
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inspired the totality of humanity to search their imaginations for the

higher ideal?

Who else but Artists have exposed society to exquisite beauty?

Tell me that!

Art doesn't require society but society has an absolute, desperate

and essential need forArt.

Without Art - Society is a tethered braying donkey with the wolf

pack of base capitalismchewing at its arse.

Rod Summers/VEC

Maastricht

September202O
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Pat Fish
Contributing to Mail Art was a great passion for me for many
years. A whole world of artists opened up to me, and through
the correspondence and daily exchanges of art collaboratives

I felt myself become a citizen of the world. For the first time I
could play at being a creative artist without the competitiveness
and judgement I associated with galleries and exhibitions.

By exchanging our postcards and other art works, carefully

addressing them to people across the world, and then
receiving responses, bonds were developed that transcended
nationality and language. Making multiples and distributing
them widely, or contributing to the compilation magazines

and broadsides, we created a network of spontaneity and a

way to each share our own unique and peculiar enthusiasms.
I am a meticulous packrat, and a decade ago I donated all
my multiple filing cabinets full of Mail Art archives to the

University of California at Santa Barbara, in gratitude
for the scholarship they awarded me that allowed me

to earn two BAs there. I hope that future scholars will
see in Correspondence Art a precursor to the Internet,

an international web of affinity that gave so many of us

a way to feel connected and inspired by each other.

Terrence Reid
lust went through the Cabaret list. Endless. Were there really so

many of us contributing grains of sand for a beach that will be

washed away, or, as Lindsay [artist Lindsay Craig DesMarteau]

points out, crystalized instead-factoids that sparkle in the sun?
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]ohn M. Bennett
I remember CabVolt well, having had work in it and having

corresponded a lot with Steve (as he was known then)back

in the day. He went by S. Hitcock or Shitcock for while. The

most memorable piece of mail I received from him was a

raw steak he sent me from San Diego to Ohio in the middle

of summer. He put the steak in a brown paper envelope,

which leaked as the steak started to rot, and filled my

mailbox with reeking blood. Hawl I'll never forget it, one

of the most memorable bits of mail I ever received'

Anna Banana
Where are you writing from? That was what I loved most about

MAILED ART . . . The stamps, the process, the cancellations . . '

The ACTUAL STUFF that is sent/exchanged between artists

. . . It took money, and a will to respond to those who send

works, texts, invitations to participate in exhibitions, etc. This

current, email approach isn't the same thing at all . ' . No costs

involved, no obligations to respond, no face to face meetings,

exchanges, etc. . . . Electronic images and words on a screen

. . . REAL MAIL ART is mailed, works on paper, not

electronic images on a screen. Etc. etc. etc.

I think too many people think it's just about doing the work,

forgetting the pleasures of exchanges, gifts, inspirations

that one gets through the exchange ofworks, rather than

the sale of them. Mail art has BUILT A COMMUNITYwhile

most art forms; painting, sculpture, printmaking are "for

sale commodities," and practitioners are competitive for

market and recognition. . . While mailart opens the whole

field up for anyone/everyone to use and share with others.
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Exchanges with Ken Friedman
Part I
February 4,zot8,

Arzu Ozkal t San Diego, Caltfornia has the reputation of being rela-

tively conservative, and culturally not so exciting. When we look at

the 6os and 7os, wtth Kaprow, Fluxus West, and the Antins, things

seem quiet radtcal How do you remember San Diego, CA?

Ken Friedman: There are many layers of culture to explain this.

San Diego was always relatively conservative. The decision of the

University of California to build a campus in the La folla area of

San Diego did not change the basic conservative social structure

of the area,Itbrought some distinguished scientists, schools, and

artists to the area - but these were at La ]olla, a special com-

munity where people sharing different contradictory and over-

Iapping patterns might live. Some were conservative wealthy,

other culturally adventurous with a partial taste for there New

York avant-garde, the professors who lived their own life sepa-

rate from the conservative politics of the county, and so on, You'd

need to talk with a long-term San Diego /talolla sociologist to

understand the forces at p1ay. I moved to San Diego with my fam-

ily long before the University of California - I got there in 6r or

62. It was a pleasant city, but bland and mild. Quite conserva-

tive then. Even the Democrats were centrist and conservative -
when they got elected.

The military bases and installations were major forces in San Di-

ego County-Mirimar, the Naval Base, The Naval Air Station, The

Marine Corps Recruiting Depot, the Camp Pendleton Marine Base
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near Oceanside, and lots more. There was a also a massive defense

industry-airplane companies, defense contractors, and more.

Art was radical at UCSD, but not in San Diego. And the radical

cultural scene did not much affect the rest of the cultural world.
There is a lot more to tell... there are nuances and overlaps, but it
was not hospitable to Fluxus. The people with strong connections
back East maintained their connections to the New york Scene

and the National Endownment. But UCSD did not hire Fluxus
people ... neither did SDSU. So I lived there after the art depart-
ments came, but I had little to do with them, not even the people

who had been friends with Fluxus people back in New york. But
I was a young artist from San Diego, and even though I was part
of Fluxus, I was a Californian who had inexplicably become part
of Fluxus without sharing the elite New york connections of the
Antins, Kaprow, and so on.

A couple years ago, I remember one of the former chairs of UCSD

reminiscing about his grand connections with Fluxus. He ear-
nestly stated that he had hired Dick Higgins and Alison Knowles
to work at UCSD, partly on my recommendation. Except that it
never happened. Dick and Alison worked briefly at Cal Arts, not
UCSD. UCSD brought them for one performance festival and that
was it. But forty years later, with Dick twenty years dead, it easy

to remember hiring him at a university where he never worked.
It's a long tricky story. If you are curious, I will try to expand on it.

AOz Ferrara Brain Pan (Steve Hitchcock, then) states it was you,

who got him started into the correspondence art network. The

ztnes she put out as an art sophomore from SDSU, have work from
the Ray Johnson, Beuys, etc... people an art student can only tmag-

ine interacting with. Was the network that tnclustue? Didyou tn-
vite/convince them to participate tn CabYoltforyou?
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KF: Cabaret Voltaire was a terrific proiect. I shared my mailing

lists with Steve and encouraged people to work with him. Steve

made it happen..., he was thoughtful energetic, charming, and a

nice guy to work with.

AO: How did you transttion from Fluxus to Design Research? How

do the Fluxus thtnking manifest itself withinyour destgn pedagogy?

KF: I did not really transition from Fluxus to design research. I

have long been engaged in the social sciences. My PhD is in lead-

ership and human behavior. Fluxus brought me to Norway. Fate

brought me a professorship at the Norwegian School of Manage-

ment in Osio. The story of how I began to work in design research

is a long story. But I was always involved in the social sciences,

and that explains it as much as Fluxus does.

In terms of my life, there are several paths. I uploaded digital

copies of z5 books and catalogs for you to WeTransfer. If you read

lhe ry15 Marilyn Ravicz catalog Ken Frtedman: The World That

Is and the World That Is To Be, and also read Peter Frank's biog-

raphy on me in Artistic Bedfellows, it will explain a great deal. I'd

also suggest read the catalog to gg Events and my article in |ackie

Baas's Hood Museum of Art Catalogue. After you read these and

browse the others, feel free to ask questions.

AOz Would you be willtng to be a part of the new, special edttton

CabVolt?

KF: I must think. Please tell me what you have in mind. The world

has changed and I am not sure whether I can do mail art any more.

Yours,

Ken
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Exchanges with Ken Friedman
Part II
September zz, zozr.

Lrzu Ozka\ Why do you thtnk Fluxus and Matl Art are not in-
cluded in the common graphtc design history?

Ken Friedman: On this question, there are several likely answers.

There has been some attention to Fluxus in graphic design his-
tory but rather little. One reason is that design historians have

generally followed classic narratives, while Fluxus has been res-

olutely ambiguous and difficult to categorise, It is easy to dis-

miss Fluxus in terms of graphic design history because so many

of the possible contributions take an eccentric form, and rela-
tively few exerted the tangible kind of influence that historians
prize.It has also been difficult to see or use examples - except in

a few collections, and these haven't always been easy to access.

Even now, it's tough to get museums to release images without
paying permission fees.

The other point is that much of this waited on a new generation

of historians able to see things and to think about them in a new

way. Take the example of Teal Triggs. She wrote a terrific article
about Fluxus in the British Eye magazine three decades ago.

Triggs, Teal (rggz)'Flux Type' Eye: The International Revtew of
Graphtc Desrgn, Typography Special Issue, No.7 Vol. 2, pp.46-SS.

You'll also find an essay by me in the middle of Teal's piece: 'Ken

Friedman: occupying the border zone', p.5o.
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Teal has become a major design historian, now a professor and

dean at the Royal CoIIege of Art. She's done terrific books on

zines, DIY publishing, mail art related things, and so on. But it
has taken time for the world to catch up with Teal.

I guess a lot of this will change in the years to come.

The other answer has to do with the way that Fluxus has always

functioned outside things. No matter what national movements

or trends have been in focus, Fluxus falls outside because it has

been resolutely international. There hasn't been a common ar-

tistic theme or approach. And despite the tangible influences

that one can trace and the early examples that Fluxus provid-

ed to artists and art forms that are now well established, it has

somehow been easy to overlook us.

While I don't discuss the specific issue of graphic design history,

I discuss these problems in a contribution to the latest issue of

On Curatin gz htlps://tinyurl.comlsfvj acms

You can download the whole issue in .pdf if you go here:

http s ://tinyurl.com/3b8a3 d6u

Yours,

Ken
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Afterword

Ken Friedman
Part III / Mila Waldeck and Arzu Ozkal interview Ken Friedman

Mila Waldeck and Arzu Ozkal: Building on the idea of "tnflu-
ence" that you mentioned in your ematl, could you talk about

how you see the broader (maybe unmeasurable?) cultural tnflu-

ence of Fluxus? Does tt go beyond dtsctpltnary boundaries such

es "art" or "destgn"?

Ken Friedman: The best way to put it is that Fluxus has had in-
fluence without acknowledgement. For decades, few people in
the art world saw Fluxus as serious enough to consider. By the

time that people began to write about Fluxus, art historical texts

on the r96os and rgTos had been written. We were generally ab-

sent. When we were included, you'd find Fluxus dismissed in a

single paragraph or even a one-line mention. The art world ab-

sorbed our experiments and ideas without mentioning us. Even

though we were influential, our contributions weren't attributed

to us. The serious art world didn't deem us worth considering.

Even among people who knew who we were, Fluxus didn't count

for much. Since what we did didn't count, there was no point ac-

knowledging us. People seemed to treat Fluxus as something like

primitive art, outsider art, or folk art. Even though many artists

drew on our work, they treated it as source material. Artists don't

acknowledge source material if it comes from outside art.
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Consider Pablo Picasso's relation to African art. After mastering

the art of the Western tradition, Picasso expanded his range of
potential sources into a generative bricolage of cultures. As a re-

vered genius working in Paris at the heart of the art world, he

drew on the heritage of many cultures. These included non-Eu-

ropean art. He brought ideas from many sources together in a

new visual vocabulary to define the shape of modern art.

While scholars note Picasso's cultural appropriation of African
masks, they don't identify the specific sources or cultures on

which he drew Some of Picasso's sources are known - masks, ar-

tifacts, and images, but people rarely write about them. We have

no way to identify the individual artists who made the masks.

Those artifacts and Picasso's work arose in different cultural tra-

ditions. One tradition was embedded in the lifeworld of a people.

The work constituted a cultural heritage of ideas and traditions

belonging to a people rather than to an individual. The other tra-
dition reflected or drew on many cultures, but the expression

was that of the individual master artist.

A few years back, I read an article in which the author proposed

a thought experiment in which an African Ge comes to Paris,

Hearing about the Demotselles DAvtgnon, the Ge decides to visit
Picasso's studio to see the painting for himself.l the Ge demands

entrance, sweeping into the studio. He sits Picasso down, chiding

the master for misusing the masks while extracting them from

their true cultural context. This is a well-intentioned thought

1 Q.uinn, Dawn. 2015. "How Picasso Brought Masks to Europe and Left the Masquerade
Behind. " Seattie Art Muse um Blog, September 4, 201 5. U RL https://samblog.seattleartmuseu m.

org/2015/09/F,ow-plcasso-brought-masks-to-europe-and-left-the-masquerade-beh ind/
Accessed 2022 April 25.
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experiment in which the author hopes to demonstrate cultural

sensitivity while educating the audience to the true meaning of

the mask tradition. Even so, it is as much a misappropriation of

cultural ideas as the complaints it makes about Picasso.

This imaginative proposal accompanied an exhibition of contem-

porary art by living Black artists of African descent, many who

Iive in Africa today.2 These artists make their work today by

drawing on the long-vanished religious traditions of people like

those who made the masks that Picasso saw in European ethno-

graphic museums.

Nevertheless, contemporary artists don't share the beliefs and

practices that gave meaning to the original masks. They are as far

removed from this world as Picasso was. They are equally distant

in a different way.

The art in the exhibition titled Disguise Masks and Global Afri-

can Art seemed lively and interesting. The exhibition was a pio-

neering effort to understand the possibilities of a post-colonial

world. This exhibition also sought to engage global perspective.

But the world of a Ge and Picasso's world are different. They

would never intersect. First, no Ge would have come to the Paris

of Picasso's era. There would have been no point in such a visit for

a religious leader whose religion was embedded in a culture that

also depends on a natural environment.

2 The McCluskey, Pamela, and Erika Dalya Massaquoi.2015. Disguise: Masks and Global African
Art. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press.
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In just the same way, it is impossible to imagine Picasso accept-

ing the situation, not even as a thought experiment. Picasso had a

towering sense of his own magical power and his own worth. He

rarely permitted strangers to enter his studio. No one would have

been welcome who had not come to admire the master and his
work. Picasso did not tolerate anyone telling him how to improve

his art, and he certainly wouldn't accept this kind of rebuke in his

own studio. It doesn't ring true.

The essay - "FIow Picasso Brought Masks to Europe and Left the
Masquerade Behind" - would only make sense in a world where

the Ge had authority. The notion of anyone pushing Picasso aside

in his own studio is part of the curator's naive fantasy. It resem-

bles a guerrilla theatre action in which someone dressed as |esus
might demand entrance to the White House to rebuke the presi-

dent. They wouldn't get far.

If you've read the accounts of visitors to Picasso's studio or the
crowded waiting room filled with people hoping to be permitted

to buy a work, you can't imagine this narrative of a Ge instructing

Picasso. This might be reasonable to imagine for a Ge in his own

world, but not in Picasso's Paris.

The actual fate of the Ge would like be that of the guerrilla the-

atre |esus demanding to see the president. The imaginary |esus
would be arrested, most likely packed off to a mental institution
for observation.

France was a great world power when Picasso painted the Demoi-

selles. At that time, France ruled a colonial empire with vast ter-
ritories in Africa as well as holdings in Asia and the Middle East.

The colonised peoples had a distinct and inferior status to that of

any European.
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While Fluxus people were never treated as brutally as the colo-

nial subjects of France, we weren't citizens of the normative art

world. What we produced was free for the taking by citizens of

the arL world who wished to expropriate our work.

Acknowledged artists draw on common sources, especially art-

ists acknowledged as important. There are many forms of per-

missible use.It is culturally permissible for high culture to draw

on common sources without explicitly acknowledging the sourc-

es or locating the creators of the original work.

This is how high art draws on popular culture. In pop art, Roy

Lichtenstein drew on comics. Andy Warhol drew on mass-market

products, tabloid news photos, or anything that caught his eye.

Consider another thought experiment. Imagine that the human

species achieves intergalactic travel with instant transportation.

Imagine that we discover a universe with hundreds of thousands

of inhabited planets. Many planets have an atmosphere and

structure that enables human beings to visit them. In this uni-

verse, humans establish a trans-galactic travel network with sys-

tems for eating, paying for goods and services, and so on.

Now imagine that a New York performance artist in the year

z65o visits a distant planet as the first human from the planet

Earth to do so. Imagine that the artist sees an ordinary, everyday

activity among the creatures living there, something banal to

them but fascinating to the artist. The artist carefully enacts this

moment of daily experience in a performance piece that he pre-

mieres in New York to great acclaim. The artist never mentions

the source or discusses it. He simply enacts the moment that he

witnessed on the distant planet, presenting it as an artwork.
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What is the status of the art work in terms of the action and its
sources? Is this minor sequence of daily actions a work of art
when the originators enact it? Does the artist owe anything to
the inhabitants of the distant planet?

Is the performance a new work inspired by what the artist
saw? Or, if it is exactly the same series of gestures and actions,
is it plagiarism?

Are these questions even relevant? After all, the creatures whose

activity an artist reproduces are the inhabitants of a distant plan-

et. Their lives and culture are entirely different to our own. They
have no relation to what New York artists do. What difference is

it to them that someone reproduces a fragment of their life world
for performance and delectation on a planet far away?

Something like this happens now in some kinds of art. In some

Fluxus event scores, artists reproduce moments of life. This hap-

pens in some of my scores. Seeing something or thinking about

something I saw occasionally led to an event score.

This is visible in many scores that capture a moment of daily ex-

perience. Alison Knowles's salad piece adapts a moment from
daily life that existed long before Fluxus. Knowles's identical
lunch was another example. The score was originally an entry in
a restaurant menu.

Brecht's on-off-on piece takes places in rooms and buildings bil-
Iions of times every day. So does Brecht's "Exit" score.

Albert M. Pine's piece at the Sistine Chapel has been performed

for centuries by people walking into the chapel and out again.
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None of us usually saw any reason to describe or discuss the ori-

gins or sources of the work. But this brings me to how the art

world saw us. Consider watching someone from outside the art

world make and serve a salad, adapting this to an event score.

Then consider someone within the high art world hearing of an

idea by one of the Fluxus people. Based on the reputation we had,

it was hard to say what we were. Some of us seemed to say that

we had nothing to do with art.

Imagine that an artist - a real artist with appropriate institution-

al participation - borrowed some of our ideas. Would that have

been a significantly different case to the case of a Fluxus person

adapting a gesture that he observed while watching someone eat

a pastrami sandwich?

This is not quite the right way to put it, but the idea moves in a

direction I have been considering. Perhaps I am an unreal artist if
you compare me with people who consider themselves real art-

ists. If real artists considered Pluxus people to be primitives and

charlatans, why would they acknowledge our ideas even when

they made use of them? It's possible to understand why artists

ignore Fluxus at the same time that they take and adapt the work

and the ideas.

Fluxus people treated art in disrespectful ways. Or perhaps we

simply didn't respect art institutions. Serious participants in art

respect their institutions. Even the institutional critique school

of art involves serious artists criticizing institutions as a way to

belong to them.

People like Al Hansen, George Maciunas, and Albert M. Fine didn't

respect the art world. Robert Filliou, Carolee Schneemann, and

Dick Higgins were suspicious of it, We had unrealistic ideas about
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art and the art world. In turn, the art world had little place for us

We made no sense to most art historians, curators, or critics.

Some Fluxus people managed to survive in the art world, and

some even prospered. Take Wolf Vostell, for example. Wolf made

wonderful art works. Wolf, Alison Knowles, Geoffrey Hendricks,

Robert Watts, Nam )une Paik, and foseph Beuys were all artists
with a position in the normative art world. Geoff and Bob were
art professors with a good salary. Others made objects that deal-
ers could position as art - or perhaps as relics of some kind. |o-
seph Beuys was an example. He was also an art professor, and so

was Nam )une Paik. Few of the rest met the expectations of art
dealers or art departments.

Professions have little tolerance for amateur activities. Econom-

ics is a profession. The ministry is a profession. Chemical engi-

neering is a profession. We found ourselves in the art world by

default. But the art world is a profession as well, or it pretends to
be. We treated art with a combination of genuine passion and

cavalier indifference.

The neglect of Fluxus took wings with Lucy Lippard's tg73 book

on conceptual art, Stx Years, The Dematertalizatton of the Art Ob-

ject from ry66 to lgf2.ilLippard was negligent in her failure to
recognize the priority of Fluxus artists for the kinds of art that
she describes in Slr Years.

In case after case, Fluxus artists were predecessors to the works

that she covers and the artists that she includes. This is not an

3 Lippard, Lury. 1973. Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Objea from 1g66 to 1972.
NewYork: Praeger
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issue of whether the Fluxus work or the artists were better or

more interesting. Some were, some weren't. It remains the case

that Lippard neglected work from the early lgsos to 1966 when

Six Years began. The book included only a few minor citations

mentioning our work. One was a brief note on Some Investiga-

ttons, atgTrpamphlet of my essays pointing back to earlier work.

Lucy was more gracious in the introduction to the rggT reprint.r

Nevertheless, the reputational damage had been done long be-

fore tgg7. You can see this in a zon book by Catherine Morris and

Vincent Bonin. Morris and Bonin analyze Stx Years and its im-
pact on the development and reception of conceptual art.5 De-

spite Lucy Lippard's rggT discussion, the impression the original

book left on history is clear. Thezorz book gives even less ac-

knowledgement to Fluxus than the 1973 book: Fluxus is men-

tioned in one brief footnote.

To George Maciunas and others, the failure to acknowledge his-

torical precedent and artistic priority was one of the great sins.

Maciunas's meticulous charts and diagrams often made priority

clear.0 This was also a central criterion in Maciunas's decisions

on what to publish when he organized editions.

Fluxus didn't get much respect in San Diego, either. In 1968,

The Mandeville Department of Special Collections at the Uni-
versity of California San Diego purchased a large collection of

Fluxboxes, 8o or so. They didn't seem to pay much attention

to caring for them,

a Lippard, Lucy. 1997. Six Years: The Dematerialization of the An Obiea from 1966 to 1972.

Berkeley: Un iversity of Cal iforn ia Press, pp., 258-259
s Morris, Catherine, and Vincent Bonin, eds. 2012. Materializing Six Years. Lucy R. Lippard and the
Emergence of Conceptual Art. Brooklyn, New York, and Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Brooklyn
Museum and The MIT Press, page 69 (footnote 40).
6 Schmidt-Burkhardt, Astrit. 201 1. Maciunas' Learning Machines: from Art History to a Chronology
of Fluxus. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Vienna: Springer.
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In t974,I was visiting the studio of a professor who taught art
at UCSD when I noticed a box on the floor that seemed to contain
a few Fluxus boxes. I asked what they were. They were indeed

Fluxus boxes. My friend told me that the art department checked

the boxes out the library to let art students play with them. The

plastic boxes had been handled so much that they were mostly
shattered and broken. The cards and contents were loosely scat-

tered, and it would have been a real job to assemble the contents

into the original configurations. The collection cost UCSD sev-

eral hundred dollars in 1968. A few years ago, I figured out the
present-day cost of this collection if one were to purchase it in
the art market or the rare books market. At that time, it would

have been around $8o,ooo. That was before the Museum of Mod-
ern Art acquired the Gilbert and Lila Silverman Fluxus Collection.

It would be far more today with the rise in market value.

In967 and 1968, UCSD also purchased a complete set of the FIux-

us West publications. Around 1968 or 1969, a librarian named

Richard Sanborn became interested in these. He prepared an an-

notated bibliography. That document seems to have disappeared.

They also had a complete set of my journals in xeroxed, bound

volumes, but those volumes have also disappeared.

When I went to visit the UCSD Special Collections Department

in the late rggos, the head of special collections told me that they
had relatively little from what was once to have been a collection
of my papers and a collection on Fluxus and Fluxus West. As I

mentioned, many of the unique and original items seem to have

been lost or destroyed. I was only there for a brief visit, so I don't
know She mentioned some xerox copies of letters. I haven't been

there for a careful research visit, so I don't know what they have.
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As it is, they do have some material - an art historian tells me

that she visited there and found some of the material valuable.

To my way of thinking, there is a difference between ways of los-

ing documents. Negligence or deliberate neglect are unaccept-

able. When universities or museums lose things from their col-

lections, it suggests a real problem. The loss of the Fluxus materi-

al at UCSD and the loss of Fluxus material on deposit at the La

]olla Museum of ContemporaryArt - nowthe San Diego Museum

of Modern Art - are cases in point.

Material also gets lost through technological change, but that's

not blameworthy. An example of technological change is material

that libraries once held in the vertical file system. Back in the days

before the World Wide Web, every major library had a room filled

with vertical files. These were ordinary file cabinets, sometimes

four-drawer, sometimes five-drawer. Each drawer was filled with
manilla file folders containing loose materials on a selected topic.

These might be pamphlets, brochures, information sheets, news-

paper clippings, even booklets too small to bother cataloguing.

Whenever I visited a university or museum, I'd give them a large

stack of xeroxed materials for the vertical file system. This would

usually include xerox copies of the Great Bear Pamphlets, Fluxus

offprints, xerox copies ofthe cards from different Fluxkits, and so

on. With the advent of the World Wide Web, most libraries began

to discard their vertical files to use the room they took for anoth-

er purpose. Today, you can find most of the material on the Web

that you might once have found in a vertical file - that and a great

deal more on the same topic.

When I traveled around the United States and Canada in the

r96os and rg7os, I spent a lot of time and a small fortune stocking
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vertical file collections with Fluxus material. All of this vanished

when the technology changed.

Another understandable change involved purposeful deacces-

sioning. Libraries keep track of book use. When books are not
borrowed for a reasonably long period of time, libraries deac-

cession them. When I order used books on Amazon, many of
these are books that libraries unload to thrift shops and used

book dealers.

This is also the case when museums deaccession work from their
collections. In the mid-7os, the High Museum of Art acquired the

last existing television screen from the FIux TV series. This was a

series of old-fashioned television sets where I painted on the
back of the thick glass screen that stood between the tube and

the box set that held the tube. Television sets haven't been made

that way for decades. By the 1g7os, manufacturers have changed

to self-contained sets where the tube was also the screen. The

recent generations of televisions are flat-screen sets using LED

technology. But back in the rg6os, I would acquire old sets from

the r95os in junk shops or even thrown out on the street to paint

on the backs of the screens.

Some of these were shown at the Fluxus and Happenings show in
Cologne that Harald Szeemann organized. I can't recall whether it
was the painter Tommy Mew or the gallerist David Heath, but
one of them gave the K6ln Flux TV screen to the High Museum of

ArL A few years ago, I got an email from the High Museum of Art
to inform me that they were deaccessioning the piece. They

wanted to let me know in case I felt Iike bidding for it at auction.I

didn't and I have no idea what happened to the piece,

Even though I might have preferred that they keep the piece, the
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conscious decision to deaccession is up to the museum leader-

ship. Like it or not, it isn't negligence or neglect. It simply means

that they did not think my art worth keeping. But the High Mu-

seum doesn't seem to have anything by Fluxus people other than

a small print by Nam |une Paik in a portfolio. So I can see why

they wouldn't want to keep my work.

If you work your way through the historical record, you'lI see that

Fluxus was indeed influential - but unacknowledged for the in-

fluence it had.

It's worth noting that our ideas and experiments did influence

fields outside of art - for example, Nam ]une Paik's work with
video and experimental television. But that's a story for an-

other occasion.

MW/AO: We nottce from CabaretVoltaire that having a mean-

ingful list of addresses u/cs a key part of creating and distrtbut'
ing mail art editions. Nowadays people's addresses can be seen

on Google maps tn a way that they could not be seen in the past,

We can ftnd on social medta photographs of people we do not

know. Canyou comment on the relationships and art formed by

address lists that arttsts shared in the past? How do they dtffer

- or not - from those of the present-day context?

Ken Friedman: We developed mailing lists and circulated them

widely at a time when it was difficult to locate people. The first

Fluxus mailing lists appeared on the newsletters that George

Maciunas published from time to time. I took this much further.

I began to compile mailing lists of different kinds that I made

available to people seeking contacts or information. Some of the

lists also included telephone numbers.
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The biggest list was the list I assembled in tg7z.I had just com-
piled a massive list in late rg7r, and took it with me to Canada

when I went to visit Image Bank. The people at Image Bank had

been publishing their image request directories, and we decided

to collaborate on a large edition combining my lists and theirs.
Kate Metcalfe - an artist also known as Lady Brute - typed it up

in a beautiful edition. This was careful, painstaking work. Then I

published it while I was in Regina, Saskatchewan, as visiting art-
ist at the University of Saskatchewan.I The edition was on A.4

paper. Other than the cover, each page reproduced four A.4 sheets

reduced to fit on a single page. This was to save paper and make

mailing more affordable.

It's hard to recall how many names and addresses we included,

but I suspect it was over 1,2oo. I printed enough copies to send

one to nearly everyone on the list and I mailed them out while I

was in Saskatchewan.

Soon alter this edition appeared, A. A. Bronson and his colleagues

al Ftle Magaztne used part of it for their widely-circulated list-
ings. Then Giancarlo Politi of. Flash Art reprinted most of it in
hi,s Art Dtary. Giancarlo found away to expand and monetize it
by taking ads in the Art Dtary. They marketed this as the art
world's telephone directory - it started to included galleries,

museums, and much more, The mailing list was even used by

several standard reference works to survey and scope the art
world. The project led to different uses by many organizations.
They all went back to that first big edition published by Pluxus

West and Image Bank.

7 Friedman, Ken, ed. 1972. An lnternational Contact List ofthe Arts. Regina, Saskatchewan,
Canada: Fluxus West and lmage Bank, 1972
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Back when I first met Steve Hitchcock. I shared my different lists

with him f.or Cabaret Voltaire. And these also went further for

other mail art projects, such as the surveys that Michael Crane

used to develop his book with Mary Stofflet.0

In the late rgSos, I noticed that it was hard for people to locate

other people involved in Fluxus. In 1988, I began to publish a mail-

ing list and directory specifically focused on Fluxus - Fluxus artists

and the artists that George Maciunas used to describe as Flux-

friends, along with a list of critics, curators, gallerists and art his-

torians working on Fluxus and related issues.0 I updated this list

a couple times a year through the early part of the new century.

The difference between these lists and Google Maps is simple.

These directories tell you how to contact individuals by their

names. Google shows you the buildings at specific addresses,

but it doesn't tell you who lives in the buildings or how to con-

tact them. This is also the case for social media. It's one thing

to see the picture of someone you don't know. It's another to

find out how to contact them.

M\ff / AOI Fluxus West was one of the early members of the Un-

derground Press Syndtcate (UPS) founded tn ry66 by a few under-

ground newspapers. How did that happen, how was your relation-

ship with the underground press and why did Fluxus West iotn the

UPS? In the ry6os the underground press was a votce agatnst the

Vietnam war and for the civil rtghts movement, didyou see Fluxus

West as part of that movement?

8 Crane, Michael, and Mary Stofflett, eds. 1984. Correspondence Art: Sourcebook for the Network
of lnternational Postal Art Activity. San Francisco: Contemporary Arts Press
e Friedman, Ken, ed. 1988. Fluxus and Friends. (Fluxus and Friends Mailing List and Telephone
Directory: Oaober 1988.) Oslo: Ken Friedman.
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Ken Friedman: Part of the story is wrapped up in Fluxus, and

part of the story involves a stream of cultural events in the Unit-
ed States and around the world.

Everyone in Fluxus opposed the War in Viet Nam. you find refer-
ences to this opposition in many Fluxus publications. This in-
cludes the books, pamphlets, and newsletters of Something Else

Press. In the r96os, the Press was the most active and visible

Fluxus publishing house.

George Maciunas designed one of the most effective protest im-
ages of the r96os. It was a poster in the shape of the American flag

titled US.,4. Surpasses All the Genoctde Records.
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George Maciunas. U.5.A. Surpasses A// the
Genocide Records, c. 1966. Reproduced by
permission of the Jonas Mekas Visual Arts Center
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e Friedman, Ken, ed. 1988. F/uxus and Friends. (Fluxus and Friends Mailing List and Telephone
Direclory: October 1988.) Oslo: Ken Friedman.



I came into Fluxus around the same time that I met the people

from the Underground Press Syndicate. Fluxus offered models

for an open world, a hopeful world. At the time, I had no idea of

just how difficult it is to change any kind of culture. Many Amer-

icans supported the War in Viet Nam. For many, the idea of the

Civil Rights movement was wrong. Some opposed civil rights out

of pure old-fashioned racism. Other opponents weren't specifi-

cally racist, but they still opposed civil rights legislation' Some

adhered to principles resembling a modern version of the old

states' rights ideology. Others argued - in the words of then-Sen-

ator Barry Goldwater - that "you can't legislate morality''

What seemed plain and simple to me was that civil rights legisla-

tion was not a matter of governing morality, but a matter of gov-

erning the public conduct of citizens in specific contexts and re-

garding certain issues of public life. I was right - and wrong. This

was quite plain, but not at all simple.

Many of the same people who argue that one cannot legislate

morality are perfectly willing to legislate their own morality. The

people who argue that one cannot legislate the public behavior

of people in the social arena are willing to pass laws governing

the private and intimate personal relations of individuals.

The debates and confrontations of the tg6os still echo in today's

world, and debates that we thought were settled have been un-

settled in recent years. The political process in the United States

Senate has slowly transformed the federal courts into bastions of

conservative policy. ln zor3, the Supreme Court overturned the

crucial provisions of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. These provisions

had been a fundamental victory of the civil rights movement.

They no longer form a part of the law.
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The Supreme Court now has a majority of six Roman Catholic
justices on the court of nine. This court has also begun to bring
religion into the law as the court whittles away at the provisions

of the Roe v. Wade ruling. These justices and many others hope to
overturn a half century of settled law that many other people see

as a matter of civil rights.

The rg6os aren't over. Perhaps they never were, at least not in
terms of the civil rights movement and the anti-war movement
that formed the great debates of the era. "The Times They Are
A-Changing" - Bob Dylan's 196z song - remains the unrealized

dream of a poet and musician. The times haven't changed as

much as we once thought they had.

In that context, neither Fluxus nor the Underground press Syndi-

cate led to the kind of change that seemed possible in the r96os.

The way that I met Fluxus began with Something Else press and
an ad that I read in the East Village Other newspaper. This was in

|anuary of. t966, before Walter Bowart from the Other launched

the Underground Press Syndicate.

It started with a series of radio programs I produced at Radio
WRSB, a college radio station at Shimer College in Mount
Caroll, Illinois.

When I was visiting New York in |anuary of 1966, I picked up a
copy of theEast Village Other.In that copy of EVO, I saw an ad for a
Something EIse Press book. It was Daniel Spoerri's z4n ecdoted To-

pography of Chance.I wrote to the Press for a review copy. They

sent it. The book was so astonishing that I made a radio program in
which I read the entire book on the air. I started to correspond with
Dick Higgins and I made radio programs about most of the books.
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Walter Bowart, the founding editor of the East Vtllage Other

weekly newspaper, was also the prime mover behind the Under-

ground Press Syndicate. I used to drop into lhe EVO office when I

lived in New York in the fall of 1966. The Avenue C Fluxroom was

right around the corner.

The EVO offices were odd and shabby. There was a counter where

people could place ads and pay for things. Behind the counter,

youH see some old office furniture where people sat to mind the

counter or do business. There was a back room with graphic

equipment, a light table, and tools to lay out the paper.

The EVO office was a store front in the Lower East Side. It was

usually filled with strange beatnik types wandering in and out.

You'd meet people from the Fugs and the poetry scene. You'd run

into people Iike Allen Ginsberg and Timothy Leary... whatever

was happening in the counterculture or the underground washed

up on the shores of those few blocks in New York. The waves

broke on the shores of the East VilIage Other, filtering through

lhe EVO office and into the weekly paper.

Some of the Fluxus people knew some of the EVO people, Dick

Higgins's ads for Something Else Press in the East Vtllage Other

were how I first wrote to him. But George Maciunas and the oth-

ers weren't involved with EVO or the Underground Press Syndi-

cate. While the people who lived in New York must have known

about the Other and might have read EVO,I don't know that any

of them were involved with the circle around the newspaper.

Those were different professional and social circles, and no one

other than Dick ever mentioned the East Village Other to me.

Some Fluxus people obviously read the Other, and many knew

people who wrote for EVO. You can see examples of this in Carol-
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ee Schneemann's correspondence - this is visible in Kristine
Stiles's excellent book.lo

You'lI find a great deal of similar examples if you dig through the

different archives such as The Getty, The Silverman Collection at
the Museum of Modern Art, Archiv Sohm at Stadtsgalerie Stutt-
gart, Alternative Traditions in Contemporary Art at Iowa. But

this will mostly reveal individuals who overiap in different ways

with other individuals somehow involved in specific papers

within the Underground Press Syndicate. But Fluxus people
didn't play a role in the East Vtllage Other or the Syndicate, at

least not other than me.

But the East Village Other wasn't the Underground Press Syndi-
cate. A few specific papers such as EVO, the Berkeley Barb, and

the ,Los Angeles Free Press were far greater cultural influences

than the Underground Press Syndicate.

These newspapers were real, and they had devoted constituen-
cies while they lasted. The Underground Press Syndicate was an

aspiration, never a reality. People tried to organize it, reorganize

it, and revive it several times, never with durable success.

But the Underground Press Syndicate was also larger than the

East Village Other, at least in its imaginary form , EVO was one

paper in NewYork. The UPS was a national network. While Wal-

ter Bowart and the Other were central to establishing UPS, there

was more to UPS once it was established.

t0 Stiles, Kristine. 2010. Correspondence Course. An Epistolary History of Carolee Schneemann and Her
Circle. Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press.
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Even so, the Underground Press Syndicate was never a true pub-

lishing syndicate in the sense of a formal organization that com-

bined resources or shared management. It was only a loose fel-

lowship of papers and people with roughly common concerns.

The Underground Press Syndicate worked very well in terms of

sharing individual papers. Each member paper gave the other

newspapers a free subscription with the right to share content. Any

UPS paper was free to copy and reproduce content from any other

UPS paper. Beyond that, however, the UPS never truly solidified.

The UPS papers never had the resources to create a serious work-

ing syndicate. Some barely had the resources to survive for more

than a dozen or so issues. Those that did lastwere generally locat-

ed in big-city markets. They were located in cities large enough to

have a big enough community of left-leaning readers to support a

paper or a large enough artistic community to support an artistic

underground of some kind, Los Angeles was an example, with the

Los Angeles Free Press. But even the LAFP was gone by the late

1g7os. There seems to be a reorganized LAFP that emerged a few

years ago, and their web site suggests that they acquired both the

name and the archives of the originalLAFP.

Some papers survived because they were in small cities with a

strong radical population. Berkeley is a case in point with the

Berkeley Barb.Bttlthese were exceptions. Most underground pa-

pers came and went rapidly. Lacking strong financing with a solid

local subscriber base or solid newsstand circulation, most UPS

papers began to disintegrate within a few years.

The Underground Press Syndicate wasn't a Fluxus project be-

yond the involvement of Fluxus West. I attended the first formal

meeting of the UPS, and Fluxus West was one of the founding
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signatories. Even so, we never exerted much influence on the

UPS papers or the content. Our role was so minimal that our par-

ticipation depends on which membership rosters you see or
which histories you read. We weren't very visible, and most of
the other papers had no interest in the kind of thing we circulat-

ed. I guess it simply vanished in the stacks of incoming material
that every paper received from the other members.

What we sent probably didn't make sense to people producing

underground papers. With the exception of Henry Flynt's man-
ifesto - Communists Must Give Revolutionary Leadershtp tn
Culture - Pluxus material wasn't overtly political. Even though
Henry's writings were political, however, they were eccentric
and far too theoretical to appeal to the kind of activist politics
central to UPS papers.

The other mainstay of UPS papers was cultural, but it was a cul-
ture oriented toward sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll. Fluxus materials

touched on little of this. In our UPS mailings, I sent out such

things such as sheets of Fluxus event scores, or reproductions
from Something Else Press books and pamphlets.

Some reproductions were high quality, others were simply cheap

xerox copies or even cheap mimeo with only type. Either way, this
material never captured the imagination of the other UPS editors.

At one point, I made an appointment with Art Kunkin at the
LAFP, hoping to persuade him to reproduce some of the Fluxus

material. As an Underground Press Syndicate paper, there would
have been no cost or payment for using the material. I thought he

would be interested. In theory, he was.
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When we spoke on the phone, he said that if he liked the materi-

al, he would use it, I loaded a stack of Fluxus boxes and publica-

tions into my father's station wagon. These included beautifully

designed posters from Italy by Edgrz. There was a box of delight-

ful concrete poetry publications from England published by Bri-

an Lane. There were terrific concrete poetry pieces by fohn Fur-

nival. I drove these up from San Diego to Los Angeles. Art looked

at the material. He thought it was vaguely interesting, but only

vaguely. He declined the offer. He didn't even want to keep any-

thing for a few days to think it over.

Pluxus was as bad a fit for the underground culture as it was for

the mainstream culture. Fluxus West supported the Underground

Press Syndicate and helped to develop the idea, but we had no

influence whatsoever on the content or culture of the UPS papers.

Some things operate over longer time spans than the life of the

Underground Press Syndicate. For example, Dick Higgins exerted

a major influence on the culture of the arts and intermedia

through the Great Bear Pamphlets and the Somethtng Else News-

letter. These were more influential than the Something Else

Press books because Dick found ways to gain mass circulation to

far larger audiences than any book might reach, I describe some

of these issues in an article on Bengt af Klintberglland in the in-

troduction to the new book of Dick's writings that I edited to-

gether with Steve CIay of Granary Books.l2

11 Friedman, Ken. 2006. "The Case for Bengt af Klintberg."
(Supplement: Rereceived ldeas. A Generative Dictionary for Research on Research.)
Perfor mance Research, Vol. 1 1, N o. 2, pp. 1 37 -1 M.
12 Friedman, Ken. 2018. "lntroduction." lntermedia, Fluxus andthe Something EIse Press.

Selected Writings by Dick Higgins. Edited by Steve Clay and Ken Friedman.
Catskill, NewYork: Siglio Press, pp. 12-21.
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Even for Dick and the well-funded, highly professional Some-

thing Else Press, it was difficult to gain more than a toehold in
the media clamor of the r96os and 197os, And despite the impor-
tance of Something Else Press and intermedia in some contexts,

most of this vanishes in the larger world of public affairs.

This is especially the case in an era of transition. The era we live

in now live is another such time. I find myself fascinated, horri-
fied, and startled by some recent discussions of the situation we

face. Peter Pomerantsev's books offer good examples.lS

In many places, relatively uniform cultures have been dissolving

into fragmented cultures without nomothetic values. This is a
genuine problem, Strong cultures with common values achieve

this common perspective at the price of individual freedom. Art
forms take on meaning because they engage shared values. It is
difficult for us to see or to imagine the worlds in which cultural

artifacts arise when they arise in cultures beyond our own. What
we think we see when we look at the Parthenon is quite different
that what the Pathenon was and meant to the Athenians who

commissioned, designed and built it.tr

The depth and momentum that cultures possess also create the

inertia that defends cultures against change. Consider George

Maciunas's beautiful but mistaken notion of changing the culture

by changing our concept of art and moving us away from high

culture to something else.ls

13 Pomerantsev, Peter. 2014. Nothing tsTrue and Everything /s Possible: The Surreal Heart
of the New Russia. New York: Public Affairs.
1a See, for example: Beard, Mary 20'10. The Parthenon. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press.
See also: Connelly, Joan Breton. 2014. The Parthenon Enigma. New York: Alfred A. Knopf.
1s Friedman, Ken. 2008. George Maciunas: Architect. George Maciunas: Prefabricated Building
System. June S-August 23, 2008. New York: Maya Stendhal Gallery
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Nearly everyone with a sense of self lives in a world defined by

the nomos of the culture into which we were born. We didn't
make this world. This world existed before we arrived, and the

world makes us who we are. We begin to accept and understand

the patterns, behaviors, and norms of the world long before be-

fore we develop conscious thought by speaking and using lan-

guage. In the rg6os, I studied with |ohn Collier, |r., the distin-
guished anthropologist and founder of visual anthropology. |ohn

used to say that culture was everything that shaped us before we

reached the age of five.

The aspirations some of us had for changing the culture around

us required a deeper engagement with more people than we were

able to undertake, and it required that engagement to be durable

across time. This kind of engagement is more than most people

are willing or able to undertake. Artists are generally willing to

demonstrate their ideas and politics by enacting them in perfor-

mances and installations. They usually aren't willing to reach be-

yond the limits of their world for dialogue with the people whose

culture they wanted to change.

Robert Hughes wrote an essay on this in tgTz.r$ He started by

quoting Barbara Rose:

Art is in bad shape. Advanced art, that is. The diagnosis: con-

dition feeble. The prognosis: poor. The avant-garde has final-

ly run out of steam, whether in Munich or Los Angeles, Paris

or New York; the turnover of styles and theories that gave

the rg6os their racketing ebullience (Abstract Expression-

ism, Minimalism, op, Pop and so on) has been followed by a

hes, Robert. 1972. "The Decline and Fall of the Avant-Garde." Time Magazine, December
2, U.S. Edition, Vol. 100, No. 25, Section: Time Essay

,u Hrg
18,197
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sluggish descent into entropy. There seems to be no escape

from that spiral,

Dealers continue to exhibit their pet trends as though noth-
ing had happened, but recent art criticism has taken on a
glum, apocalyptic tone: "The art currently filling the muse-

ums and galleries is of such low quality generally that no real

critical intelligence could possibly feel challenged to analyze

it...There is an inescapable sense among artists and critics
that we are at the end of our rope, culturally speaking,"

Hughes developed the point to conclude,

The idea of an avant-garde art was predicated on the belief that
artists, as social outsiders, could see furlher than insiders; that

radical change in language (either oral or visual) could accom-

pany, and even help cause, similar changes in life. To keep re-

newing the contract of language, so that it could handle fresh

and difficult experience-such was the hope of the avant-
garde, from Courbet to Breton and beyond. And the hope

needed certain conditions of nourishment. First, there had to
be something to say, some proposition about experience, and

this entailed a rigorous sense, among artists, of the use of
their art. Art needed to be a necessary channel of informa-

tion. Otherwise, why should changing it matter? Second, art
required a delicate, exact sense of its own distance from soci-

ety, so as not to be co-opted. And third, there had to be a

strict faculty of judgment about one's responsibilities to lan-
guage. Newness for its own sake lay on the periphery not the

center, of the avantgarde.

He also took aim at the Fluxus crowd:
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These are not, to put it mildly, the conditions that Sovern

what passes for advanced art today, especially in New York.

The Avant-Garde Festival, held this fall on a boat moored at

the South Street Seaport in Manhattan, was a fair example of

the problem: a confusion of irresolute trivia, ranging from a

cabin full of autumn leaves (which, at least, the kids enjoyed

throwing around), through numerous video pieces, to Char-

lotte Moorman - who enjoys a fame of sorts as the world's

only topless cellist - playing her instrument under water. It

was all so affably amateurish, like a transistorized rummage

sale, that one gave up expectation.

A besetting problem for experimenters is that people no lon-

ger expect to get their necessary information from art; it was

this gap that the artist-made video tape promised to close.

But an event does not automatically gain aesthetic meaning

because it is recorded, handheld, on half-inch tape. Too many

video pieces are either bald documentaries or hermetic dia-

ries. Watching a tape of some artist making funny faces at

himself has as many longueurs as gazing into the painted eye

of a Landseer spaniel.

His conclusion?

"There is something indubitably menacing about the work of

people like Vito Acconci, one of whose recent pieces was to

build a ramp and crawl around below it, masturbating invisi-

bly; or the young Los Angeles artist Chris Burden, who had

himself manacled to the floor of an open garage, between live

wires and buckets of water, so that (in possibility) anyone

who cared to might kick over the pails and electrocute the

artist. The sight of such gratuitous risk is a vulgar frisson for

the spectators, and unlikely to appeal to those who believe
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that art and life interact best at a distance from one another.

At least the psychodramas of body art connote a desperate

involvement that is missing from the other, and colder, lati-
tudes of conceptualism. If conceptual art represents pedago*

gy and stale metaphysics at the end of their tether, body art
is the last rictus of Expressionism.

But faced with the choice between amateur therapy and fin-
icky, arid footnotes to Duchamp, the mind recoils. In fact, the
term avant-garde has outlived its usefulness. The hard thing
to face is not that the emperor has no clothes; it is that be-

neath the raiment, there is no emperor.

In 1983, the legal scholar Robert Cover wrote a brilliant article on

nomos - what it is and what it means.ll Even though Cover

shaped his essay for a law journal, he examines a far broader and

deeper range of issues. (Joseph Lukinsky wrote about the scope of
Cover's essay in these words:

An incredible work! What is not in it? Legal history legal the-

ory, Biblical and Talmudic deliberation, literary criticism,
anthropology, psychology, philosophy of science, ... I could go

on. It is more than any category into which it can be pigeon-

holed. I told Bob Cover when I first read it: 'It's not the best

article I've read about X or Y; it's the best article I've read

about anythingl'lo

r7 Cover, Robert M. 1983. "The Supreme Court 1982 Term - Foreword: Nomos and Narrative."
Harvard LawReview9T (1983): pp.4-68; reprinted in: Minow, Martha, Michael Ryan, andAustin
Sarat, Eds. 1995 Narrative, Violence, and the Law: The Essays of Robert Cover. Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan
18 Lukinsky, Joseph. 1987. "Law in Education: A Reminiscence with Some Footnotes
to Robert Cover's Nomos and Narrative." Yale Law Journal, Vol.96, No.8 (July 1987), p. 1836
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The problem of the counterculture - and the challenge that Flux-

us faced - was to reshape a nomos. It is impossible to go back to a

time before the people you meet use language. It is impossible to

rebuild the world of their early childhood around them. This is

why cultures change so very siowly.

Culture is like an iceberg. Qoo/o of culture lies beneath the water-

Iine, hidden by the sea within which we float. To lack a nomos is

to be unmoored. This state, anomie, is to be without a nomos.

This fragmented state often leads people to commit suicide.

Emile Durkheim's sociological classic, Suicide, examines the

problem of anomie.to

The difficulty of the Underground Press Syndicate - and of Flux-

us - is the difficulty of attempting to reshape cultures using

short-term means such as newspapers, articles, art, or anything

else that operates using transient means. Cultural change in-

volves a slow, gradual transition from one culture to another.

The Underground Press Syndicate and other counterculture

manifestations failed to affect the larger world around them.

Fluxus failed to attune itself to the counterculture or to influence

the counterculture.

Fluxus did manage to influence the worlds of art and culture -
but not as we hoped. Once Fluxus entered the Museum of Mod-

ern Art, we became another form of art. Those who admire us

admire us for formal innovation. Some folks also admire our po-

re Durkheim, tmile. 2OO2 [1897]. Suicide. A Study in Sociology. Translated by John A. Spaulding
and George Simpson. Edited with an introduction by George Simpson. London: Routledge.
See also: ihompson, Ken. 2002. Emile Durkhelm. Revised Edition. New York: Routledge
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litical and philosophical aspirations, but this involves apirations
more than political or philosophical achievements.

The timelines of my work on Fluxus West and the UpS did over-
lap. An historian from Australia who queried me for a thesis on

the Underground Press Syndicate noted that both projects made

a creative use of the postal system. They both involved the con-

cept of change toward a desirable future. But they were different
in how they conceived networks. He argued that Fluxus West
seemed to emphasize intimate point-to-point communication
while the UPS used a distributed model.

I launched Fluxus West in the late autumn of.tg66.I worked with
the Underground Press Syndicate for a couple years from around
the same time to early 1969. Even so, I did not have much influ-
ence within UPS.

The one underground publisher with whom I struck up a close

friendship was Chester Anderson. Chester produced a delightful,
multicolor publication that he and his friends ran off on a Gestet-

ner mimeograph for distribution on the streets of the Haight
Ashbury district. Chester had also been active in some of the beat
publications that led to the early days of Fluxus. This included
the special issue of .Beo tttudes that didn't appear. Instead, it be-

came An Anthology, one of the seminal documents of Fluxus,
concept art, intermedia, and minimaIism.2o

Pluxus West used many modes of communication. Some were in-
timate. Others were closer to broadcast where we sent the same

20 Y9ung, La Monte, and Jackson Mac Low, eds. 1953. An Anthology. New york: Jackson Mac Low
and La MonteYoung;Young, La Monte, andJaclaon Mac Low, edi. tSZO. AnAnthology. Second
Edition. New York: Heiner Friedrich.
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thing to a large mailing list. I didn't have much to do with devel-

oping the UPS. While I took part in the discussions at the found-

ing meeting, my role was modest. I was one among several people,

and I wasn't one of the important figures. There is no comparison.

It's not as though I developed one system for one project and an-

other for Pluxus West. I helped to establish UPS, but the idea of

networked subscriptions existed before the founding meeting'

With Fluxus West, I tried many modes of communication, and I

was responsible for all the experimentation we undertook,zl

The same historian noted that both Fluxus and the Underground

Press Syndicate sought communication systems to overcome the

mass media and the monopoly orientation of mass media. In a let-

ter to the East Village Other,I noted a response to my show on

WRSB from a listener who wrote, "we have to break the monopoly

broadcast blockades sooner or later.'He asked me whether an anti-

monopoly sentiment was a key factor in my work - seeking cre-

ative, intimate connections - or was it perhaps a background issue.

My reply was that it was hard to say which was the case. Most

Fluxus people disapproved of mass media concentration and mo-

nopoly power or quasi-monopoly power. Even so, the links among

ideas that focused on in the r96os make it difficult to say which

was the case. Opposition to monopolies wasn't my main focus,

but it wasn't a background issue, either. Perhaps the best way to

put it was that an end to monopoly power was a hoped-for out-

come of building a free culture. From this point, fifty years later, I

have a more nuanced view. What I perceived as monopoly power

in the media grew from high{evel corporate control at the inter-

21 Somethoughts on networks and networking appear in: Friedman, Ken.2005. "TheWealth and
Poverty of Nelworks." At A Distance: Precursors to lnternet Art and Activism. Annemarie Chandler
and Norie Neumark, editors. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, pp.408-422.
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section of government, finance, and media. It was linked to the

military-industrial complex that Dwight D. Eisenhower warned

against in his farewell message as president, and many of the
central actors were part of the same social circles and kinship

networks. Members of these group move comfortably between

government service, executive positions in industry, and owner-
ship stakes or senior controlling positions in the media.

These people come from and marry into the same families. They

are mostly male, and they attend the same colleges - mostly Ivy
League. They tend to marry women who attend the Seven Sisters

or - today - the Ivy League. They play golf together and belong to
the same private clubs and country clubs.

In the rg6os when Fluxus and the Underground press Syndicate

emerged, the ownership of media was concentrated in the hands

of people who belonged to the governing elite. Hands-on media

control involved people in the same networks from families that
weren't as wealthy. These people built careers by working with
and for those who owned the media, serving their interests.

There has been a lot of research and writing on these networks and

their power. G. William Domhoff is the old master of this genre. His

masterpiece is a book titled Who Rules Ameica that has been going

through new and expanding editions for more than half a century.22

These people solidify their networks through social retreats and

camps such as the Bohemian Grove near San Prancisco.rS One of

the most charming and picaresque depictions of this kind of net-

22 Domhoff, G. William. 2017 . Studying the Power Elite: Fifty Years of Who Rules America?
New York: Routledge
23 Domhoff, G. William. 1974. The Bohemian Grove and Other Retreats.
New York: Harper and Row. See also: Vaughn, James. 2006. "The Culture of the Bohemian Grove:
The Dramaturgy of Power." Michigan SociologicalReview, Vol. 20 (Fall 2006), pp. 85-123
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work appeared in Kurt Vonnegut's rg5z novel, Player Ptano.2r The

concentration of media power and social class served to validate

and uphold a common viewpoint. This common viewpoint de-

fined the culture. It was tied to the Viet Nam War. It created the

Democratic Party coalition that brought America out of the Great

Depression. The price of the grand coalition was a convenient alli-

ance between liberal, well educated Northerners belonging to the

Minnesota Farmer-Labor Party or the Democrats other states and

racist, segregationist Southerners. These were the Dixiecrats and

the "yellow dog Democrats" who voted solidly against the Repub-

licans due to the Civil War and the Reconstruction.

The Republicans of that era were fairly mainstream. In the years

following the Depression and World War II, the party was pretty

much divided between moderate and liberal Republicans who

were often more liberal than conservative Southern Democrats,

and conservative Republicans.

Eisenhower was moderate on some issues and liberal on others,

He could just as well have been a Democrat as a Republican, and

the Democratic Party would have been happy to have him.

Conservative Republicans argued for low taxes, the least govern-

ment possible, and an America disengaged from world affairs.

The economic policies of this group served the interests of big

business, corporate banking, and the finance industry. Buckmin-

ster Puller condemned this approach to public policy in a book

that analyzes the global consequences of such a society, labelling

it "legally piggily."zE

2a Vonnegut, Kurt. 1999 119521. Player Piano. New York: The Dial Press.
2s Fuller, R. Buckminster, and Kiyoshi Kuromiya, Ad.juvant. 1981. Critical Path.
NewYork: St. Martint Press
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The concentration of political power and media power was cen-

trist and moderate, and the press reflected a broad cultural con-

sensus. The Beats opposed this consensus. By the middle of the

rg6os, publications once linked with the Beat culture such as The

Vtllage Voice - established in t956 - seemed timid to the wilder
elements of Beat culture located in the Lower East Side. This gave

birth to the Easf Village Other, also a "village" newspaper. (While

the Vtllage Votce no longer exists as a printed newspaper, it con-

tinues as an online weekly newspaper.'e). Like the Easf Vittage

Other and the Los Angeles Free Press, most UPS papers opposed
the consensus views common to the mass media.

Today, the internet has fostered the fragmentation of mass media,

dissolving what once seemed to be a general consensus. The results
have not been what we hoped for. One result has been the devel-

opment of what some observers describe as a post-truth era.

It is not clear that the world of 5oo channels that Nam |une pre-

dicted is better than the world in which the careful reporting of

large, well-funded news media allowed everyone to read and dis-

cuss current events in a responsible way, National broadcast me-

dia such as NBC News, CBS News, ABC News, and national print
media such as the New York Ttmes and the Washington Post of.-

fered responsible, intelligent reporting. This was also the case for
the important regional and local papers that could afford serious

newsrooms -The San Franctsco Chronicle, The Boston Globe, and

adozenor so newspapers in such major cities as Chicago, Los An-
geles, or St. Louis.

In 1966, Nam )une Paik published a manifesto calling for what he

26 https://www.vil la gevoice.com
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described as a'Utopian Laser TV Station."2rIn other writings, he

described a world of hundreds of micro-stations. Each micro-sta-

tion would have its own content for the audience that liked the

specific content of that channel.

We've got that world now - but we have no way to ensure that the

content of any one of these hundreds of channels is responsible or

even true. Vladimir Putin and the Russian intelligence services

use Facebook and the web to undermine democratic elections and

promote Russia's war against Ukraine. Crazy right-wing podcast-

ers and neo-Nazis have their own broadcast channels to circulate

rumors, gossip, or purposeful libel. The channels claim that the

major media with careful reporting publish lies and broadcast

what Donald Trump falsely labels "fake news.'

We never imagined the world that would emerge when new tech-

nologies and tools made our idealistic proposals possible. Today, we

live in a world of digital tools that didn't exist in the rg6os and rg7os.

We imagined thatwe'd see something resembling the serious alter-

nate press and alternate broadcasting of the r96os. Few people

thought about the future strategically enough to state a precise or

careful vision, Nam |une was one of those fewzo This was especial-

lyvisible in the reports he wrote for the Ford Foundation.r0 Despite

the lack of a strategic overview, the underlying tone of the way that

people thought aboutthe future was generous and optimistic.

27 Paik, Nam June. 1966. "Utopian LaserTV Station." ln Manifestos, Dick Higgins and Emmett
Williams, eds. New York: Something Else Press. 1966, p.25; free downloadable reprint in the Ubu
Classics Great Bear Pamphlets series at URL: https://urww.ubu.com/historical/gb/index.html
28 Paik, Nam June.2019. We Are in Open Circuits.Writingsby Nam June Paik. John G. Hanhardt,
Gregory Zinman, and Edith Decker-Phillips, eds. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press
2e Paik, Nam June, and Kenworth W Moffett, eds. 1995. The E/ectronic Superhighway. Travels with
Nam June Paik. New York, Seoul and Fort Lauderdale: Holly Solomon Gallery Hyundai Gallery and
the Fort Lauderdale Museum of Art.
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We'd have 5oo channels. Each of these would be small, energetic,

and responsible. Each channel would be something like a not-for-
profit public television station in the PBS network, but it would
be more flexible in its programming of avant-garde art on one

hand and serious programs about science, politics, and econom-

ics on the other.

We imagined that local Underground Press Syndicate papers

would grow and develop a solid subscriber base. As they did so,

we though that they would evolve into hundreds of small, suc-

cessful magazines and newspapers. These would replace the wild
papers of the r96os and r97os, supported by sex ads and filled
with weird, poorly edited articles. We imagined that they would

ultimately become something of a hybrid between decent art
magazines and such serious journals of opinion as The Atlanttc
and Harperb, with a hint of what is now Bloomberg and what was

thenTime Magaztne. This was the kind of future that I imagined,

without stating it or thinking it through in detail.

This optimistic future would have been expensive to achieve. No

one thought through the expenses or costs of serious non-mo-

nopoly broadcasting and journalism. I certainly didn't.

What happened instead is that the UPS newspapers never found

a solid subscriber base. Because they had no funds, they couldn't

support the serious staff of editors and journalists that a publica-

tion requires. One by one, the newspapers in the Underground

Press Syndicate folded or collapsed.

A few decades later, the new media of the internet era made it
possible for everyone to have the equivalent of a personal televi-

sion station. At the same time, there is no control over content,

there is no fact-checking, there are no experienced editors to re-
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view and reflect on the stories as they emerge. The missing ingre-

dients are the factors that make genuine reporting so expensive.

What we have instead are partisan conspiracy sites like InfoWars

on the right and Palmer Report on the left.

The costs of serious journalism make it difficult for serious news-

papers to stay in business today. The bread-and-butter advertis-

ing that once kept newspapers alive has vanished in the shift to

web-based advertising.

Web-based advertising doesn't support the costs of careful inves-

tigative reporting. The new 5oo-channel world has helped finan-

cial monopolies to solidify their massive gains without serious

public insight while the major media that once reported the news

slowly vanish.

These days, I subscribe to two online newspapers - The New

York Times and The Guardtan. Even though The Guardian is

available open access,I pay for my subscription to help keep this

kind of reporting and analysis alive.

In the face of these realities, I can't imagine how to create a news-

paper or general publication that could generate the thoughtful

intimacy of art while serving the large audience that can fund a

robust newspaper operation.

If it seems that I am iumping between kinds of things and levels

of analysis, it's true.

These issues are embedded in the large socio-cultural context

of the media in Western culture, in the politics and macro-eco-

nomics of the United States during the r95os and rg6os, in the
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micro-economics of media and newspaper, and in the different
forces affecting the many actors in each of these spheres. I

understand these issues better than I did half a century ago.

But even if I had known then what I know now, I don't think
that I would have had any greater influence within the Under-
ground Press Syndicate. It wouldn't have been possible to shape

a new consensus with the deeper understanding that might
have made a difference in the counterculture of those days.

People wanted to be wild.

Consider |ohn Wilcock - a co-founder of The Vtllage Votce inrg55

and then a co-founder and co-editor of The East Vtllage Other a

decade later. Up to the end of his long life in zor8, )ohn remained

the same oddball that he was back in 1955.

|ohn was always self-assured and overconfident in his misunder-
standings. He was sometimes brilliant, often ignorant, and always

convinced that nearly everyone else was an unredeemable square.

|ohn was in love with himself and his vision of a utopia that
couldn't work because there was little room in his vision for the
many kinds of people who live in the world, |ohn Wilcock's uto-
pia was comprised of small-scale personal liberties that didn't
add up to a workable balance between commonwealth and in-
dividual freedom.

The balance between these two is difficult to attain. Pinance and

technology operate at their own pace with results that often sur-
prise us. The pace of government and law are far more slow. The

structures of each government rely on the principles that obtained

when nations were established. In the United States, this was the

Federalist era of the r7gos. The birth of the new nation required

balancing many factors and interests. There were enormous class
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differences between the average citizen and the governing elite

that wrote the Constitution. Balancing regional interests meant

terrible compromises. Yet without those compromises, the young

republic would have collapsed. Even so, those compromises en-

tailed injustice and the shame of slavery. This led eventually to the

Civil War. The turmoil of the post-war era still echoed in the strug-

gles over civil rights in the rg6os, and ongoing problems that plague

America today. You can read the debates and arguments of the

founding era in the work of Gordon Wood, the Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning historian of the American Revolution and the Federalist era.

These debates continue even now.e0 For better - and for worse -
compromise made itpossible to move forward.

In contrast, nearly no one involved in the Underground Press

Syndicate or the underground papers was willing compromise

on anything. Everyone argued for their singular vision of the

future. Nevertheless, their understanding of the era was flawed.

Daniel's Bellsl offered a much better analysis of the era than

anything you could read in the underground press newspapers'

From a different perspective, Richard Sennett's work - Iike Wil-

Iiam Domhoff's - shares the themes and perspective visible in

the underground newspapers. Sennett opposes the culture at

the confluence of big business and politics, but Sennett's analy-

sis of the problems is better.s'

30 Sec, for example: Wood, Gordon S. 1992. The Radicalism of the American Revoiution.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf; Wood, Gordon. 2006. Revolutionary Characters.
What Made the Founders Different. New York: The Penguin Press
31 Bell, Daniel. 1999 [1973]. The Coming of Post-lndustrial Society. AVenture in Socia/ Forecasting.
New York: Basic Books; Bell, Daniel. 1978. The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism-
New York: Basic Books.
32 Sennett, Richard. 2000. The Corrosion of Character: The Personal Consequences of Work in

the New Capitalism, New York: W. W. Norton; Sennett, Richard. 2003. Respect in a World of
lnequality. New York: W W. Norton; Sennett, Richard. 2006. The Culture of the New Capitalism.
New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press.
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Nevertheless, neither Bell nor Sennett could have told us how to
build an Underground Press Syndicate that worked when every-
one wanted what they wanted immediately. The people involved
in the radical politics of the era generally weren't willing to find
ways to reform society by embedding social change in law and

durable structures.

In contrast, conservatives triumphed over the radicals through

slow political change. They brought this about through think
tanks and lobbying. They created lobbying efforts at the federal,
state, and local levels, linking these brilliantly to sample legisla-

tion that would align laws to their goals on a state-by-state basis.

Conservatives carefully infiltrated the law schools, staging well
managed debates and projects. The orchestrated a wave of legal

scholars who went on to become professors and judges.

The conservatives carefully managed the appointment and place-

ment of judges on courts that would slowly come to dominate Ie-

gal opinion. Finally, the opportunity emerged to create a major
change. The United States Senate refused on questionable
grounds to confirm Barack Obama's nomination of a moderate
judge to the Supreme Court to fill the vacant seat of Associate

iustice Antonin Scalia. When Donald Trump became president,

they filled the seat with Neil Gorsuch. Then they seated Brett Ka-

vanaugh. In the last days of the Trump administration, Donald

Trump nominated Amy Coney Barrett to fill the seat vacated by

the death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg and the Senate seated her. This
gave the court a conservative majority that it last had before the
election of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

Of course, this is not all. There has been an effort to shape com-
mon conservative laws in many states, together with a wide
range of efforts to embed the conservative viewpoint in public
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institutions, public forums, media, and more.

For the most part, people in the Underground Press Syndicate and

the extended left lacked the patience to shape durable institutions.

Even those of us who tried patiently didn't manage very well. In

rg75, for example, I asked Don Boyd to take over as director of

Fluxus West, while I tried to develop a research center and ar-

chive called the Institute for Advanced Studies in Contemporary

Art. I was never able to raise the funds needed to make it work.

Dick Higgins tried to make a go of Something Else Press, but he

failed. The Underground Press Syndicate never became a real

organization.

Fluxus was an imaginary project that individuals supported through

theirday jobs andothermeans. George Maciunas, DickHiggins, and

I were the main benefactors who funded Fluxus and Fluxus pub-

lishing. This is something that the other artists never understood.

Of course, you can arBue that they didn't care. For most of them,

Fluxus worked well as a loose, quasi-imaginary network. Even so,

the other artists were happy to avail themselves of the opportu-

nities that emerged when people like George, Dick, or I made

projects work.

Most of the durable institutions to focus on Fluxus and Fluxus

artists were projects located within universities or museums.

The major exceptions were Hanns Sohm, |ean Brown, Emily Har-

vey, Gil Silverman, Francesco Conz, and me. AII of our collections

now belong to museums and universities, with the exception of

Emily's and Francesco's.
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Hanns gave Archiv Sohm - his immense archive and collection
- to Stadtsgalerie Stuttgart.

|ean Brown sold her collection to The Getty Institute.

Gil supported the Gilbert and Lila Silverman Fluxus Foundation
as a private foundation for many years. It worked well, and it had
plenty of funding. But this was only possible due to Gil's unique

situation among Fluxus collectors. He was either a billionaire or
close to it. This meant that he had the resources to fund the foun-
dation while benefiting from special provisions of United States

tax law governing foundations. He was so wealthy that the tax
code enabled him to benefit financially from his gifts to the foun-
dation. He could earn money by giving money way until he final-
ly donated the collection to the Museum of Modern Art.

Francesco Conz's collection are now at Archivio Conz in Berlin.
This is a unique museum and archive organized to study, docu-
ment, and preserve Francesco's collection.

Over the years from the r97os through the first decades of this
century, I donated my collections to several museums and uni-
versities. These include the University of Iowa Alternative Tra-
ditions in Contemporary Art, The George Maciunas Memorial
Collection and the Ken Friedman Collection at the Hood Museum

of Art of Dartmouth College, the Henie Onstad Foundation in
Oslo, the Tate Gallery Archives, and Kjarvalstadir in Reykjavik
received major gifts. From the r96os to the rg8os, I also made large
gifts to Archiv Sohm. In the 1g7os, I sent large collections of art
works and documents to the Pluxshoe and David Mayor at the

University of Exeter. David's collection is now at the Tate. In ad-
dition, I donated correspondence and archival material to the
Archives of American Art of the Smithsonian Institution, the
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New York Public Library, and a few other institutions

There was one exception to my policy of gifts and donations. Af-

ter the exhibitions, books, and catalogues funded by the Sil-

verman Fluxus Foundation made clear that this would eventu-

ally be the world's central Fluxus collection, I agreed to let Gil

Silverman purchase what he wanted based on a record of dis-

tinguished achievement.

Emily Harvey's collection and archive remain the major early

Fluxus collection still in private hands. For many years, Emily di-

rected the Emily Harvey Gallery with locations in New York and

Venice. Emily left her collections and real estate to the Emily

Harvey Foundation. Unlike the collections now hosted by large

institutions, the Emily Harvey Foundation struggles with fund-

ing. The Poundation programs are terrific, but they do far more

than their resources permit. Emily left a great deal of art and

property, but not much cash.

There are other collections in private hands with extensive

Fluxus holdings - Ren6 Block's collection, the Bonotto Founda-

tion, and a few more. It would be valuable to conduct a thorough

analysis of the various Fluxus collections and archives. This

isn't the occasion for that analysis.

Al1 of this is part of the story of the intersection between Fluxus

and the larger culture.

Understanding the intersections and gaps between the Under-

ground Press Syndicate and the larger culture, or the intersec-

tions and gaps between Fluxus and the larger culture requires

us to understand the culture and history of the United States
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during the years after World War II. In a sense, there was never a

counter-culture. Rather, there were several kinds of cultures in
multiple configurations.

There were the Beats and a bohemian tradition.

The political world had people from several radical political tra-
ditions. There was also the New Left,

In art, there was a mainstream art world of supposedly progres-
sive avant-gardes, one replacing another in succession every few
years. Abstract Expressionism gave way to pop Art which gave

wau to minimalism that was in turn supplanted by conceptual
art. Later, there came a fragmented series of different versions of
post-modernism. These led to the rynical tactics of feffKoons and

Damian Hirst along with a series of quasi-memorable artists.

There was the downtown NewYork art scene.

There was Fluxus and a small international community.

And so on.

|erry Hopkins gives an excellent picture of the downtown scene

in his excellent 1986 biography of Yoko Ono.s

Prom a different and less responsible perspective, Albert Gold-
man's prejudiced and inaccurate view of Fluxus and the down-
town art scene reflects the way that many people saw us.il

33 Hopkins, Jerry.1987. Yoko Ono. New York: Macmillan
3a Goldman, Albert. 1988. The Lives of John Lennon. New York: William Morrow and Company.
What Made the Founders Different. New York The Penguin Press
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Craig Saper gives an interesting view of what he describes as "in-

timate bure aucracie s' in his book, Ne tw o rk e d Art.Nn

These many ways of looking at the world - or being located with-

in the world-reveal a multiplicity of positions and opinions.

These help to explain the difficulty of challenging the monopolies

and quasi-monopolies that bothered us.

To do so would have required a sense of discipline and a range of

resources that we lacked as a larger community. People were gen-

erally unwilling to think deeply, Without greater intellectual

depth, there was no way to conceptualize a new social order to

counteract the larger culture around us. But there remains a sec-

ond problem. Even had someone developed a robust series of con-

cepts, it would have been difficult to create a platform for action.

What we wanted to do was aspirational rather than practical. We

failed to reshape a larger world because each artist focused on his

or her own program. Each newspaper in the underground press

was wrapped up in its own pecuiiarities. It is impossible to shape

a culture-or an effective counterculture-based only on individ-

ual programs and particularities.

It's difficult to imagine a world in which fohn Wilcock could have

appeared on the nightly news like an Edward R. Murrow or a

Walter Cronkite to shape the daily flow of information for an au-

dience of thirty million viewers. The simple fact that this many

people might have paid attention would mean that it would no

longer be |ohn Wilcock as we knew him,

3s Saper, Craig. 2001 . Networked Art. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.
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This was a culture of people who defined themselves as different
to everyone else. It didn't matter what they were, as long as they
were different to the "weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable" world
around them.

It's easy to think of the counterculture as a world populated by
people like Alfred larry, an artist who turned himself into his
own art. He ended his life by asking for a box of toothpicks on his

deathbed.so

Theodore Roszak's vision of the counterculture was more hope-
ful.8'While many books from the time consider similar issues,

Roszak remains a definitive analyst of the counterculture. He

coined the term. But the long-term future did not turn out as he

hoped it would. Not even the relatively short-term future worked
out, given the ways in which larger forces in the world absorbed

the counterculture. These issues are too large for a brief analysis.

One Fluxus scholar has been thinking about these issues in dif-
ferent ways. Roger Rothman has been analyzing Fluxus from the
perspective of anarchism. Many of the issues he raises overlap

with the ideas and issues of the counterculture,

In 1968, I wrote a note in which I said, "We find ourselves at a
strange point in history. The so-called underground is avidly pur-

36 Shattuck, Roger. 1 968. The Banquet Years: The Origins of the Avant-Garde in France -
1 8BS to World War /. New York: Vintage, pp. 187 -252.
37 Roszak, Theodore. 1 995 [1 968]. The Making of a Counter Culture: Reflections on the Technocratic
society and /ts Youthful opposition. Berkeley: University of california Press. See also: Martin,
Douglas.201l. "Theodore Roszak,'50s Expert, Dies atTT." TheNewyorkTimes,July 12,201 1. URL:
https://m.nytimes.com/201 1/07 /13/books/theodore-roszak-60s-scholar-dies-at-TT.htmlAccessed
2022April 27; Homberger; Eric.2011. "Theodore Roszak obituary US observerofsocial change,
he coined the term 'counterculture'." The Guardian,\Nednesday 27 July, 201 1. URL: https://www
theguardian.com /booVs/2011/1ul/27ltheodore-roszak-obituary Accessed 2022 April ZT .
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suing every mass-media method of communication available.

This would be revolution were it another type of society than

[the society] we live in. But it is not. What does this mean to the

practitioners of 'underground living'? Neither more nor Iess than

following the trends, watching the activities of hip leaders to de-

termine what is possibly right or wrong in flowing new life-styles

so richly described in a now-acceptable public-underground for-

maL A contradiction? You bet ..."

M\,V / AO: You mentioned how Fluxus broke with the national

paradtgm in art and culture, breaking with national frames of

making, researchtng and understanding art. Do you see this break

translated tnto the graphic art of maU art and Fluxus? If so, how

dtd that break influence thts graphic art-ori conversely, how did

the graphtc art of Fluxus and Matl art edittons help break national

frames and build other ones?

Ken Friedman: There has been little attention to Fluxus among

historians of graphic design.

It may only be my view on this, but historians of design follow the

classic narratives of prior literature. Fluxus often falls outside

the boundaries of the literature. Fluxus is resolutely ambiguous

and difficult to categorise.

It's easy to dismiss Fluxus in terms of graphic design history. Many

of t}le possible contributions take an eccentric form. Few examples

of Fluxus design exert the tangible influence that historians prize.

It's also been difficult to see or use examples of Fluxus work.

There are only a few collections, and these haven't been easy to

access. Even now, museums and archives require expensive per-

mission fees for the use of images.
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The historical reception of Fluxus as a source of graphic design

waited for a new generation of historians able to see this work
and to think about it in a new way. Take the example of Teal

Triggs. Teal wrote a terrific article about Fluxus in the British re-
view Eye three decades ago.88.eye also published my sidebar essay

with Teal's piece,ss

Three decades on, Teal Triggs has become a major figure in de-
sign history. She is a professor and dean at the Royal College of
Art and a leading expert on zines, DIY publishing, and mail art
related design.ro It took time for the world to catch up with Teal.

The situation is changing, and there is growing attention to the
design history of zines, mail art, and Fluxus.

But design histories are also national, and Fluxus has always
functioned outside things. No matter what national movements
or trends have been in focus, Fluxus falls outside them as a reso-

lutely international phenomenon.

There hasn't been a common artistic theme or approach. Despite

tangible influences that one can trace, examples that Fluxus provid-

ed to artists, and priority claims in developing art forms that are

now well established, it has somehow been easy to overlook us.

MW / AO: In George Mactunas' charts about the historical devel-

opment of Fluxus, we can ftnd the Bauhaus, functionalism, Con-

3jTrigglfeal.1992. "FluxType." Eye:ThelnternationalReviewofGraphicDesign.Typography
Special lssue, Vol. 2, No.7, pp.46-55
3e Frledman, Ken. 1992. "Occupying the Border Zone ," Eye: The lnternational Review of Graphic
Desrgn. Typography Special lssue, Vol. 2, No.7, p.5o.
a0 Tri ggs, Tea l. 201 0. F anzines. San Francisco: Chronicle Books
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structivtsm and tndustrial destgn. Canyou comment on the tnflu-

ence of destgn on Fluxus?

Ken Friedman: This is a topic for another conversation.I'd need

to read through old material and think deeply to say anything

meaningful,

MW / AOz In ry88, Jorge FYascara published tn Design Issues the

article "Graphtc Design: Fine Art or Soctal Sctence?" As a social

scientist who has been deeply involved wtth art and design, do you

agree with Frascara's argument? What do you think about the

conceptual opposition between "art" and "soctal science"? 11

Ken Friedman: I do agree with |orge. I follow his work and think-

ing carefully. I'm happy to say that he will soon be revisiting his

1988 article in an article that we are about to publish in She Ji: the

fournal of Design, Economtcs, and Innovatton.

Don Norman often describes design as an applied social science.

In effect, that's what Jorge describes in establishing the concep-

tual opposition. I've discussed this in terms of who it is that we

serve through art and who it is that we serve through design.

An artist has an open range of creative freedom. There are many

possibilities, but at each moment, the artist is free to choose

which possibility to pursue, which goal to serve.

A designer serves a client or an end-user. The designer is bound

by an ethic of service and professional responsibiliry

a1 Frascara, Jorge. 1988. "Graphic Design: Fine Art or Social Science?" Design lssues, Vol. 5, No. 1,

(Fall 1988), pp. '18-29.
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An artist is free to pursue formal innovation. An artist is free to
make foolish choices.

A designer isn't free in the same way. A designer is obliged to
make things work.

Those kinds of issues are at the heart of |orge's argument.

MW / AOz How do you see the use of printtng techniques in matl
art books and magaztnes? Ifow does the xerox of Cabaret Voltaire
contrast (or not) other ways of pinting such as mimeo and offset?

Ken Friedman: The choice of printing technology involves bud-
get and opportunity as much as artistic preference. Cabaret Vol-

tatre emerged in an era of excellent inexpensive xerox printing.

In contrast, the magazines and publications of the Dada era re-

quired the publishing technology of that time.

The first true zines were the science fiction f.an magazines of
the post-war era. At the time, mimeograph was widely acces-

sible and most people could afford a mimeograph machine. That
generation of mimeograph machines involved typewriter-gen-
erated print. Illustrations were possible, but these had to be

incised carefully with a pen or stylus.

Later, Gestetner mimeograph technologywith the rotating drum
that recorded images made it possible to publish many kinds
of type with rich photographic illustrations.

In the r96os, the birth of rapid offset technology with plastic

plates or even paper plates brought another range of possibili-
ties to life. Most cities had companies in such chains as Sir
Speedy, Speedoprint, and others using machines from Itek that
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brought the cost of high quality printing down to less than a

penny a page.

In the rgTos when Steve Hitchcock created Cabaret Voltatre,

the huge xerox machines of the era did the same iob as rapid

offset at an even Iower cost.

In the 196os and 1g7os, artists had a great deal of choice, depend-

ing on their finances. George Maciunas used the classic print-pro-

duction technologies of the professional design firms and ad

agencies. These were expensive, but he was a design and print

production genius. Even so, he'd often struggle to fund things,

and he'd wait to gang jobs up and produce many projects at once.

Dick Higgins and Something EIse Press used huge, expensive

machines to produce real books, At one point, Ray |ohnson re-

ceived a grant that he used to purchase a small table-top xerox

machine of his own. Many of Ray's proiects were essentially one-

page zines. Chester Anderson had a Gestetner mimeograph.

After he left the East Village Other, Walter Bowart moved to

Tucson, Arizona, where he created a publishing firm called Omen

Press. Omen published books on Sufism and on astrology. At

that time, Walter had married into the Mellon family and he

used his wife's money to build a full print shop. He could do

everything from photography to printing to binding in a small

pre-fab factory he built behind his house.

Today, we have companies in most nations that do all sorts of

printing at prices that weren't conceivable in the 196os. We use

desk-top publishing for design and typography. Then we ship

finished files to the printer using email attachments to deliver

small .pdf files or a transfer service for massive files. All the

work is done at the shop and finished books are delivered to
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any designated location. Many shops produce all kinds of print-
ed objects-books, clothing, flags, banners, billboards, hats,
display placards. Some shops will even ship individual books

straight to designated customers.

Today's technology also makes it possible to produce documents
for reading on screen. These can be printed out if someone wish-
es to print, or they may be read on-screen.

For the exhibition of my gz Events at San Diego State Univer-
sity, I produced a .pdf catalog. Alice Bonifant designed the cat-
alog and prepared the .pdf. Alice is the typographer and design-

er who prepared the entire exhibition in New Zealand for the
Adam Art Gallery. The show in San Diego brought together
elements from three continents

Publishers such as Punctum Books now produce open access

editions that readers can download free from the web. They also

use standard print production technology to create physical
editions of the same books for people who want to buy and own
a physical copy. Long-established publishers are now bringing
out digital editions of their own books. Other publishers produce

on-demand copies of their own classic titles that have gone out
of print.

The convergence of digital technology, physical production tech-

nology, and today's many delivery systems make printing mail
art magazines and artist books an open field. possibilities are

Iimited only by imagination, time, and money,

MW/AO: Canyou talk about the role of the "editor'or "publtsher"

of a mail art book or magaztne? How would this person impact on

the arttstic language of the magaztne or book? Was the editor/
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publisher a posttton of authority? Or perhaps crfisfs preferred to

use thts role to question the concept of authortty, or both?

Ken Friedman: This is a good question. It always depends on the

editor's goals.

In the case of a book publisher, the publisher usually wants to cre-

ate a platform for the voice of each author. For the editor of a book,

however, it may be the book or the topic of the book that has a voice.

As publisher of Something Else Press, Dick Higgins gave the au-

thor of every book an opportunity to speak. As editor with WoIf

Vostell of. Fantastic Architecture, Dick and Wolf sought to shed

light on the topic by selecting a rich range of examples. f2

When I edited Fluxus projects, I usually thought in three dimen-

sions. On the first level, I sought to present the work of each art-

ist in that artist's own voice. I invited every Fluxus artist or most

of them, outlining the project and using whatever each artist

sent in response to invitation. In the second dimension, I was an

artist myself. I, too, would have a slot for a relevant project that

interested me. The third dimension belongs to the editor. The

introduction or the editorial offers the editor a place to speak for

the prof ect, describing the editor's vision and ideas.

An example of this is visible in the special Fluxus issue of rfihite

Walls magazine.rsl also had an article of my own, in this case a

playful story about Pluxus.{r

a2Wolf Vostell and Dick Higgins, eds. 1969. FantasticArchitecture. NewYork: Something Else Press

a3 Friedman, Ken, ed. l91tllMhit" Watts: FLUXIJS. Chicago: White Walls, lnc. [Guest editor of
special magazine issue devoted to Fluxusl.
oiFried.anl Ken. 1987. "Explaining Fluxus, or, Puissance de la Flux." WhiteWalls: FLUXUS. Ken

Friedman, ed. Chicago: White Walls, lnc., pp.12'29.
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When I served as guest editor of. Source Magazine, my introduc-
tion described the project.fs As an artist presenting my own
work, I reprinted the first volume of the original Neu.r york Corre-
spondence School Weekly Breeder.re

The other Fluxus artists never seemed to understand what edit-
ing was about. When I invited people to participate in projects,
theyd often neglect the invitation or even decline, saying that
they didn't have time. When the publication came out, some of
the same people would complain that they weren't includ.ed. Dick
used to talk about how it was with Something Else press. Most
folks wanted him to dedicate resources to their work, They grum-
bled when he didn't publish their work. They rarely praised the
wonderful work he did publish. Sometimes he'd laugh about it.
Other times, it made him sad.

Working for Dick as general manager of Something Else press

was a great experience for me. I had the opportunity to read my
way through the entire archive of the press back to the beginning.
My office and the Press office in California were in the garage of
Dick's house in Newhall. The archive contained alr the press cor-
respondence, including the files on every book, and a great deal of
Dick's personal correspondence,I started reading alphabetically. I
started the first file under the letter A, and I kept reading until I
got to the letter Z. Even though I was a manager rather than an

editor, I learned a great deal about what it meant to be an editor
and publisher by reading those files.

]i fri9d.1an, Ken, and stanley Lunetta, eds.1972[1974]. tnternationa/ sources (sou rce Magazine,
Vol.6, No. 1, lssue 11). Sacramento, california: composer/performer Editions. [special issue
of Source devoted to Fluxus and intermedia. This was also the catalogue of the 

"^f'lUitio"I nte r n ati o n al S o u rce s.)
a6Friedman, Ken. 1972[1974]. "NewyorkcorrespondenceSchool weeklyBreeder.,,Vol. 1, Nos.
1^-1.1,1971, reprinted in lnternational sources, Ken Friedman and stanleyiunetta, eds. Sacramento,
California: Composer/Performer Editions
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Terrence Reid
My life is a series of further delays. At the age of 80,

the stuff of my biography has yet to be prized out from
the future.

Question being, will there be a future?

Recall the then optimism of we artists orchestrating
a decentralized network, a network that would be unlimited and,

to quote Robert Filliou, eternal - as David Dellafiora has said,

utopian in intent. Those ends were metaphorically expressed

in the invitation for the New Era Social Club to dance the night away
at the Cabaret Voltaire.

Buf these ends are continuously torn away

by our bipartisan support for yet more war -
war that blows us impossibly off-course from meeting the emergency

of calming a much-disrupted Climate.

When we need cooperation, they give us conflict.

To them I say, A POX ON BOTH YOUR MONKEYS.

The carousel continues to spin with yet four more horses,

but the ring is getting beyond reach ofour grab.
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